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PREFACE

TO THE SECOND

EDITION

Al, author who, after twenty years of rather heated controversy
in what has come to be known as "capital theory," has a book on
capital published unrevised owes his readers a word of explanadon.
My tist reason is that the problems constituting the subject
matter of this book have little to do with what has been going on
in the arena of recent controversy. This book deals with the stock
of social capital and its structure, not with income accruing to the
various classes of its owners, hs main concern, in Professor Hayek's
formulation of thirty-six years ago, "wiU be to discuss in general
terms what type of equipment it will be most profitable to create
under various conditions, and how the equipment existing at any
moment wiU he used, rather than to explain the factors which
determined the value d a given stock of productive equipment
and of the income that will be derived from ir.''1 Professor Solow
in 1963 assigned to capital theory ah almost exactly opposite task.
"In short, we reaUy want a theory of interest rates, nota theory
of capitaL" It ma), be useful, then, to distinguish between
Hayekian theory oí capita/and Solovian capital theory. This book
helongs in the £ormer category and is unaffected by the vicissimdes
the latter has suffered.
The theory of capital, alas, has made little progress since 1941.
This book was written about a dozen years later in ah attempt
to make economists aware of the existente and urge.no/of these
m'uctural problems. It went out of print fairly soon and was not
repfinted.
My _ond reason for having it reprinted unchanged stems
ti-oro the fact that ir was written in ah epoch of economic thought
which now appears to be past, the era of unchallenged neoclassical
ammdancy. But the neodassical style of thought does not lend
readily to a dig-uuion of problems of capital structure. The
liM li
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book had to be written in a somewhat unorthodox £ashion. To
revise ir now would be like putting steel windows in a baroque
building.
h 1956 when the book first appeared, the fortunes of Austrían
economics were at a low ebb. Most economists were more interested in econometrics than in subjectivism. Nobody reminded them
in those days that the present, in which we stand and judge, is
but a thin veneer between ah unknowable future and ah irrevocable
past, fa'om which our knowledge is drawn. Today this is common
cause, but some of its methodological implicaáons ate as yet not
well understood. The 1950s were abad time for subjectivists. The
rote of expectaáons in economic theory, except for Shadde's
pioneering efforts, was hardly appreciated. To some extent the
book was a gesture of defiance to the spirit of the age. In the
prdace I wrote, "Our own approach in this book foHows another
trend of modern economic thought, not towards the 'objective'
and quantifiable, but towards the subjective interpretation of
phenomena." I had to review the existing theory d capital from
suda a perspective.
For some time one particular feature of Ausman economics
had puzzled me. hs theory of capir_d,aja essential and perhaln
its best known ingredient, did not appear to fit the canon of
methodological individualism. Austrians in general accepted that
we must start with the individual and proceed by exploring the,
often unintended, consequences of its maximizíng endeavm-s.The
Austrian theory of capital, on the other hand, ti'oro BShm-Bawerk
onward, proceeded along altogether different lines and offered
little scope fvr the cffe_ of individual action.
h was easy to see that this fact had somethi,g to do with_
Bawerk's cast of mind. As much a Ricardian as ah Amtdan, he
asked the old Ricardian question, how it is possibic in a compefitire market economy £or the owners of au_le
capital
resources to enjoya permanent income, h was onky in the purmit
oí this endeavor that, asa nmans to his ead, he carne to mnm_

the nalimeau oí a theoryd capitalanza_

No woader,_a,

that bis theor/looked so "_vi,C
and Ricardiaa. h ,_aned
m me that the mmt urgent task was to inñm a dose o_ mbjecfivism
imo this _
of capital ímd to relate capital phetmmem m
vi
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individual choices.
Ir is, of course, true that the "average period of production"
refl_ts the coflective time preferences of saver-consumers, but this
expression in itself denotes a macroeconomic entity. Moreover, it is
measurable only in a classical one-commodity world in which labor
is the only factor of production, and we do not live in such a
world. In a multicommodity world, on the other hand, the stock
of capital is heterogeneous, and we face the task of explaining its
composition in terms of individual choice.
It seemed to me that to this end the macroaggregate "capital
stock" had to be broken up into smaller entities responsive to
microecoaomic forceg entities which can be shown to be the
results, however indirect, of individual acts of choice. A theory of
capital of the type envisaged had to start with the capital combinations of the individual units of production, of "firms," combinations of buildings, equipment, machines, stocks of working capital,
and so forth. In them we find the "natural elements," the micra
ecoaomic roots, of the social capital stock. Within the limits set
by technology, each such combination reflects the production plan
of its owners and managers. It is certainly nota mere replica
of the other combinations in the same "industry." The divergence
of expectations makes for some variety. With product differentiation, the scope íor variety is even further enhanced. One of the
tasks of a theory of capital devoted to p_suing the implications
of the heterogeneity and complementarity of nonpermanent ro.
Iources is to explain why, even in the most fiercely competiUv¢
market, each firm bears the mark of the individuality of it_

ieadingmi-da.
It is to be hoped that the approach to capital followed in thil
book will find further development in the near future. For this,
the climate may be more favorable today than it veas twenty-oae
Fqmrsago, sinee our age of permanent inflation has leat urgency
to some problems fimnerly unduly neglected. In this connection,
those of capital replacemem and malinvestment caU {or particular

mImtkm.
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business. Only the bankrupt or ñear-bankrupt would thus rail to
replace their capital resources. In any economy in which capital
was normally accumulated every year, we could be sure that its
esi_sting capital stock would be duly replaced. The neoclassical
notion of "steady growth" evidendy rests on this assumption.
Today we have learned to be more skeptical. We now realize
that capital replacement, lar from being a matter of business
routine, is a most problematic activity. Ir must rest on expectaons,
subjective and individual, about future income streams and choice
among them. There can be no such thing asa "correct" method
of depreciation and replacement in a changing world. The possibility of capital erosion in some sectors of the economy at the same
time as accumulation is occurring in others is no longer to be
dismissed.
That malinvestment and its consequences should have beca
ignored as long as macroeconomic thinking was dominated b_ ah
income-expenditure model, which had no place for capital gains
and losses, is perhaps understandable, if not pardonable. It is
important to l ealize, however, that the effects of malinvestment
are not confined to the losses of wealth suffered by the capital
owners directly concerned and their creditors, but that through the
network of structural complementarity they may extend throughout
the economic system. The appearance of malinvestment in any
kind of capital resource will affect the processes of its maintenance
and replacement and thus the output of its means of production,
and possibly also maintenance and rephcemem of the latter in turn.
In our world of permanent inflation many of the.se problems ha_
come to the fore. Everybody knows that in ah inflation the more
heavily in debt a firm is, the more profitable it appears to be,
because by ordinary accounting vales the capital gains its owners
make at the expense of their creditors must appear as profits. Molt
economists by now know this to be only ah extreme case of the
ubiquitou, dif_ulty of ascemiaiag "mae profits." Bar the imOieatiom of this set of problems ate ohen not well undersmod.
Most contemporaries know the plight of industries with prices
controlled by public authorities, umafly in mcha __ion that in
any particular round of inflation their _
ate the _
to ri_
but the implications for capital replacement and its repercuuiom
X
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mentioned earlier are less readily appreciated. In a world in which
what Hicks has caUed "fixprices" and "flexprices" exist side by
side, aU industries whose output prices belong to the former, while
the major portion of their input prices are of the latter category,
are in approximately the same position as industries with controUed
output prices.
As ir is by no means obvious where current replacement cost
information can be obtained, it will not help us to blame the
accountants for the apparendy irrational character of their rules
for the evaluation of profits. These rules, on the other hand, display
a tendency to tum into business institutions which decision makers
dare not ignore, even where they fully understand the real issues
at stake. Moreover, as Solomon Fabricant reminded us,
the situation with regard to plant and other structures
is still more difficult. Construction data assembled from
a variety of sources and published in the Sumey o/Cm'rem
Buíiness, for example, are of mixed quality. Some relate
to the cost of the finished structure--the building---but
most relate only to the cost of materials and labor used in
construction, with little or no allowance for other inputs
or for productivity changes."
The replacement of capital is indeed ah economic activity of
somewhat problematical character.
The world around us abounds with problems to which a m-ucrural theory of capital of the type outlined in this book is germane.
Ir is to be hoped that a number of them will attract the attention
of economías.
Ne., Yort( U.i,,ersity

l,..,,,,.y1977
L. M. L,,cm.t,,w,

Fd__mmt,"T_
Ratimml_,_ceotman_,In ma Era of
Wam,_, _gm-_t6,"
Na_.aZ _
olE_ie
m.wreh,
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PREFACE
For a long time now the theory of capital has been under a
cloud. Twenty yea_ ago, when Professor Knjght launched
his attack on the capital theoñes of Boehm-Bawerk and
Wicksell, there opened a controversy which continued for years
on both sides of the Atlantic. Today very little is heard of all
thiR. The centre of intermt has shifted to other fields.
In practice of course problems concerning capital have by
no means lost their interest. There can be few economists who
do not use the word 'capital' almost every day of their working
lives. But apart from some notable exceptions, economists
have ceased to ask __udamental questions about capital. It is
pertinent to enquire why thia has happened.
It would seem
that there ate three major reasom to ac_unt for this curious

neOect.

In the first place, many economt_s have evidently come to
believe that we do not require the conceptual framework of a
theory of capital in order to dhcuss problems germane to
capital, or at least those problems in which practical interest
has of late been greatmt, such as investment. In other wordg
the view appears to have gained ground that a theory of capital
is not really necemary. This, as I shall attempt to show in
this book, is ah erroneous view. Ir is hardly pomible to discuss
the causes and comequences ofa change in a stock without some
knowledge of the naume and composition of thia mw_k; of, it la

only poe_le to do m ir we ate preparedto _
fromall
those feamresof the sit-aationwhich really matter. In the
disctmkm of capital problems, as of any other problem_ we
cannot dispeme with a coherent ñ=me of _
A semnd reason for the premmt-day neglect of the theory

of capital has _
to be sought in the contemporart
inm¢culmion __th quaumtive pr¢cidon of _mement and
a.,¡gnm_t. Mmt coatemporaryecoaomicsis prmentedin a

_sm_.

rea, om forthis _

omim_in_

Tbis_ notthephce _oenqaireimothe
To remeemmt of come ecoa-

sonar.h¢ífortonqumtifyiag
themmsla
xiñ

PREFACE
which they present their theoñes, wit_ngly or unwi_ngly
merely reflect the spirit of our age.
But why should such quantification be more problematical
in the theory of capital than it is in other fields of economic study? In most business transactions capital is treated
asa
quantity. In every b_l_nce sheet we find a capital
account.
The fact remain.qj however, that in spite of protracted efforts
it has proved impossible to fmd a quantitative expression for
capital which would satisfy the rigorous requirements of economic thought. Most economists agree toda}, that, except under
equilibñum conditiom, a 'quantity of capital' is not a meaningful concept_ In thi_ book ah attempt is made to follow up
some implications of thi_ conclusion_ But the fact that the
concept of capital has for so long proved refractory to all
attempts at quantificaUon is a!most certainly one of the reasons
for the lack of interest, and hen_ of progre_ in the th¿ory of

capital

A third rea_n, closely related to the one just mentioned,
appears to líe in the rather peculiar namre of the relationdñp
between capital and knowledge. The vañom uses made of
any durable capital good reflect the accumulated __
and knowledge gained, in work_op and market, by thme who
operate ir. Bar modern economic theory ca_
easily cope
wíth chanooe that is not quantitative ¢h_r_¿,eo;and Imowledge
is as reactory to quantifi_tion aa capital is. The acquátion
and d;_mion of knowledge certainly take place in time,.bat
neither _, in any meanin_A seme of the word, a _n_tien' of

_-_,

__tern economim,enea_ awareof the problem,

have tried to avoid it by assuming a 'given state of knowledge'.
But mch maímumption, ff taken literally, wuuld obviously prevent m from comideñng economic chan8e of any kind. For

inca-ce, u MnLRobinmnh_ pointedoat, 'a "dm_e in
methods of pmduction in a given state of Imowkdge" i_ _rictly
spe_k;_¿,., a contradiction in tenm'.
With very derable capital

goodsm_a_mp_ be__ _
=_enab_. Oer_
afierah atenottan bypeoplewiththetechakalknowtedge
el
125 yeam ago.
The theory of capital is a _

_

_,

capi_ goedJatedera_, bet_
xtv
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PREFACE
which these durable capital goods undergo duñng their lifetime refleet the acquisition and transmission of lmowledge.
Our own approach in this book follows another trend of
modern cconomic thought, not towards the 'objective' and
quan6fiable, but towards the subjecve
interpretation of
phenomena.
Of late many economists have exercised thcir
ingenuity in fashioning the.ir science in accordance with the
rigid canons of Logical Empiricism. Even the thcory of value
has been made to conforto to the strict rules of the behaviourists:
nowadays we aro not supposed to know anything about human
preferenccs until thesc have been 'revealed' to us. But few of
these efforts have been succesffuL The fact remains that the
two greatest achievements of our science within the last hundrcd ycars,subjccvcvalueand theintroducfion
ofcxpcctations,
bccamcpossible
onlywhen itwas rcalized
thatthecauses
ofccrtain
phcnomcna do notlicinthc'facts
ofthcsituation'
but in the appraisal of such a situation by active minds.
The generic concept of capital without which economists
cannot do their work has no measurable counterpart among
mateñal objects; it reflects the entrepreneurial appraisal of such
objects. Beer baxrels and blast fumaces, harbour installations
and hotcl-roomfumitureatecapital not by virtueof thcir
physical
propertics
but by virtucofthe.ir
cconomicfunctions.
8ometh;n_ is capital because the market, the consen_as ofcntrepreneurial minds, regards it als capable of yielding ah income.
This does not mean that the phenomena of capital cannot be
¢omprehcndcd by clearand unambiguous conccpts.The
stockofcapital
mcd by socicty
docsnotprcscnta pictureof
chaos. Its arrangement is not arbitrary. There is some ordcr
init. Tls book isdevotedtothe exploraonoftheproblcnm

oft_on_ ofc__
The chiefobjectofthisbook isthustorek;ndlc
intcrest
in
thelh,whm_tal problemsofcapital
ratherthantopresenta
systemofgeneraliy-ations
aboutthcm; tooutfinea ncw
__roach _
m s_howthat it can be applied, with reme proro'me
ofsuccem,toa m_mber ofsudaproblcmsrangingfromthe
productivity
ofcapital
tothedemoreofthe'strong
boom';to
pointoat theimOicaons of cerrajao:onomicfactswhich
imve been kmg negtcctcd; and, abow all, to cmphasize tiro
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Wa_mmission of knowledge, the interaction of m;nds, as the
ultimate agent of all economic processes.
I am painfully aware of the fact that thiR book leaves many
vital questiom unamwered.
It could hardly be otherwise.
But it is my hope that others will follow and _ake their contributions to the theory of capital
There can be few fields
of economic enquiry today which promi_ a richer harvest than
the systematic study of the modes of use of our material
r__UIvA_.

It is not impossible that at some time in the future the concept of capital structure, the order in which the variom capital
resources are arranged in the economic system, will be given a
quantitative expression; after al], any order can be expressed
in numbers. For many reasom such a development would be
most welcome. But this book has been wñtten to meet the
present situation in which we badly need a generic coneept of
capital, but in which all attempts to exprtm it in quantitative
terms llave thm far been unsu_
My greatest debt of gratitude is to Professor F. A. Hayek
whose ideas on capital have helped to shape my own thought
more than those of any other thinker. To Professor F. W.
Paish who, during Iris stay at this University in 1952 as a Vt_siting Trust Fund Lecturer, undaunted by a heavily Ioaded timetable, read several chapters in draft forro, I am indebted for
mu_t_hsagacious comment and advice. In writing the final

versionof Chapter VI I have &awn heavily on bis m__iválled
lmowledgeof the intricad¢_of modernb._
_
But
needlem to say, the respomibility for what I my is entirely reine.
I owe more thanI can exprtm in wor& to my fden_ in the
Univerty
of the Witvraterm_d for their _
help and
enco_t,
in particular to Mr. L. EL S_mue_ and Mr.

T. van Waa_'k, whopatienttyreaddraitafterdr_ andfrom
who_ hellxful com__m_t and aeS8estknm I haw derived mm:h

e=__d proet.

I aho wilt to expm,t my gratimde to the Rma:th

Omv

mittee of ,hk Univenity who by their geeemm em*,_'*t
awmnee have _bly
eami my tatL
_y,
I have to _
the _
F_mz=k Sodety. the
editorand _
of the _
Sd_ _f _
ad
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Social Studies, Messrs. George AUen & Unwin, the McGraw-HiU
Book Company, Inc., and Messrs. Routledge & Kegan Paulfor
permimion to quote passages from works publi_hed by them.
I also wish to acknowledge my gratitude to the authors of
these passages.
L. M. LA_
University of the Witwatersrand

Johannesburg
S_tem/_,

_955
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CHAPTER I

THE ORDER

OF CAPITAL

The realm of economics comists of many provinces between
which, in the course of time, a fairly high degree of interregional division of labour has evolved. NaturaUy, development in some of these regions has been faster than in others.
Thcre are some 'backward meas', anda fcw of them acmally
appear to merit description as 'distressed meas'. None seems
to llave a better daim to this unenviable smtus than the Theory
of Capital
In fact it would hardly be ah exaggeration to say
that at the present _me a systematic theory of capital scarcely
e_gts.
Comidering the degree of division of labour just mentioned
thís I_rely is ah astoni_hin_ state of affaírs. There can hardly

be a ñeld of economicthought,pure or applied,in which the
word 'capital' is not more or less constanfly employed.
We
hear of a world-wide capital shortage. In discussiom on the
convertibility of __rren__ we are __ked to disnguish between
'current' and capital transactions. And it is clear that the

'economicintegrationof WesternEurope'requiresthat some
at least of the ind_
resourcesof these countñes be regroupedand ch_-_ theirforro;in otherwords,that ir entails
a modñicationof Europe'scapital structu_.
Yet, in the Theory of Capital the present state of affairs is as

we have_
ir. The productimportedand usedby the
othereconomicdisciplinesis nota standardizedproduct. The
word 'capital; as med by economists, h_ no clear and unam-

bi8uow meaning. Som_m,_ the word denotesthe material
re__
of p_d_
_
their money v_Jue. Sometimes ir meam money sum_ avaable for loan or the purcha_

of _
While to reme economhts "capital'has come to
una nottñnglmt thepreaentvalueof futureincomem_um.
The _
s,J8ge_ itself that no pmgremmade in the
theoryofcapi_ coutdfa to pay handmme dividendsh_ the
ef'¢memalmmomies' to be reaped by aU those who
have ID woldk with the noÓ_n of capi_d.
1
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The root of the trouble is well lmown: caída/r_0urc¿t ar#
&tsrogo,eoas. Capital, as distínct from labour and land, lacks
a 'natural' nnit of measurement.
Whñe we may add head
to head (even woman's head to man's he.ad) and acre to acre
(possibly weighted by an index offertility) we cannot add beer
barrels to blast fin'naces nor trucks to yar& of te.lephone wire.
Yet, the economist cannot do bis work property without a
geneñc concept of capital.
Where he has to deal with quantitaUve change he nee& a common denominator.
Almost
inevitably he follows the b_lsiness man in adopting money
value as his standard of measurement of capital change. This
meam that whenever relative money vaJues change, we lose
our common dcnominator.
In equiñbrium, where, by definition, al] values ase con_Rtent
with ea¢h other, the useof money vídue asa lm|t of me¿sure-

ment is not n_y

ím illegithnateprocedure._But in

disequibrinm
where no such con.q/_ncy exist_ it c__not be
appfied. The dilcmma has been known ever i_11c¢Wicksell
drew attentign to it._ But in most current disc-_om
on
capital the whole problem with its manifold implications, which
go far beyond the conñnes of the theory of capital, is, a s a rule,
allowed to be ignored.
In confronting thiq _
it sectas best to start by settin_
forth a few fundamental lacta about capital

AI!capital resourcesate heterogo_aeom.The heterogeneity
which matters is here, of coun_ not physicíd heterogeneity,
but heterogeneity in use. Even if, at some future date, some
miraculous substance were invented, a very tight metal

wlñch it was found profitable to substitutefor all steel, wood,
copper,etc.,m that all capital equipmentwere tobe madefrom
it, this would in no way aírí_ our proble_

_

The real ¢conomic

ofthehmmsme_ ofcapitíam inthefactthat

e,ch capitalgoodcan_

bemed fofa __d

mm_r cfpm_

, "But
ammO,e_mñ_
t__.
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da
_
the_miom
¢¢the
"quanUty
__'
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_ mamm_
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_
meam
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wi_h i. the rmlt d the_
im__ i. mm_d m
irirwerea damm,thi.muñmionwmumderdav_ inm_mmby_ emm,i_
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_ the atic rectitud,whiehwhtleir _
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m d equ__m_m,doesno__
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Each capital good is, at every moment, devoted to what in
the circumstances appears to its owner to be its 'best', i.e. its
most profitable use. The word 'best' indicates a posiUon on
a scale of alternaUve possibilities. Changing circumstances
will change that position. Unexpected change may open up
new possibilities of use, and make possible a switch from yesterday's 'best' to ah even better use. Or, it may compel a switch
from 'present best' to 'second best' use. Hence, we cannot be
surprised to fmd that at each moment some durable capital
goods are not being used for the purposes for which they were
oñginMJy designed. These new mes may, from the point of
view of the owners of the capital goods, be 'better' or 'worse',
more or lem profitabl¢ than the original ones. In each case
the change in use means that the original plan in which the
capital good was meant to phy its part has gone astray. In
most of the arguments about capital encountered today these
facts and their implications, many of them cruciaJ to a clear
understanding of the nature of economic progress, are almost
completely ignored.
It is hard to _
any capital resource which by itse_
operated by human labour but without the use of other capital
resources, could turn out any output at all. For most purposes
capital goods have to be used jointly.
Complementari_is of the
emence of capital use. But the heterogeneous capital resources
do not lend themselves to combination in any arbitrary fashion.
For any #ven nmnber of them only certain modes of complementañty ate technic-ally possible, and only a few of these ate
economica]ly sígnificant. It is among the latter that the entrepreneur has to final the 'optímum combination'.
The 'best'
mode of complementañty is thm not a 'datum'. It is in no
way '#ven' to the entrepreneur who, on the contrary, asa rule
has to _
a good d¢al of time and effort in flnding out what
it is. Even where he mcceeds quicldy he will not enjoy his
ar.hievement for long, as sooner or later drcumstanom will
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will have to be tumed to second-bestuse_. It is becauseof
these facts that it is impomible to measure capital.

Capital has

no 'natural' me_ure, and vahe will be a_ected by every
unexpectedchan_.
Yet, we need a generic concept. We want to be able to
speak of 'Capital'. Logically, we can establi_ no sys_:maÜc
generalization without a generic concept. But we need more
than that. Unable as we are to meamre capital resources,
we must at least make ma attempt to classify them. If there
can be no common denominator there should at least be a
cr/Uráan__'_s.
The stock of capital does not _t
a picture
of chaos; its arrangement is not arbitrary; there is reme order
in it. As we saw, capital resources cannot be combined in ah
arbitrary fashion. Only some modes of complementañty ate
economically signicant.
These forro the bato of the capital
order.
If our dassiticafion of capital remurt_ is to be reálistic, the
criterion of order we employ must corres_nd to the order in

which theseresourcesare in realityananged. As all capital
remurcm __4_t for the mke of the uses to which they ate, or
may be, put, thh meam that we must make our concepmal

orderreflectthe actualparteroof capitalme. The elements
of thh pattem ate the capital combinadomof the vadmm
enterpñses,andtheyin theirtotaty forrothemp/tdsm_m of
B__iety. Entrep_mríal dechiom on capital _tiom
ate the immediate det¢rm_nts ofthe Order of Oapital,
thougtbon a widerview, thme deciíom reaechof _,
the
com#ex ínteracfionof economicforcmfromwhich the entrepreneur takes bis oñentation.

Ir will be our main task in this
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r_pital', control
of ir as homogeneom _d memorable,
any other stock. From Ricardo onwards, ofcourse, their main
interest was in the distribution of incomes. Capital was of
importance mainly as the 'source' of profit in the same way as
labour was the source of wages and land the source of rent.
Andas the rate of profit was regarded as tendin__gtowar&
equality in all uses of capital, the problem was really posed
only under equilibrium conditions. For only here is there
a determinate and homogeneous quantity which we may call
'output', andas profit is conceived as part of homogeneous
output, so its 'source' would appear to be equally homogeneous.
The notion of a homogeneous capital stock no doubt was
borrowed, as are so many of our concepts, from accounting
practice which makes a (homogeneous) money sum appear in
the capital ac_unt.
Now, the clerical economists were certainly not unaware of some of the dangers of describing economic m__xitudes in money terms. But in thiq case the danger
seemed to be avoíded, and the notion of a 'real stock' gained a
certain plausibility from the employment of two devíces which
played a prominent part in the cl_cal doctrine. On the one
hand, the labour theory of value made it pomible and necessary to reduce capital values to labour values, i.e. to homogeneous labour tmits. On the other hand, there was the
concept of the Wages Fund which not merely served to render
the stock of capital homogeneom but also reduced aH capital
goods to comumptíon goo& memurable in labour units.

In the neo-clamcal w.hoolswhich rcee in the last three
decadet of the _ century the focm of interestis still distñbution, explained now by the marginal productivity pñnciple. Here factvra of production of variom clamm between
which there is no longer over-aU homogeneity, though the

memben of each da= ate _11 regardedas homogeneotub
p_uce a homo_eo_
product. The Wases Fund _,
bet the new problemwhich _erg_ now that
capital goods can no Ionger be l_rded

se co__mption

goo¿l

/B mm _
_ the efect of capital change on capital
valu_ in tmm ofcomumableOUtlmt,
b ignore&
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But
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measured'3 Reasan_ng based on the marginal productivity
pñnciple can no longer be applied to capital even where
the change is, within the framework of 'comparafive statics',
from one equilíbñum to another. A fortiori ir is impossible
to speak of capital in quantitaUve temas in conditiom of
disequilibñum.
More recenfly the focus of interest in discussionson capital
has shifted to Investment, defmed as the 'net addition to the
capital stock'. Now, ir is possible to define the economic
forces engendering investment in terms which avoid the
quantification of capital, or even the very concept of capital.
Professor Lerner, for imtance, has defined bis 'marginal
etñciency of investment' exclmively in terms of present output
forgone and future output obtained3 But in any reali_tic
discussion of the 'inducement to invest' it is clearly impossible
to ignore existing capital resources,on the use and prófitability
of which the new capital _nnot but have some effect.
A theory ofinvestment based on the assumption of a homogeneous and quantifiable capital stock is bound to ignore
important features of reality. Owing to its very character it
can only deal with quantitative capital change, investment and
disinvestment. It cannot deal with changesin the compositionof
t/_ st0ck. Yet there can be little doubt that suda chang_ in
the composition of the stock are of fundamental importance in
many respects, but in partio_]ar with regard to the cau_ and
effects of inve_iment. As long as we cling to the view that all
capital is homogeneom, we shall only _e, as Keynes did, the
unfavourableetfectsofinvestment on the earning capacity and
value of exisfing capital goods, _nce afi the elements of a
homogeneom aggregate ate _y
perfect substimtes for
each other. The new capital competes with the old and
reduces the protitability of the latter. Once we allow for
heteroge_ty we mmt also allow for complementañty between
old and new capital The effect of investment on the proIitahiliW of old capital is now _a to depend on which of the
vañom fonm of old capital are complementary to, of mbstitutes for, the new capital The effect on the complements
**Joan
Rotitma:7"_
_ é" he,ta, m/_r
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will be favourable, on the sulntimtes unfavourable. The
'inducement to invest' will therefore often depend on the effect
the new capital is expected to have on the earning capacity of
old capital complementary to it. In other words, investment
decisions, as to their magnimde, and even more as to the concrete forro they are likely to take, depend at each moment on
the prevailing composion
of the existing capital stock. In
general, investments will tcnd to take such concrcte forros as
are complementary to the capital already in existcnce. A real
understandi-g of the investment pattern is therefore impossible
as long as we díng to the homogencity hypothesis. Investment
is thus seen to be ultimately a problem of the capital order.
At each moment it reflects, both as regards its quantitative
volume and its concrete form, the possibilities left open by the
existing capital order.
We must now return to our main task in this chapter. We
sha]l attempt to present very bricfly a preliminary vicw of the
chief problems with which wc shall be conccrncd in this book.
The problcm of capital as a 'sourcc' of proñt is not among
them. In Chaptcr V, to be surc, wc shall have occasion to
c__mi-c ccrtain aspects of the thcory ofintcrcst, but in the context of this book this will be to us a mete side-line. The wain
subject-matter of thi.q book is the Capital Strucne.
When we
turn our attention to the relafiomhip between capital and
interest we do it for the light that interest sheds on capital, not
vice versa. Those economists to whom the concept of capital
was in the main an imtrtunent in their search for the explanation of the interest phenomenon naturally conceived of it as
a homogeneom aggregate consisting of value units. By contrast, our conception of capital is that of a complex structure
which is flm¢t/o__.y d/_'erent/at¢din that the various capital
rmourcm of which it is compmcd have different functiom.
The allocation of these functiom, and the changes which its
mode undergom in a world of change, is one of our main
problem_
In thi_ book we _
endeavour to outline an appmach to
capital problems which is both realistic and directly based on
the definition of economic action: realisfic in that we deíd with
the worid ofunexpected change; direct]y based on the definition
of economic actiou in that we Kart from the fact that capital
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resources ase scarce resources with a_
gs_. _ To us the
chief problem of the theory of capital la to explain why capital
resourcesare used in the way the,/ate; why in a given situation
some alternadves are rejected, others selected; what governs
the choice or rejection of ahernative uses when tmexpected
change compels a revision of plan. There ate two broad
answers to these questions, the first of which is perhaps rather
trite, but the second of whích h__ notas yet been given the
prominent place it deserves in economic thought. The first
answer is that, of course, capital goods must be used in such a
way as to produce, directly or indirectly, the goods and services
com,]rnerswant at prices they ate prepared to pay. This is a
familiar theme. The urge to maximize profits warrants the
belief that after some trial and error capital goods wiUin reality
be used in such a fashion. But there is a second answer.
Capital uses must 'fit into each other'. Each capítal good has
a functíon which forros part of a plan. Capital goo& with no
such funcaon will not be maintained. The fact that capital
goods which do not 'eam their keep' will be discarded warrants
the belief that a tendency towards the integrañon of the capital
structure reaUy exists. But whe, on the one hand, the scope
ofthi_
phenomenon is wider than is commonly recognized, the
tendency does not operate unimpeded.
Ir is obvious that capital equipment for which no labour can
be found to work it, is useless and will be scrapped. Once we
abandon the assumpfion that all capital is homogeneous the
scope of th_sphenomenon is seen to extend beyond that of the
complementañty between labour and capital. Capital equipment may have to be scrapped because no capital combination
can be found into which it would fit.
On the other hand, the scrapping of surplus capital, and
comequenfly the integration of the capital structure, may in
rea_ty be delayed for a n.mber of reasom. For one thing,
expectations of a future different from the present may
the _mplicity of our theorem. If capital owners think that
, Wedonotwishtoimply,o¢coy_., tl_ oth_ ea".p_the0_ srenot.l_d.
oz, _ donotc_ronnto,thed__t_n ofe_n¢mcsatxmjmdtl__
azimm it _
But _ll mo __w.athe l;.a_ is rather temama
There is a 'mJlánglink' in m_t eq_
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complementary factors will be available in the future, they will
prefer to wait. Moreover, for heavy durable equipment the
annual cost of maintenance is probably relatively small. This
means that even a small profit may sufliceto keep capital goods
in existence. Owners of displaced capital goods will then try
to final complementary resources by offeríng their owners
co-operation on favourable terms. This, of course, is what we
meant by 'switching capital goods to second-best use'. Before
displaced capital goods are scrapped attempts will thus be
made to lure other capital goods, potentially complements to
tbem, out of the combinations of which they happen to form
part. To some extent the.se attempts will be successful. This
is ímportant as it gives rise tO certain dynamic processeswe
shall study in Chapter III. As we shall see, equilibrium
analysis cannot be applied to them.
For the present we may conclude that a tendency towards the
integration of the capital strucmre exists, but that it may
encounter resistance from optimistic expectations and the
possibility of multiple use. While the former will lead to
'surplus stocks' and the maintenance of other forms of visible
excess capacity which llave of late attracted the attention of
economists,

the latter will give rise to a kind of invisible

excess

capacity, a counterpart to 'disguised unemployment'. Capital
resourceswiUbe used in ways forwhich they were not planned,
but these uses will be discontinued the moment complementary
resources make their appearance.
It is evident that oaly a morphological theory can be
expected to cope with such problems. Whether in reality an
integrated capital structure, in the sense that every capital
good has a function, can exist in a world of unexpected change
remains to be seen. But ,,ve may say that the desire to maximi_,eprofits on existi_ngcapital goods and the obvious futility
of maintaining those that cannot, either now or in the foreK_.able futurv, be fitted into the existing structure, warrant
the belief that economic action will at each moment tend in
the direction of such ah integrated structure, even though thí
may never be cOmpleted.
AII ttñ, has implicatiom for the theory of investment. We
cal_ot

explain

how either existing resources ale being replaced,

whether by their replicas or otherwise, or what kind of new
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capital goods is being created, without having first ofall learnt
how exisfing capital is being use& The shape in which new
capital goods make their appearance is determined largely by
the existing pattern, in the seme that 'investment opportunities'
really mean 'holes in the pattem'.
In the traclitional view, maintainecl by Keynes and his
followers, new investment follows the success of _m;lar existing
capital combinatiom.
If shipping fines llave been profitable
more ships will be buih. While, to be sure, the marginal
eftidency of capital is defmed as ah expectational magnitude,
we are always gíven to understand that high profits on existing
capital offer a strong incentive to invest whíle low profits do
not. As we shall see, thi._is another illegi_mate generalization
based on the homogeneíty hypothesis.
A number of investment opportunities actually owe thdr existence to the failure
of past capital combinations to achíeve the purpmés for which
they were designe& This problem will be discussed also in
Chapter III.
All capital goods have to fit into a pattern or structure.
What determines the structure? In the first place, there are
the vañous production plans, which determine the use to which
each capital good will be put. But ii"we ate to speak of a
structure, these plato must be comistent with each other.
What makes them so? The market compels the readjustment
of those producáon plato which are incomistent with either
comumers' plans or other production plana_ From the push
and pull of market forces there emerges fiually a network of
phns whích determines the pattern of capital me.
But the economic forces which integrate the capital structure
via the network of plato should not be ooafmed with the force,
discussed above, which causes the redntegraon of the structure
by discardi__ng surplm equipment. The former serve to
minimi=% though they _mlot altogether e_lx__t_, the impa_

ofunexpec_cha._by rem_

i-_cy

of

The latter only comes ínto operation after unexpected change
has happened and camed some capital to be d_placed. The
former will be disctmed at reme length in Ghapter IV.
We hope to have pmuaded the reader that once we abandon
the homogeneity hypotheais we ate compelled to adopt a
morphological approach to the problems of capita_ which
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must supersede purely quantitative reasoning. For the
quantitative concept of a homogeneous stock we have to substitute the concept of a funcfionally differenated
Capital
Structure. 6
As yet we have left the concept of Capital undeíined.
We
now define it as the (heterogeneous) stock of maW_l resour¢es.
In thus defining it we follow Walras in stressing heterogeneity
('les capitaux proprement dits') and Irving Fisher in refusing
to draw the traditional distincon between land and capital.
In fact, all the three possible cHteña of disncfion between
land and other material resources are readily seen to be
irrelevant to our purpose.
When capital is defined, with Boehm-Bawerk, as the 'produced means of production' land is, of course, excluded. But
to us the queson which matters is not which resources ate
man-made but which ale man-used. I-Iistorical oñgin is no
concern of ours. Our interest lies in the uses to which a
resource is put. In thi.qrespect land is no different from other
resources. Every capital combination is in fact a combination
of land and other resource_ Changes in the composition of
such combinatiom are of justas much interest to us where
land is, as where ir is not affected.
A second cñterion of distinction between land and other
capital resources is based on the contrast between the 'fixed'
nature of the supply of land and the variable character of
the supply of other mateñal resources. The criteñon is
quantitative in a purely physical seme which is not necemañly
economically relevant_ There are even today large tracts of
undeveloped land in the world which could be brought into
productive use by combining them with capital resources.
In other words, there is 'physical' land which is nota source of
economic services. The conditions in which such economic
transformation will take place are precisely a problem in the
theory of capital
To ignore them is to ignore one of the most
signiñcant dynamic aspects of capital
_...
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Professor Hayek has defined capital as 'thme non-permanent
resources which can be med only . . . to contñbute to the
pomsnent mainten_ance of the income at a particular level'2
Permanent resources thus fall outside the scope ofthiq deñnition
and outside the scope of the theory of capital. But we cannot
adopt thís definiÚon as we cannot ignore the uses to which
permanent reso_
are put. There ís no reason to believe
that in their case the pattern of resource use is fundamentally
different from that of non-permanent resources. In fact, as
we mid above, the two are almost invariably used together.
This does not mean that the replacement, the recurrent need
for which is the distinguishing c_haracteristic of non-permanent
resources, is of no interest to us. In so far as replacement does
not take the forro of the production of mere replicas itis of
interest to m as it changes the composition of the capital stock.
But what disting__ishes our approach from Professor Hayek's
is that we are not concerned with the rnaintenance ofincome at
a particular leveL We are not interested in that long period
which must elapee before the income-stream from nonpermanent resources dries up, but in the series of short periods
during which resources ate shiRed from one use to another, _nd
in the repercus_om of such shiIts. The causes and repercmsiom of these ah__ are more of less the reme, whether the
resourees shitted ate permauent or not (except fox'ver/shortlived resources). As long as the period during which incomememm from non-permanent resourc_ might be exhamted
rem
beyond our horizon, there is no reason why we should
distinguish between permanent and non-permanen(resources.
The growing predo_-snce
of very durable capital equipment
in modern industrial society appem's to underline the pointlesmess of the distinction and jmtify our neglect of it.
We Itha]]now briefly 6et out the logical mlicture of the argument thm lar presented in thiq chapter.
Hvterog_ed W of Capital mvam hetvrogeneity in me;
Heterogeneity in use implies Multiple Specificity;
Mulple Specificity implies Complementarity;
Complementaríty implies Capital Combinafiom;
Catpiml Combinafiom forro the elements of _ Ca_a/
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We are living in a world of unexpected change; hence
capital combinatious, and with them the capital structure,will
be ever changing, will be dissolved and re-formed. In this
activity we fmd the real function of the entrepreneur.
We must now give some consideration to the method of
analysis which we shall employ in this book. Multiple Specificity, as we saw, is a characteristic of the capital resources
which form the subject-matter of this book. Their mode of
use changes as circumstances change. Their life-story thus
falls naturally into a sequence of periods during each of which
we note their use fora specific purpose in conjunction with
labour services and other capital goods. This fact already
points to the need for Period An_lysis in studying the pattem
of capital use. It is not, however, a mere matter of time, but
of human action in time.
The employment of a number of capital goods in a capital
combination during a given peñod is embodied in a production
plan made at the beginning of the period. The plan thus
provides a scheme of orientation, a frame of reference for
subsequent action. This partero of resource use will be continued as long as the plan succeeds in the sense that a 'target'
envisaged in it is attained. The method to be employed in
describing such events might thus be strictly called 'PlanPeriod-Analysis'. And inasmuch as we have to go beyond the
'unit period', and consider what happeus in the next peñod as
a result of what happened in this, we shall speak of Process
Analysis. In the context which alone interests us this meam
th_t ir the plan faiLqthe capital combination will be dissolved
and its cousUment elements turned to other uses, each within
the range permitted by its multiple specifidty.
The method of Process Analysis has been described by
Professor Lindald in a famous passage:
Star_'ngfrom the plans and the external conditionsvalid at
the initial point of time,we haveñrstto deducethe development
that will be the resultof these data fora certain periodforward
during whích no relevant changes in the plato are assumed to
occur. Ñext we have to investigate how lar the development
during this first period--involving as it must vañous surprism
roe the economicsubjects---willforce them to revisetheir plato
of actíon for the future,the principlesfor m.tcha revisionbeing
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_mmed to be includedin the data of the problem. And since
on this b__i_ the development during the second period is
determined in the same manner as before, fresh deductiom
must be made conceming the plans for the third peñod, and
SO on. $

In thi_ book we shall thus employ the method of procem
analysís based on plato and those entrepreneuñal decisiom
which accompany their mccess and failure. But we shall not
indulge in building 'dynamic models' based on 'behavíour
functiom' expre.ssedin terms of 'difference equaUom'. Our
reason for this r6fusal is that to asmme that entrepreneurial
conduct in revising p!ans at the end of mccessive periods is, in
any objective seme, &tom/ned by past experience and thm
?redictable,would mean fal!ing into a rigid determini_ which
is quite contrary to everyday experience.
Men in society come to leam about each other's needs and
resources and modify their conduct in accordance with such
knowledge. But the acqvi__tíonof thig knowledge follows no
definite pattern, certainly no time-partero. Knowledge is not
acquired merely as time goes by.
AH human conduct is, of course, moulded by experience,
but there is a subjecti_ element in the inter/rretalion
of expeñence
to ignore which would be a retrograde step. Different men
react to the same experience in differentways. Were we conconcerned with 'Macro.dynami_' aH thia might not matter
very muda. Probability might provide a convenient way out.
But we are concemed with the conduct of the individuál entrepreneur. A rigid determinism in these matters would appear
to reflect an outmoded, pxe-Knighfian approach. The eoonometñciam llave thm far failed to explain why in ah uncertain
world the meaning of past events should be the only certain
thing, and why its 'correa' interpretation by entreprenema
can always be taken for granted.
To a._ime 'given behaviour fuactiom' or 'entrepreneurial
reaction equatiom' is dmply to deny that entrepreneurs ase
capable of interpreting historical expcñence_ Le. ext_ence
which doro not repeat itseg In other words, to make thme
asstlmp_ons ii to say that entreprezteumate aut0mata _ have
Lid.),pp._-9.
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no minds. Observation, howevcr, bears out the contention
that entreprencurial minds exist and function.
The entrepreneurialintcrpretation of past cxperience finds
its most interesting marfifestationin the formaUon of expectat/ons. ExpectaUom, i.e. those acts of the entrepreneurial
mind which constimte his 'world', diagnose 'the situation' in
which acUonhas to be taken, and logically precede the making
of plato, are of crucial importance for process analysis. A
method of dynamic analysis which fails to aUow for variable
expectatiom due to subjective interpretaUon seems bound to
degenerate into a series of economically irrelevant mathemacal exercises.
It thus seems clear that a study of capital problemsin a world
of unexpected change has to be conducted by means of process
analysis, and that the applicafion of this method presupposes
a study of entrepreneurial expectations.
The plan of this book is conceived in the following manner:
In Chapter II we start by establishing a few systemaUc general;-atiom about expectatiom. In doing so we shall have to
delve much more deeply into the subject than has been the
case in recent discussions. Arguments about how people bring
the variom possible outcomes of actions they envisage into conKstencywith each other wiUbe seen to be quite inadequate for
our purlmse. The formation of expectatiom is a moment in
the proceB of the acqni_tion of knowledge and has to be
•mdied as such. In Chapter III we shatl show how process
analysis can be applied to capital problems;how entrepreneurs
react to unexpected change by forming and dissolving capital
combinaUom in the light of expeñence gained from working
with them. In Chapter IV we ask how a capital structure
can come to exist in a world of unexpected change. We shall
see that, though in the real world a capital structureintegrating
all existin__g
capital resource_ even ifit ever carneinto existence,
could not exist for any length of time, integrating as well as
disintegrating forces are always in operation, and much can
be learned from a study of their modasoperandi.
The Ch_aptersII to IV constimte the theoretical nucleus
of the book. In the following three chapters the ideas set
forth in the earlier part will be applied to a variety of capital
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problems. In Chapter V w¢ attempt to show that, in so far as
the accumuhtion of capital can be said to prompt economic
progress,it does so by prompting certain typical changes in the
composition of the capital stock. In Chapter VI we raise the
question whether structural relationships exist in the sphere of
property ñghts and claJmsas well as in that of physical capital
resources, and if so, how the two spheres are interrelated. In
Chapter VII we hope to show that ff capital accumuhtion
entails changes in the composition of the capital stock, it also
entails certain consequences for the course of the Trade Cycle;
that industrial fluctuations are frequenfly due to intersectional
mahdjustment, and that in the circumstances which usually
accompany economic progress thi_ is often alm0st inevitable.
Finally, some attention will be given to the question of how
such maladjustments can be, and are in reality, overcome.
The argument so lar set forth in thiq chapter, derived as ir is
from heterogeneity and multiple specifidty of capital, has a
number of implications which will come up for fuller discussionat vañous points in the book. But a few ofthem which,
in a sense, underlie all that follows should be noted already
nOW.

What ,,ve llave so far said in this chapter serves to sharpen
our understanding of the function of the entrepreneur. We
usual]y say that the entrepreneur 'combines factor services'.
So he does, but the statement is too wide and no_ precise
enough since irsuggeststhat the relationshipbetween the entrepreneur and the owners of resources, human and material, b
symmetñcal in aH cases. Labour, of course, is hired and dismissed. But the cntrepreneur'sfunction as regar_ capital is
not exhausted by the hire of _e_vices. Here his funcfion is to
sped_ and make deci_onJ on the concrete forro the capital
resourcesshall have. He specifies and modifies the shape and
]ayout of bis plant, which is something he cannot do to bis
typists, desirable though that may seem to hito. As long as we
di_egard the heterogeneity of capital, the true funcfion of the
entrepreneur mmt _
remain hidden. In a homogeneouJ
world there is no scope for the activity of Nx_yi_.
_
is of some practical importance. For ir follows
that the entrepreneur carñes, and mmt carry, a much heavi¢r
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responaibility towards the owners of bis capital than towards
bis workers, since as regards the resources of the former he
enjoys a much wider range of discretion than as regar& those
of the latter. It means not merely that 'workers' control of
industry' is impossible. It also means that capital owners,
having delegated the power ofspecification to the entrepreneur,
are 'uncertalnty-bearers'in a sense in which workers are not.
They are in fact themselves entrepreneurs of a special kind.
The whole relationship between manager-entrepreneurs and
capitalist-entrepreneurs will be taken up for discussion towards
the end of Chapter VI.
From time to time, in particular in the last three chapters of
this book, ,,ve shall employ the notion of 'economic progress'.
By this we mean an increase in real income per head. We
must note that to assume progress is not necessarily the same
thing as to assume the 'dynamic' conditions of a world of unexpected change. On the one hand, of course, dynamic conditions may lead not to progressbut to disaster. On the other
hand, most recent discussions of progress have been couched
in terms not of a dynamic world, but of the model of ah
'expanding economy', of Cassel's 'uniformly progressive
economy' slightly modified by Messrs. Harrod and Hicks.
This model embodies the notion of 'growth', of progress at a
lmown and expectedtate. Its significance for the real world,
however, is doubtful. Already the .metaphor 'growth' is
singularly inappropriate to the real world as it suggests a
procem during which the harmony of proportions remains
undisturbed. Nor can we, after what has been said, any
longer believe that progress will manifest itself in the capital
sphere merely in the forroof capital accumulation, i.e. purely
quantitative growth. In what follows we shall always assume
that progress takes place in conditiom of unexpected change.
Inevitably unexpected change entails some capital gaita and
losses. Hence we c-annot say that progress is either accompanied of camed by the accumulation of capital. But the
malinvmtment of capital may, in some cases, by providing
external economies, become the starUng-pointof a process of
development. A railwayline built for the exploitationofsome
mineral resource may be a failure, but may neverthelemgire
rise to more intemive fornmof agricultureon land adjacent to
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it by providing dairy farmers with transportfor their produce.
Such instances playa more important part in economic progress than is commonly realized. The abilky to turn failure
into success and to benefit from the discomfiture of others is
the crucial test of true entrepreneurship. A progressive
economy is notan economy in which no capital is ever lost,
but ah economy which can afford to lose capital because the
productive opportuniUes revealed by the loss are vigorously
exploited. Each investment is planned for a given envíronment, but a_ a cumulative result of sustained investment
acfivity the environment changes. The.se changes in environment did not appear on the horizon of any of the entrepreneurial pLanners at the time when the plan was conceived.
All that matters is that new plans which take ar_otmt of the
change in environment should be nmde forthwi/h and old
plan_ adjusted accordingly. If tbiq is done as fast as the new
lmowledge becomes available the.re wíll be no hitch in the
concatenation of processes, of plan and action, which we call
progreu.
What ,,vellave just said has some relevance to the problems
of the 'economic development of underdeveloped arcas' which
have in recent years been so extemively discussedby economists
and others.' Economic progress,we saw, is a pmcem which
involves trial and error. In its course new knowledge is
acquired graduaUy, o/_en pain__lly, and always at some cost
to somebody.*O In other words, some capital gains and losses
are inevitable as durable capital goo&, in the cour_ of their
long lives, llave to be used for purpmes other than those for
which they were oríginally designed. Such capital _
llave
been frequentconcomitants of economic progremin the history
of almost aHindttstrial countries, and llave on the whole done
much good and little harto.
But a question m
in this connection which has, to our
knowledge, rarely been adequately discumed: Who will bear
the dsk? Where economic development is financed ID' ñsk
0 In these disctmkmsPmfesmrFrankelhas _
0/" the qmmtitative notkm of _
accepted without quest__.
In

which
L_ícul¿r_,

hinaelf ah undauntedcñc

moet _
writenJ m
he freqmmOy warned

the mbject
his fellow-

_
,not_, reprdthe_
_rthe_
_
_,,m_m_
_
_
ruin _ _eme n mmmmic _ _
g__u' (s. _LFma/_, op.cit.,p. 66).

_

F_

emm_plm

set: S. EL Ymñk_

op. _

pp.

101-2.
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capital, capital owncrs, of course, bear the risk of loss. But
risk capital is now rapidly be¢oming very scarce everywhere
in the world, even in those countñes in which it is not actually
being taxed out of existence. On the other hand, the political
myths of the twentieth century being what they are, politician_q
in most underdeveloped countñes abhor the very thought of
foreign risk-beañng capitalists, of, ir they do not, at least have
to pretend before the electorate that they harbour such feelings. The reason is not lar to seek: He who bears the risk
must also appoint the managers. In the prevaiñng climate of
opinion the economic development of such countñes wiU
therefore largely have to be promoted with the help of loan
capital. This means that the capital losses will llave to be
borne by those who are probably least able to bear them, viz.
the inhabitants of these areas themselves, whose rescue from
poverty has been, after all, the ostensible purpose of the whole
operation!

CHAFrF.RII
ON EXPECTATIONS
The explicit introduction of expectatiom into the economic
theories of the last thi,-ty years has given rise to a host of new
problems. Of these the most fundamental is the question
whether expectatiom have to be regarded as independent
'data' or as the results of economic processes. As yet, economists appear to disagree on the amwer; hence the unsatisfactory state of the theory of expectatiom.
Evidently expectations ate not economic resultain the sense
in which pñces and output quantities me. No economic
process denn/ms them. A 10 per cent rise in the pñce of
apples may justas weU gire rise to ah expectation of a further
rise as to that of a future faU. It all depends on the circumo
stances accompanying the rise, and ditterent people may gire
these circumstances a different interpretation. It follows that
MI those dynamic theories which ate based on 'difference
equaons', 'accelerators', etc., simply by-pass our problem.
At best we may regard them as provisional hypotheses to be
employed as long as the wider questiom remain unamwered.
It is, however, equatly impossible to treat expectaáom as
data in the same way as we treat com-mers' tastes.. From
whatever angle we look at them, expectatiom reflect economic
expeñence and are affected by changes in ir. In this fact lies
ah important difference betweena cbange in tastes and a
change in expectations. A change in taste of COUXtle
may a]so
be due to experience, but ir need not be. I may gire up
smoking a Certain brand of dgarettes because I llave fotmd that
it affects my throat, but I may aho #ve it up became I no
longer like it and 'have lost the taste for it'. Thereilies behind
tastes ah irreducible substratc which raaonal analysis cannot
grasp, which may be of interest to the psychologish imt which
defies the analyfical tooh of the economist.
Expectatiom, on the other banal, always embody__
experience, i.e. ajaeapefience which requires _
It
b the ta_ of the theory ofexpectatiom to eluddate the problenm
2O
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our expeñence (and that of others in so far as it is accessible
to us) scts us in judging the uncertain future, as well as to
clafify the modus interpretandi. Ir is a task with which economists thus far do not secta to have come to grapplc.
Expeñencc is the raw mateñal out of which all expectatiom
aro formed. But not all matcñal is equaUy uscful, not all
cxperiencc is equally relevant to a given situation. There is
a subjective elemcnt in the acts of the mind by which we select
thosc portiom of our experience wc allow to affcct our judgmcnt of the fumrc. But this subjectivismofinterpretation is something altogether different from the subjectivism of want which
underlies our utility theory. The former yields provisional
judgments to be confirmed by later experience, imperfect
knowledge capable of being perfected. The latter can provide
us with no new knowledge: we cither llave a want or do not
have it.
In a society based on division of labour men cannot act
withoutknowing each other'sneeds and resources.
Such
knowlcdgcnccd not be,assomc llavethought,'perfcct',
but
itmustbe rclcvant
knowlcdgc,knowlcdgcofthedcmand and
supplyconditions
inthcmarkctsinwhichonchappcnstodcal.
Thcrc isno difficulty
in conceiving
of suchknowlcdgein a
'stationary
state',
a worldwithoutchangc,sincchcrcwc nccd
notaskhow pcoplccamc by theirknowlcdgcany more than
we necd askhow thisimprobablestatc
ofaffairs
carneabout:
bothbclongtothecatcgoryof,now írrclcvant,
'bygoncs'.
But we can alsoconccivcofa quas/-stat/ona_
state
in which
changcsarefcw and farbctwccn,and cachchangchashad its
fullrepexcx__ious
bcforcthenextchangc takcsplace. This
quasi-stationary
statcisthcbackgroundofmost nco-classical
cconomics.Agaimt it the mcthod of comparativcstatics
shows itsclf
to fulladvantagc.In thi.q
statcknowlcdgeis
guided by prices functioning as signposts to action. Here it is
by observing pricc changes that comumers learn which goods
to substitute for which, añd producers learn which line of
productionto abandon and which toturnto. Here we _ay
my that the price systcm integrates aU economic activity.
We may regard the pñce system as a vast nctwork of communicatiom through which knowlcdgc is at once transmitted from
cach marketto theremotcstcomersoftheeconomy. Evcry
a
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significant change in needs or resources expresses itself in a
pñce change, and every pñce change is a signal to consumers
and producen to modify their conduct. Thus people gaín
knowledgeabout each other by closely foUowingmarket prices.
But in the world in which we "ate living change does not
follow sucia a conveníent pattern. Here imowledge deñved
from price messages becomes problematical. It does not cease
to be knowledge, but 'does not tell the whole story'. Many
changes may happen simultaneously. Parts of our communications network may be _ammed' and messages delayed.
When a number of messages is received it is no longer clear
in which order they werv 'sent'. Moreover, even ir there is
no delay in trammission, today's lmowledge may be out of date
tomorrow, hence no longer a sale guide to acon.
Worst of
aU, in a world of continuous change much may be gained by
those 'speculators' who prefer to anticipate tomorrow's changes
today rather than adjust themselves to those recorded in the
latest message received. Their action wíll affect prices which
others take as theír point of orientation, and whích, if these
speculators turn out to be wrong, may mislead others into
acons they would not llave taken had they lmown the real
cause of the price change.
It is here neither necessary nor possible to follow up all the
ramifications of the problem what constitutes relevant lmowledge in a world of con'tmuous change. This theme wiU be
taken up again in Chapter IV. Action based on pñce
messages conveying misleading informafion is, as we shall see
in Chapter VII, often ah important factor in the Tradé Cycle.
For our present purpose ít is sutficient to realize:
First, that in a world of continuous change prices ate no
longer in all circumstances a sale guide to action;
Second, thatnevertheless even here price changesdo trammit
information, though now incomplete information;
Third, that suda information thereforerequiresinterpretation
(the messagesllave to be 'decoded') in order to be transformed
into knowledge, and all such knowledge
isbound to be imperfect lmowk;dge.
In a market economy success depends largely on the degree
of refinement of one's _te
Of_retaliolL
011 the
other band, every act is a source of knowledge to othezs.
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The formation of expectations is nothing but a phase in this
continuous process of exchange and transmi_ion of knowledge
which effectively integrates a market society. A theory of
expectations which can explain anything at aU has therefore
to start by smdying fins phase within the context of the process
as a whole. Ii"ít fails to do thi% it can accomplish nothiug.
Its fu,st task is to describe the structure of the mental acts
which comtimte the formation of expectatiom; its second task,
to describe the process ofinteraction of a number ofindividuab
whose conduct is orientated towards each other.
For anybody who has to make a decision in the face of an
uncerta|n fuHlre the formation of an expectation is incidental
to the endeavour to diagnose the situation in which he has to
act, ah endeavour always undertaken wíth imperfect lmowledge. The bminem man who forms ah expectation is doing
precisely what a scientist does when he formulates a working
hypothesis. Both, bn_iness expectation and scientific hypothesis
serve the _me purpose; both reflect ah attempt at cognion
and ofientation in ah impeffectly known world, both embody
imperfect knowledge to be tested and improved by later experience. Each expectaUon does not stand by itself but is the
cumulative remlt of a series of former expectations which have
been revised in the light of later experience, and these past
revifiom ate the source of whatever present knowledge we
have. On the other hand, our present expectation, to be
revised later on as experience accrues, is not only the basis of
the action plan but also a source of more perfect future knowledge. The formation of expectatiom b thus a continuous
procem, ah element of the larger process of the tran_mi_tion of
knowledge. The rationale of the method ofpro_ss ana¿ys, as
we shall learn in Chapter III, is that ir enables us to treat the
ex ants 'data' of action as provisional hypotheses to be revised
in the light of later experience.
We have mid that the formation of expectatiom is incidental to the diagnm_ of the situation asa whole in which one
has to act. How is this done? We analyse the situation, as
we see ir, in terms off0ress to which we attribute vañous degrem
of mength.
We _
what we bdieve to be m/nor f0rces
and state our _tions
in terms of the rmults we expect the
opemtion of the majorfora_ to have. Which forces we regard
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as major and minor is of course a matter ofjudgment. Here
the subjective element of intcrpretation is secn at work. In
general, we shall be indined to treat forcesworkíng at random
as minor forccs, since we know nothing about their oñgin and
direction, and ate thexeforeanyhow unable to prcdict the rcsult
of their operation. We treat as majorforcesthose about whose
origin and directionwe thinkwe know something.
This means
that in ass__singthe significance of price changcs observed in
the past for future changes we shall tend to neglect those we
believe to have been due to random causes, and to confme our
attention to those we believe due to more 'permanent' causes.
Hence, in a market economy, there are some price changes
which trammit lmowledge and are acted upon: and there are
always others which are disregarded,often wrongly, and therefore become economically 'functionless'. This is an important
distinction to which we sha!! return at the end of _he chaptex.
Having stated our expectations at the start of a 'period', we
test them at its end by comparing actual with expected results,
attempting to infer therefrom whether our initial diagnosis of
forces and thdr strength was correct. This process, líke all
verification of hypotheses, is iadirect and therefore often in.
conduáve. Again, ir requires interpretation and yields imperfect knowledge. We may llave been right for the wrong
rea.son. Or, though we now may know that our original
hypoth_is was wrong, ",vedo not know how we could have beea
right. The same result, say, a price change, may llave been
brought about by a number of different constellations_ofmajor
forces, hence the need forfurtherhypothesesand further testing.
Expectatiom ate thus phases of a never-ending process, the
procem by which men acquire knowledge about each other's
needs and resources. For our present purpme we shaU draw
thr¢e condtmiom from thís fact:
Fint, when at any point of time we look bar.kwards at our
past course ofaction we find that aHour past expectatiom forro
a contiauous sequence, whether they mmed out to be right
or wrong. Fox"w¢ learnt from all of them.
Second_there ate problemsof _nsiam_, both interpermnal
and intertempmaL Diff¢reat people may hoM _ffm'eat
_tiom
at the same time; the same permn may hold
different ___m%-_-taom
at different tim,_ These ate quite
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insoluble problems as long as we regard expectations as independent of each other. Why should they be consistent with
each other?
But ifwe look at the processasa whole, the prospect becomes
more hopeful; successfiflexpectatiom, which stand the test, ate,
on the whole, more likely to reflect 'real forces' than unsuccessful expectaUons. And those whose expectations ale
never successful ate likely to be eliminated by the market
process. Moreover,as we shall see in Chapter IV, the market
also tends to evolve institutions which mitigate interpersonal
and intertemporal incon_stency. _
Third, the results of past mista_es are there not merely to
provide lessons, but to provide resources. In revisingour expectations we not only llave the knowledge,often dearly bought,
of past mistakes (our own and others') to learn from, but also
their physical counterpart, malinvestedcapital. Malinvested
capital is still capital that can be adapted to other uses. This
is the main problem of the theory of capital in a world
of unexpected change. We shall come to deal with it in
Chapter III.
Thus lar we have endeavoured, all too bñefly, to indicate at
least some of the foundatiom on which, in our view, a theory of
expectafiom which truly reflects economic processes which
integrate a society founded on specializatíon and exchange,
must be based. In the light of what we llave thus learnt we
shall now turn to a critical examinatioa ofsome other attempts
to present the problem of expectaUonsin a systematic manner.
UnKI recently most studies of the problems of expectations
were informed by the view that this ís a proper field for the
application of probability theory. Ah entrepreneur who has
lp make a decision the outcome of which is uncertain_ is conceived of as setting upa probability distribution of possible
quanfitative outcomes for each course of action open to himo
The next step is usuaHyto 'substitute for the most probable
prives actually expected with uncertainty equivalent prices
expected with certainty'.1 In this way the range of the
probability distribuáon is compressed to a point, a 'ce__intyequivalent', s In 1945 we objected to thi_ procedure on the
lOmmrLange: Pdm_msd_
s G. L. Shackle: KqO__st/ms,_

ma/_

P.$1.
1938, p. 64.
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ground that °vy subttituting single-value expectations for the
uncertainty range of expected pñces we stand to lose more
than we gain, because reaction to price change will largely
depend on the location of the pñces atfected within the scale
of expected pñces', s We shall explain later on why we
mai_n_tai_n
thi_ view.
But meanwhile the whole probability approach to the study
ofexpectations has come under heavy tire. In the final chapter
of Iris book Ex]_ctations /n Ec0nom/cs s Professor Shaclde h_
subjected what he calls the 'orthodox view' of the formation
of expectations to strong and extensive criticism. ,His arguments are not new, e but they are norte the less effective. His
main point is 'the irrelevance of estimates ofprobability (in the
sense of relative frequency) to unique or quasi-unique
decisiom', a 'Few individual enterprises, for example, even in
the course of their whole live_, launch a number oí"ventures
of even broadly similar kinds which is "large" in any seme
required by the theory, or even the pracUcal application, of
probabi]íty principles.' 7 The point is reinforced by the
absence of a 'homogeneous universe of outcomes'. 'For many
important kinds of decisions which must be taken in human
affairs it will be impossible to find a suiñcient number of past
instances which occur under appropriately similar condions;
no wcll-founded figures of probability for different kinds of
outcome can be established on the basis of experience.' s
Profemor Shackle's criticism of the probability approach to
the problem of expectations is sound enough, thou_gh the
emphasi& in our view, should be on heterogeneity of situations
rather than on uniqueness of dechñons. It seems to us that
Professor Shaclde's argument might ]ose much of its applicability to the real world ii'the 'uniqueness of deci_ons' is taken
too literally. Few business decisiom are unique in the seme
that they ase made only once in • lifetime, and Professor
Shaclde only weakem his case by confining ít to invemnent
s L' M. T__4_m,,: 'A Note en the _J_icity _ _:
November1945,p. 249.
• G. L. 8hackle:_/n
Fammíes,1949.
s C_.r. H. _t:
_
_
_ _
_
VIl, _pp.
í24.-_2,and L. v. Mi_: H_mm_
OmpterVI, _
pp. 106-15.
• G. L. Shackle:J_Om_t/ms/n_mml/a, 1949pp. 127.
vIbid.,p. 110.
• Ibid., pp. 109-10.
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decisions involving very large sums.' We have to distinguish
between uniqueness of decisiom and uniqueness of the situatiom the decisions are taken to meet and to create.
The
nt, mber ofpossible business decisions is almost certainly smaUer
than the number of such possible situatiom, precisely because
in an uncertain world each decision may have one of several
results. And the 'outcomes' are here not, as in nature,
'extemal events given to us', but the result of a complex
process of interaction always accompanied by transmission of
knowledge. Ir therefore seems better to base our rejection of
the probability theory of expectatiom on the inherent heterogeneity of the situatiom rather than on the uniqueness of
de¢i_ons.
Whether Professor Shackle's positive contribution can be of
much help to us in grappling with the problems set out earlier
in this chapter must remain doubtful. The object ofhis study
is the mental processes of ah individual who has to take
a decision in the face of ah uncertain future. His theory is
modened on the equilibñum of the isolated individual (Robinson C¢moe) and stops there. It tells us nothing about market
processes and nothing about the exchange and transmi__sionof
knowledge. To be sure 'a plan if it is to make sense must be
based on one self-comistent scheme of expectafiom', _° but the
creation of such a scheme marks only the beginning of our
problems. We have to ask how these expectatiom are formed,
revised ir disappointed, and projected'into the future when
su_.
The changes of knowledge which Professor
Shackle studies in his Chapter III imply a 'clarifying of expectatiom' in a purely formal seme. The events leading
to such clarñication are 'extemal events', not market transactions. In other words, Professor Shackle's is a static theory,
and change is here comprehended as once-for-all change within
the framework of comparative stancs.
It is noteworthy that the only time that Professor Shackle
mentions an actual markeg this is a market which, for the time
being, has ceased to function; a market not/n ol_ation but in
_.
In trying to account for a ce__in pñce phenomenon
' 'NObusineuexecuve hasw decidea hundredmes in tenyea_whether_
_"Ib/d.,p. HI--
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on the peñ-urban land market he fmds that 'Evidence taken
by the Uthwatt Committee shows that, where the belt of land
encirOing a town is parcelled up amongst a large number of
separate ownerships, the market valu_ of each piece is such
that whcn the separatc values ate aggregated, the total is
severa] times as great as would be warranted by any reasonable
estimate of aggregate future building development round the
town as a whole. Itis as though each actual and potential
owner of a plot of land near the town were convinced that,
out of a far more than adequate total supply of simílarly simated land, the particu]ar plot in question was almost ¢ota/n
to be sclected as part of the site for such new houses as will be
required during, @y, the next twenty years.' _a
Professor Shackle regards tahi__s
asa 'curíous phenomenon'
and attempts ah explanation in terms of Iris 'potential surprise
functíons'. Buta much simpler cxplanatíon can be given in
terms of the market process, or rather, its conspicuous absence
in this case.
The function of the capital market is to allocate scarce capital
resources amongst a number of alternative uses. This is simple
where these uses are known, not so simple wherv they are not
known. For them to be known, however, it is not enough
merely that the total quanUty required is known. Where
these uses ate speciñc, unless individual uses and their specífic
requirements ate known, no aUocation can take place.
In the case under discussion this is just what has haEpened:
while total requírements can be estimated, individual future
requirements are nnknown.
On the other halld, the need of
land for urban development is the most important need. In
this situation the market safeguards the future provision for
the most important need by __
the allocation to others
and creating a reserve stock of land. This it does by making
the príce of each plot equal to its value in satisfying the most
important need, thus maldng it impomible for anybody who
wants land for other purposes, to get it. The need fora reserve
stock will continue until the individual and specilic needs are
known. Thcn, but only then, the market __ocem of allocation
can be_n.
'Market',
inthetru_economic
a__se,
meanaa_
of
alG. L. Shadde:F..q_tat/o_/s _,

1949,p. 91. (Hisitalim.)
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does not simply mean that prices are quoted. The prices
quoted may be what they are in order to prevent, and not to
facilitate, dealings. Where this is the case we have a marketin
suspense,nota market in operation. Professor Shackle, like the
experts of the Uthwatt Committee, has become the vicfim of
verbal eonfusion.
From this example it may be seen that the theory of expectafions neglects the market process at its peril.
After thís erifical digression we must mm to a more constructive task. The reader, before whom we set eertain ideas
about expectaUom in the early part of this chapter, will no
doubt expect us to give concrete shape to these ideas by
embodying them in ah analytical ffamework within which
concrete problems can be solved and actual market processes
rendered intelligible. __ But there is another reason, gntrimic
to our argument, why we should make ala attempt in this
direction.
We llave describeda market economy in moUon as ah imperfect communications network. There are, however, important
economic changes which do not find their expression in price
changes. They constitute the phenomenon ofp_e inflexibility
about which we shall have to say something in Chapter IV.
There are also price changes which do not reflect major
economic changes. We said above that in a market economy
therc ate some price changes which transmit lmowledge and
are acted upon, and there are always others which are disregarded, often wrongly, and therefore become economicaUy
'ñmctionless'. a* Evidently it is of great importance to us to
find a generalizaon on which ah adequate criteñon of distinction between 'significant' (meaningful) and 'functionless'
(meaniagless) price movements can be based. Ir suda a
generalization could not be found it would become impossible
to hold that prices integrate the market economy. All we
could say would be: some do and some do not. There are
many ditñculdes of course in fmding such a generalization,
foremmt among which is one which direcdy reflects what we
la Ir la true that for the main purpo_ of this book,.the eluddation of a morph._

bexen inOhap_lv, ir mayDeofa.eJp_n,_, - _ ______,
between _
z. _
li_

and _
p. 24.

calmau cJma¿_
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llave caUed the subjectivism of interpretation: the same price
movement may be meaningful to one, and meaningless to
another person. Nevertheless it seems to us possible to
comtruct ah analytical framework within which:
a. the distinction between meaningful
and meaningless
pñce movements can be given a clear meaning, and
b. the disánction can be seen to be pracUcally signifi¢_nt:
meaningftd and meaningless pñce movements do in fact
llave dif£erent results.
It my even be possible to link the distincáon with that between
minor ('random') and major ('permanent') forces. We might
say, for instance, that the market will tend to disregard pñce
changes bdieved to be due to random causes while paying close
attention to those it believes prompted by a change in the
comteIlation of fundamental forces,
Such ah analytical frameworkwe findin what, following Dr.
Lange, we eall 'The Practical Range'. 14
Let us suppose that on a market a 'set of self-comistent
expectations' has had time to erysmllize and tocreate
a conception of a 'normal price range'. 8uppose that any pñc¢
between £95 and £110 would be regarded as more or lem
'normal', while a wider range of prices, say from £80 to
£125, would be regardedas/__ss/b/s. We thus llave two ranges,
ah 'inner range' from 95 to 110 reflecting the prevailing conception of 'normality', and ah 'outer range' associated with
what is regarded as possible pñce change. Many economiats
have started their study of expectations with the notion of a
'range', usuaUy in the form of a probability distñbution, but
only todiscard
it at the next moment in favour of a point, a
'certainty-equivalent', 'to substimte for the most probable
prices actually expected with uncertainty equivalent pñces
e_
with certainty',xs By contrast, we shall endeavour
to show that the location and motion of acm¿l pric¢s within
our ranges are of crucial impo_ance for the formation of
expectatiom, and that by compressingthe range to a point we
should lo_ the very frameofreference within which actual prico
_ha-G,es can alone be meaningful_ interpreted and Ihown to
be relevant to the formation of expectaom.
l_Laage,op. cit.,lx so.
_IH_ p. $1.
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What is the significance of our two mnges for the formation
and revision of expectatiom?
As long as actual prices move well within the inner rañge,
between, say, 96 and 109, such price movements wiU probably
be regarded as imignificant and due to random causes. In
fact, where the 'normality' conception is strongly entrenched,
ir will be very diflicult for the price to pass the limits. For as
soon as the price approaches the upper or lower limit of the
inner range, people will think that the movement 'cannot
go muda farther' and, anticipating a movement in reverse,
will seu (near the upper limit) or buy (near the lower limit).
In suda a simation 'inelastic expectatiom' will tend to
'stabil__e' pñces within the inner range.
But suppose that in spite of sales pressure near the upper,
and buying pressure near the lower limit, pñce either ñses
above 110 or falls below 95. Suda ah event wiU sooner or
later give rise to second thoughts. As long as actual prices
more within the outer range, between 110 and 125, or 80 and
95, it is true, nothing has happened which was not regarded as
possible. But the more thoughtful market operators wiU take
heed. The mere fact that in spite of the heavy 'speculative'
pr-'__ne encountered near the limits of the inner range, and
engendered by inelastic expectatiom and the seme of the
'normality' of the inner range, price could pass these limits at
al] is a pointer to the strength of the forces which must llave
carried it past suda formidable obstacles. Suda a movement
can hardly be due to random causes.
But the force that carried the price past the limits, while
strong, need not be a permanent force. It may spend itself
sooner or later. The market will therefore judge the significance of pñce movements within the outer range by the
supplementary criterion of the time factor. Ii"pñces relapse
soon and return to the inner range this will of course confirm
the prevailirtg notion of normality. But if they stay within
the outer range, gradually opinion will swing round. First
some, and then others, will come to revise their notion of
'normal price'. Suda revifion will express itself in a new
willinocmessto buy at a price, my 118, at which formerly one
would have sold, or to sell at a price, say 88, at which formerly
one would have bought. This means that a price movement,
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once it has been strong enough to overcome resistant pressure
at the limits of the inner range, and reached the outer range,
will probably sooner or later be carried further by the very
speculative forces which formerly resisted it. This is readily
seen ir we reflect that the sales and purchas¢s near the limits
must have been at the exp¢nse of normal stocks, so that a pñce
of 115 would probably now find the _arket with low stocks,
anda price of 90 with ah accumulation of cxcess stocks which
are now a mete relic of the unsuccessftd speculation of the
'normalists'. A fast movement within the outcr range may
therefor¢ be justas
much due to re-stocking (positive or
negative) as to the operation of more permanent forces. This
is why in such a símation the maxket kceps a closc eye on
stock variations, ls In fact, in dynamic conditions price movements have always to be ínterpreted with an eye on the
'statistical position' of the market which thus becomes a second
supplementaxy criterion for diagnosis.
Once the price passes the Hmíts of the outer range, rises
above 125 or falls below 80, an entirely new situation faces us.
The market, shocked out ofits sense of normality, will llave to
revise its diagnosis of the permanent forces governing a 'normal
situation'. It must now become clear to everybody that the
hypothesis about the constcllation of fundamental forces which
formed the basis of our rangv strucmre has becn tcsted and
has fail¢_l. But while the failure of an experimcnt may invalidate a hypothesis, it does not by itself suggcst a new one. It
follows by no means that the really operative forc_ will
be recognized at once. That must depend on the insight,
vigilance, and intelligence of the market. Experience shows,
for insta_ce, that ah inflation is hardly ever recognized as
such in /ts hdfial stages, at least in a __iety which has no
prior expeñence of ir..Almost
invañably, at one point or
another in th_ early phí_, people will think that pñces are
already 'too high', will defer purc__es and _ne
investment plato. In th_ way, they will, by their very failure to
understand the _
o_and/of
the fundamental forc¢, miti¿,ate its impact for a _me ID'rvducing 'effcctiw demand'. And
as is not impossíble, the inflafion stops earlF cnough, th¢y
"_. L. M. _:
_,

Jtu_ 1996.

'_mmodity $tocks__d lkluí___-um"_
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may be Hght after
aU[ Butitismore likely
thattheywiU be
wrong. And inso faras thciracon cntails
theundcrmaintcnanccofcapital,
theultimatc
rcsults
forsocicty
may wcU be
disastrous.
Wc may concludcthatpriccmovcmcnts withintheinncr
range wiU be disrcgardcd
and thusbe 'functionlcss'.
Pñce
changcbcyondthelimits
oftheinncrrangemayor may notbe
mcaningful,
butjudgmcntwillhcrchavctodcpcndon supplcmcntarycritcria
suchasthemc factor
and concomitant
vañationsin thesizcofstocks.Irisonlywhcn pñccsmovc bcyond
theoutcrrangc altogcthcr
thatthcybccomc unqucsonably
'mcaningful',
can no longcrbe disrcgardcd,
and convcya
'messagc'. But whñe the negative content of the messagc is
clear enough, viz. the invalidation of the hypothesis which
formed the baais of the former range structure, its positivc
content is less so. The message stiU requires interpretation,
and this wiU depend upon the insight and intelligence of the
mcn in the market.
Our conccptoftheRangc Structurc,
composcdofinncrand
outcrrangc,sectas
thusvindicatcd
asa uscful
toolofanalysis,
and ourrcfusal
tocxchangcitfora'ccrtainty-cquivalcnt'
would
appcartobejustificd.
For ourconccptpcrmitsus todraw a
distinction
betwccn pricephcnomcna which arc consistcnt
with the cxisting
structurc
of cxpcctatiom,
fall'withinthe
ranges',
and thuscauseno disappointmcnt,
and,on theother
han d_ phenomena incomistent with the exisng structure of
expectatiom, which fall 'outside the ranges' a revision of which
they neccssitate. We noticed that as long as the pñce movement is confined to within the inner range it does not provide
relevant ncw information but merely confirms the soundness
of the diagnosis which found its expression in the existence of
this range, whñc movements within the outer range provide
information of problematical vahe which, to be useful, has to
be supplemented by observaon
of other phenomena. As
soon, however, as the pñce moves beyond the limits of the outer
rango, the inadequacy of the diagnosis on which the rangos
were bascd becomcs patent. A new situation has arisen which
requires a new diagnosis and thus a new mental effort.
It remaim true that, by and large, price changes integrate
a markct cconomy by spreadjng new knowledge. But not
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ate equally signiticant in this respect. Their
significance has to be assessed with respect to a 'given' structute of expectations which finds its expression in a system
of ranges. Their practícal effect will depend on how quickly
the men in the market come to understand what has happened
and revise their expectations. To impede price change is
therefore to withhold knowledge from the market. On the
other hand, it is possible to have 'misleading' pñce movements. About them more will be said in later chapters.
all price changes

CHAPTER IIl
PROCESS

ANALYSIS

AND

CAPITAL

THEORY

The theory of capital has to start from the fact that the
capital goods with which entrepreneurs operate are hetcrogeneous. These heterogeneous capital goods have to be used
together. Heterogeneity here implies complementarity in
use. The mode of thk complementarity, the proportiom in
which the varíom heterogeneous factors of production are
being used fora given purpose, must flnd its expression in the
Production Plan. Each such plan is characterized by the
coetfidents of productíon of íts input and the output result it
envisages. But whíle the output result is at fu-st merely
planned, the decision about coeflicients of production has to
be made at once; otherwise there can be no plan.
Ii"the plan fails it h_.q to be revised. The coeiñdents of
production wiU thus be affected. _ Some labour will be dismili,
other labour may be taken on. The same happens to
capital goods. Some are discarded, others acquired. A
revidon of a plan will asa rule involve _p/ta/regrouping, a
variation in the mode of complementari'ty of the capital goo&
med.
The theory of capital has to explain why capital goods are
being used in the way they are. Their mode of use depends
on the complementarity pattern of resource use reflected in
the variotm production plato, a pattern which vades wíth
the su_
and faihres ofthese phm.
The theory of capital
must therefore concern itself with the way in which entrepreneurs forro combinatiom of heterogeneous capital resources
in their plana, ad the way in which they regroup them when
they revise these plato. A theory which ignores sucia regrouping ignores a highly significant aspect of reafity: the changing
pattern of resource use which the divergence of results acw_ly
expeñenced from what they had been expected to be, imposes
on entrepreneum
t The ait, ñou of mcv_ of failure,aswe pointedout ta the la_ chapt_,
hM tO be _

w_¢hin the egpectaÜona]
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That to the p|anning entrepreneur Iris capital resourcesate
pñmarily given in their heterogeneity, as buildings, machines,
tools, etc., may seem obvious to the reader. Unfortunately this
fact is at vañance with the main trend of the traditional theory
of capital which treats capital asa homogeneous value magnitude expressed in money terms. No doubt this notion of
capital corresponds in many ways to the concept of capital
actually used in business life, in particular in its acéounting
and financial aspects. It may therefore seem worthwhile to
point out that for our purposes in this chapter, the description
of the formation and revision of capital combinafious in production plans, these business uses of the word 'capital' aro
irrelevant.
It is true of course that every enterprise has to start with
a sum of homogeneous money capital, 'free capital'. But the
collection of the money capital from owners and_creditors
belongs to a phase which logically (ifnot actuaUy: the technical
bluepñnts may already be in existence) precedes the making
of the production plan. As we shall learn in Chapter VI, it
is true that what happeus during the 'fmancing stage' of ah
enterprise is not entirdy irrdevant to what happem later on:
the 'control structure' may well influence later decisiom, for
iustance about expa:n_on or reconstruction. But as long as we
are concerned with the making of the production plan and the
building-up of the capital combination on which ir resls, aH
this is irrelevant. Aiter all, one cannot eam a profit oncapital
wíthout 'in_'
it, and that meam to de-homogenize money
capital
It is also true that all the time there will exist a capital
account in whích the vañous capital resources appear asa
homogeneousvalue aggregate. But the capital account within
the precincts of which we reduce our capital resources to a
common den¢_ninator, is merely an imtitutional device for
testing succem or Fnílure. We use it to test the result of the
plan, not to operate the plan. Changes in the total value of
assets, to be sin% aro our mcasure of succesh but they cannot
tell us what happened or why, any more than a thermometer
can tell us whether the patient suffersfi'ommalaria or influenza.
The path of economic progress ii strewn with the wrecka_
offailurea. Ev¢ry bminem man lmowsthis, but few economi_ts
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seem to have taken note ofit. In most of the theories currently
in fashion economic progress is apparently regarded as the
more or less automatic outcome of capital investment, 'autonomous' or otherwLse. Perhaps we should not be surpñsed at
this fact: mechanisÜc theories are bound to produce results
which look automatic.
The view which, by establishing a funconal rehonship
between them, praccaUy
identities progress with capital
accumuladon, rests on at least three fallacies. In the first
place, capital accumulaon
is not the only force engendero
ing progress; the division of labour and changes in technical
knowledge are others. Sometimes these three forces support
each other, but oiten they offset each otber as, for instance,
when changing technical knowlege makes specific skill_ of
specitic equipment redundant.
Secondly, as we shall learn
in (_hapter V, even wbere capital accumulaon
appears to
engender ah increase in output, this is in many cases not the
direct result of merely quanfitaÜve change, but íts indirect
result, and the direct result of a concomitant change in the
composition of capital.
But the most egregious fallacy of the view which identities
capital acc_,mulaon wíth progress is surely its complete disregard of the facts of malinvestment.
The fact that in modern
industrial countries progress is accompanied by annual net
investment must not make us forget thixt a good deal of the
new capital value will be lost before its planned depreciadon
peñod is over. A realistic theory of capital has to ask why
this is so, and what processes in the sphere of production and
planning the change in capital value reflects.
The loss in value of course reflects the fact that capital
instruments, parficularly those that are durable, have to be
used in ways other than those for which they were designed.
In these new uses the instruments may be either more or less
p_otable
than in their designed uses. In the former case
there will be a gain, in the latter a loss of value, i.e. their
market va]ue wi]l differ from their cost of production.
The
cause of the phenomenon is unexpected change. Hence,
durable capital goods ate more likely to be affected than those
more short-lived. In the case of buildings our phenomenon
often occurs for the simple reason that they last for longer
D
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periods than could possibly enter any plan-maker's 'horízon'.
Often, as we stroll in the streets of an andent town, the merchants' palaces tumed into hotels, the former stables now
garages, and the old warehouses which have become modera
workshops, remind us of the impossibilíty of planning for the
remote future. In fins case our phenomenon, viz. the fact that
capital goods are not used in accordance with the plans oñginally made for them, is the mete result of the passage of time.
Here only the most durable goods wñt be aifected.
In modero industrial economies, however, rapid technical
progress and the growing predominance of durable capital
equipment have brought a very large proportion of capital
resources within the scope of our phenomenon.
In such a
world there can be few fLxed capital goods which year meter
year are med in the same manner. Dr. Terborgh has ;llustrated thi_ fact by
the life history of a freight locomotive of the vintage, say, of
1890. It began in heavy main-line servíce. Aftex a few yearJ,
the improvement in the new locomotives ava;hble and the
development of the art of raíl-roading made the unir obsolet¢
for that service, which was taken over by more modern power.
It was thereupon relegated to branch-line duty where the tmim
were shorter, the speeds lower, and the annual mileage greatly
reduced. Fox"some years ít served in that capadty, but better
power was continually beíng displaced from ma;n-line duty and
'kicked dowmtain' onto the branch fines, and even'mally our
locomotive was forced out at the bottom, to become a switcher
in one of the tanktown yards along the fine. But the march
of progress was rdenfless, and, in the end, thanlm to the combination of obsolescence and physica] deteriorafion, ít wound
up on the ínactive list. For aome y¢a_ more ir lay around,
idle most of the time, but pressed into r_rice during seasona!
traíñc peaks and specíal emergencies, l¢inally, at long last, the
bell tolled and it passed off the scene to the acrap heap. s
If, then, at each moment we must expect to ñnd capital
goo& used in ways'other than tho_ for which they were originally planned, a r_!stic theory of capital cannot altogether
ignore these facts. We mmt make ah attempt to trace tl_
right
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process by which these changes in capital take place, and by
'tracing' we mean showing _ow cause becomcs effect and effect
new cause. It is rcadily seen that for this purpose the method
ofequilibríum analysis is ofbut little use. Equilibrium analysis
can teU us wbether courses of action are, or are not, consistent
with each other. It cannot, except in rather special circumstances, explain how inconsistencies ate removed.
These
spedal circumstances would require that all possible forros of
action can be described in the form of continuous funcUons
which do not vary as the inco_qistencies are discovered and
spell failure. They require, in other words, downward-sloping
demand curves, upward-sloping supply curves and a point of
intersection between them. As we shall see, there is no rea.son
tobelieve
thatsuchcontinuous
functions
canexist
inthemarket
forcapital
goods. To tracetheproccss
ofchangingcapital
use
we shaU llavetoapplythemcthod ofProccss
Analysis
tothe
useof capital
rcsourccs.
Most cconomists
arenow familiar with themethodofProccss
Analysis
ascxpoundcdinthewritings
ofI-Iicks,
sLindahl4and
Lundbcrg.6 Itisa causal-gcnctic
mcthod ofstudyingcconomicchangc,tracing
thecffccts
ofdccisions
madc indepcndently
of eachothcrby a numbcr ofindividuals
throughtime,and
showinghow theincompatibility
oftbescdccisions
aRcra time
neccssitatcs
thcirrevision.In orderto appreciate
itsmerits
•,vellavetocontrast
irwiththemcthodofstudyirisdcsigncd
to
supcrsedc,
oratIcasttosupplcmcnt,
i.e.
cquiñbriumanalysis.
In equilíbñnmanalysis
our interest
isconñned to plana
which atecon__tcntwithcach other.We assumethatconsnmers,produccrs,
invcstors,
etc.,
havca largenumber ofalternative plato, so large a number indcedthat these plans can be
analytically dcscribedin tcrmsof continuousñmcáons, of
graphically dcpictcd as curvcs or surfaccs. From thcse plato
wc sclect
thoscwhichatecomistcnt
witheachother,
disregarding all other#. In fact, the whole system of human action is
here described not in temas of the network of operative plato
of which it is in reality the final outcome, but in textos of a
'J.R. Hicia: Fdw _/_
1939.
• 1hi I_4_hl: _/a
k T/m_ of Mm@aad_,
PartOne, pp. 21-1Sa.
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small cross-secon of plans which happem to lend itself to
mathemacal treatment. Justiticaáon for this procedure is
sought in the fact that incon_stent plans of individuals who
stand in exchange relation_hips with each other c.annot succeed, and that the resultant failures will necessitate continual
revision of plans, until a consistent set of plato has been discovered. In thi_ view, then, economic activity consista largely
in the testing of p]an.q for mutual con_stency. Whil_ this
takes time, we have to assume that duñng the 'period of adjustment' nothing happem that may dismrb our original data
expressed as alternative plans. While the failure of each
successiveplan conveys significant additional knowledge to the
individuals concemed, it does not affect the shape of the
demand and supply curves. It merely induces individual
actors to choose other points on them for testing. It is usually
assumed that asa remlt of the accumulating experience gained
from a series of unsuccessful tests, a consistent solution is sure
to be found in the end, in other words, that in the 'real world'
there does exista 'tendency towards equilibrium'.
In process analysis, on the other hand, we need no sucia
a__mptiom
While retaining the postulate of consistent acon
for each actor, we no longer assume that the acts of large
n-mbers of people wiUbe consL,¢entwith each other. On the
contrary, we take interpersonal inconsistency for granted and
study its effects. Process analysis, we may my, combines the
equilibrium of the decision-making unit, firm or homehold,
with the disequilibrium of the market. There is a good reason
for thig assumption: The human mind is ma instrmnent for
reducing chaos to order. Al1those acts which ate impired by
the same mind are thereforeunlikely to display chaotic inconsistency. Whatever number of acre a mind can control it can
aho bring into consistency, andas comistency of action is a
necessary, though not of course suflident, condition of succ_
in action, the mind will have to do so. But beyond thiRsphere
of manifcstations
oftheindividual m;nd, outsid¢ the th'm and
household, no such agent exists. It is ttue of courm that the
market serves to produce interpermnal comistency, but it doee
m/ad/r_y by modifying the conditiom of action of the indi.
viduals. The market is no substimte for the dec;'_owmaHng

unit. Preciselyin orderto explainhow marketphemnnena
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affect decisions we require that interpretation of experience,
comtimted by acts of the mind, which we discussed in
Chapter II.
It will be remembered that the classical economists,who of
course wcre only concerned with firms and not with households, had ah addiUonal imtitutional safeguardto emure interpersonal consistency: the bankruptcy court. All those unable
to equate average cost and pñce are supposed to disappear
sooner or laterfrom the scene of economic action. Only those
able to adjust themselves to existing conditions would continue
to act. But the ex-tendon of the theory of the firm to cases
other than those of competition, and in general the extension
of economic analysis to the household, and that is to say, to
everybody, have depñved this case of its former significance.
The method of processanalysis which lendsitself to the treatment of micro- as well as macro-economicproblems, has thm
lar been mainly applied to the explanation of pricing, production, and saving-ínvestment-spending decisions. In what
follows we shall use it in orderto elucidate the dynamic implications of decisions about the use of capital resources.
Every resourcehas a number of possible uses. The best use
will, in each instance, depend on a number of circumstancea,
forinstance, the relative pricesofinput and output. The owner
of a capital resourcewill thus, in arriving at a decision about
its use, llave to compare the prices, present and expected, of
the various kinds of output it could produce, with the wage_
present and expected, of the various types of labour that
could produce ir. Buta capital resourcein isolation can produce no output. Every decision about its use will therefore
imply decisions about the use of other resourcesc0mp_
to it.
Oiten of courseir will be possibleto produce different kinds
ofoutput fromthe same capital combination (plant, machinery,
working capital, etc.) for imtance, by varying labour input.
Then that output will be produced whích maxímizes proti_
and any experience calculated to induce the belief that the
current producfionplan does not do this will lead to a revision
of the plan. But the range of outputs which might po_bly be
produced will always increaseii"pomiblewariatiomoftheexi_ing capital combination are taken into account. In a market
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economy a firm can always vary its capital combination by
buying and se]ling capital goods. Hence, each firm will intexmittently use the market in order to acquire those capital
instruments which, when operated by the labour availablé at
current wage rates, will rn__mi__ proñts. The firm will pay
for its purchases by _ing
those capital goods which in the
new combination are no longer required.
In what follows we shaIl assume that each firm has one p]ant
which during the period under investigation ir neither seIls nor
enlarges, s In combinaon with its plant it uses capital equipment of various types. The proportions in which the vañous
types of equipment are combined with the plant, what we
call 'the capital coelñcients', ate embodied in the production
plan. A p|_n cannot be changed during a peñOd, while it
can and probably will be revised at the end ofit.
The capital
coeflicients are thus ñgidly fixed for each plan, but flexible for
longer peñods. Even so, however, we shall assume that the
nnmber of possible capital combinaons from which the firm
has to choose is limited. WhUe the mode of complementañty
may change from peñod to period, the relatiomhip between
most capital resources is usually one of complementañty.
There is, however, one impormnt exception from this rule.
Every plan has to make provision for unforeseen confingencies. Certain factors llave to be kept in re_-rve (spare
parts, excess stocks, etc.) to be thrown into action if azld when
necessary. The extent to which they will be used is not imown
in advance; hence, these qua_tifies ate not among_ the fixed
coeflicients of production in the p_-, Indeed their vañabi]ity
is the very reason for their existence. To what extent they
will become complementary to the factors ofproduction actually
in opemñon depends on chance. It might therefore be better

to _

of_upp_

capital_

todi__o ".Lmh
t_em_om

the components of the capital combinations.
These supplementary resources have ah interesting property:
the record oftheir quantitafive cbA-_ caa be M _ a primary
test of success or failure. Depleon
of the reserves is a sure
mark of _ure.
Even in less _
ca_ the need c/"_

reserveswin incre_ com and reducenet profit.
Amongthe £mn'.resorte, the u_ of whi_ is p]om_ in
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the plan, money capital has a peculiar part to play. That
money capital which will be used during the plan pefiod to
pay wages, purehase raw mateñals, etc., must not be regarded
as capital for our purpose, as otherwise we should be guilty of
double-eounting.
If we think of the coal used for produefion
duríng our plan period asa capital good, of its quantity asa
capital eoeflident, we cannot at the same time call the money
paid for it 'capital'.
If labour is a factor of production and
a eomponent element of the plan, the money laid out to pay
for it cannot simultaneously be capital. At most we might say
that at the start of the plan money capital 'stands proxy' for
those faetors of produetion who ate part of the plan but
seheduled to appear on the stage later on.
But not all the money at the firm's disposal is aUotted to
sucia speeifie uses. Some of it is not planned to be used at all.
It forros the cash reservewhich has the same general function as
all reserves: to be thrown into aetion in case of unforeseen
contingendes.
The cash reserve is therefore capital in the
same way, and for the same reason, as spare parts ale. While
suela money is 'idle', its idleness is a eondition of suecessful
action.
All these supplementary goods have to be more or less perfect substimtes for those goods actually in operation which, ii'
need be, they are to replace. This fact has given rise to the
need for the standardization of equipment, a device for keeping
the size of mch supplementary stocks within manageable proportiom.
In thiR respect money, the universal substitute, is
supeñor to almost all others as, it'necessary, ir can be exchanged
for any other good currently on the market.
Unplanned variatiom in the stock of money are highly
mignificant primary tests of mco_ or failure of business plato.
The ultimate measure of business succ¢m is, of eourse, the
balance sheet asa whole. But as profit will as a rule accme in
the money form, and since the cash reserve is mcetly the central
reserve which no serious faure can leave unaffected, success
and failure are likely to be recorded by chan__gesin the cash
re_rve before being recorded anywhere else.
While for the period of the plan most coefñcients ate flxed,
each plan must allow for some flexibility. Variations of the
variable factors thus convey ctm_ntly information about how
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the plan is going. Ir aL/factors were ñgidly fixed there would
be no variable element left to record success or failure.
Let us suppose that duñng a peñod tx a firm has a capital
combination of the forro
kA +/B + mC

.....

(I)

where A, B, C . . . ate differenttypesofequipment and k, ¿ m
...

ate col_tants.

At the end of period tx, in the light of experience gained
duñng ,the peñod ir is decided to alter the combination.
Some of tMx experience may be 'purely t_hni¢,al knowledge'
about the capacity of our combinaon to achieve, with the
help of the labour force assígned to ir, in the production plan
for t_, the 'output targets' set for ir in the plan. In this case
the economic mgnificance of the technical knowledge thus
gained is quite unambiguous and its meaning fór fumre production plans obvious. But some of the experience of period
tt is marketing expeñence, which cannot be used for future
p]znningwithout interpretation of the kind discussedin Chapter
II.
Let us now suppose that in the light of all the circumstímces
regarded as relevant to planning of the future, ir is decided in
peñod ti to change the combination (1) into another combination

rB + m'C+ nD .....

(2)

where l is smaller than l' and m larger than m', and Í) a type of
equipment not hitherto used by the firm. The firm will
therefore llave to sell k.A and (m- m')C and buy (l'-/)B
and ni). Assuming no net investment or diAinvestment we
m_y suppose that
kA + (m -- m')C ,= nD -l- (/' -- /)B

.

.

(3)

end of tl each entreprenetw
revises his production plan for te,and his capital combination.
At once ,se llave to ask what determinm the pricm of the
capital goo& thus discarded and acquired. At a fmJt giance
it might appear that the problem can be solved within the
Let us now auume

that at the

tradition_lframework
of equil_-m analy_ For each
entrepreneur, it seem_ there will be minimum prioes below
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whichhe.willnotseU,forimtanccbccausc
he expects thatif
he waits
until
t8hewillgcta bcttcr
pricc.And thcrc
wiUbe
maximurn prices of capital goods above which he wiU not
buy, as at prices abovc them (2) will not be ah optimum
combination. Somewhcrebetween these maxima and mínima
it might seem that the interplay of the marketwould establish
equilibñum prices for each category of capital equipment.
Thus we might be led to believe that on a 'market day' which
marks the be¿dnning of h a 'temporary equilibñum' of the
market for capital goods will establish itself.
At closer inspection, howcver, it is seen that the position is
not determinate and equilibñum analysis not applicable.
In the fast place, the assumption that cach tima wiUbe ablc
to financc
the rcshuffle
ofits capital combinations without
havingtodraw on itscashreserve
or outside
sourccs
sectas
farrcmovcdfromreality.
Thercappcars
tobeno rextson
to
bclieve
thattheprocecds
ofthesaleoftheinstnnnents
discardcdwillalways
justsuflicc
tobuy thencw instrumcnts.
Ifso,(3)isnotvalid.Wc mightassumcthatfirmscount
withthefactthatthesale
ofoldcquipmcnt
wiU notcovcrthe
purchasc
pricc
ofthencw cquipmcnt,
and plantom akcup for
thediffercncc
by drawingon thcir
cashreserves. Then we
llave
kA + (m - m')C + z = nD + (l' - l)B .

. (4)

w_crc z is the diminution of the eash reserve. In general, the
new capital eombination will be chosen in suela a way that ii"
ais the expeeted average profit from ih
a

_,+

(m - m')G + z

is maximized.
If n firms reshufflethdr capital combination_ then, as long
as they seU their discarded equipmcnt to each other, i.e. as
lon_gas no new equipment is bought nor any old equipment
mld for'scra_p,we would llave
za+z_+z4+...+_=O

.

.

.

(5)

where_tisthecashreduction
oftimaI,zsoftima2,etc.In
thh case clearly some of the _'s mmt be negative. Some firnm
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will find thcmselves with an actual cash surplus aí_r having
completed the operation.
Now, the fundamental ditñculty which makes it impossible
to apply equilibñum an a!ysis to our case, lies in the fact that
the regrouping decisions of the various firms need not be coasistent with each other. If they ate not, some of them cannot
be carried out. This dilemma e.xpressesitself in the fact that,
on the one hand, the regrouping decisions are based on the
assumption of certain pñces for new equipment bought and
old equipment sold, while, on the other hand, these prices
cannot be known beforethe process of exchange is completed.
In other words, our flrms do not know in advance what they
will get or llave to pay, yet they llave to make their plato which
involve acts of exchange in advance of the actual carrying-out
of these phns. Pñces eXl_cted may not be re_lized, and
realized pfices not be suciaas would make a particular regrouping decision profitable.
It is not a way out of our dilemma to postulate that each
ñrm starts with a number of alternative plans depending on
buying and sdling prices in the market. In the ñrst place,
there is still no reason why among this large number of probably inconsistent plato there should be at lea.stone set of plato
(one for each regroupíng tima) which would be comistent.
Moreover, even ff tbis were so, ev_a ff we could draw supply
and demand curves and get 'points of intersection', there is
the fact that we llave not one mar_t buta number of markets,
in factas many markets as there are types of goods to be
exchanged. These supply and demand curves, even ff they
were continuous, would not be independent ofeach other since
the pñces at which goods are offered of demanded ate not
independent ofeach other. If the A-goods, for example, fetch
higher pñces, higher offers can be made for D-goods, and rice
versa. We lmow from general equilibñum theory that such
circmmtances are suflident to make pñces in each
indeterminate unless we dther assume that aHprices ate fixed
_imultaneously of permit Edgeworthian re-contract. For the
sake of realism we can admit neither. Hence, the results of
ear]ier transactions wiU influence prices in later transactions.
Prices thm come to depend on the chronological order of
tr__n_acfiom,and thig order is of cour_ quite arbitrary. On
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the other hand, there must be such an order. As there can
be no sales without purchases, ,,ve cannot assume for instance
that all iirms sell their old machines ñrst and then forro the
new combinations on the b__s of pñces realized.
There is one escape from our dilemma which would enable
to carry out their regrouping decisions 'accordin_ to
plan'. But if we choose it we cannot possibly call the position
reached at the end of th_ operation ah 'equilibrium position'.
Let us assnme that there ate 'given' prices for new equipment
and 'given' scrap pñces for old, prices which would not be
affected by dealings in the second-hand market. Let us
further assume that each regrouping firm bases its policy on
what Professor Neisser has termed 'The Strategy of Expecting
the Worst': it expects neither to get more than the scrap pñce
for the equipment it discards nor to be able to buy equipment
in the second-hand market, but to have to buy new equipment
at the current price. In this way the 'ceiling' price for new
equipment and the 'floor' price for old forro the basis of its
plan. And ff we assume that the scrap price would not be
affectcd by our regrouping (a doubtful assumption) and that
the (ex factory) pñces of new eqtpment
ame sufliciently rigid
not to be aífected by demand añsing from regrouping (a somowhat more realistic assumption in the world of modern industry), these plans might be feasible.
But the 'strategy of expecting the worst', while it may be the
safest, is not necessarily the 'best' poficy. The position reached
ím the result of carrying out these plans cannot be called ah
opñmum posiUon for the firm. To be sure, ifall firms base their
plato on the 'worst possibility', almost all of them witl make
'gaita'. To the extent to which the market offers them term_
more favourable thau were envisaged in their plato, their
actual '¿,', the draí[ on the cash reserves actually expeñenced,
wi]l be ]esa than the planned '¿_. Indeed for some of them
their actual '¿_ may become negative if they fmd they can seu
th_ old machines at prices much higher than the scrap pñce
and buy machines on the second-hand markvt much below the
'new' price. But the fact _rem_in_ that, had they known in
advance on what tenm they would be able to trade in the
second-har_d market, they would llave made regrouping
¿

_

oth_rthaath_ ac____ly
dJd.
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Two conclusions, one negative and one positive, emerge
from what has been said. Fírst, equilibrium analysis must
not be applied to capital regrouping. Regrouping de__'_om
ate unlikely to be consistent with each other, and even where
they ate, firms may yet find themselves, when the operation is
completed, in a position they would not llave chosen had they
known what alternatives were open to them. The reshufl]mg
of capital combinatiom, whatever its motives and consequence_
is nota 'return to equílibñum'.
The very acts it implies are
likely to have new disequñibrating effects.
Secondly, and thi_ is our positive conclusion, capital regrouping has to be treated as a dynamic phenomenon _milar to
the processes which give rise to it. In ir, as in everything
else, finns might succeed or fañ. Their relative strength in
their new ventures will be affected by the measure of success
they have achieved in regrouping. A nega_ve '¿", for instance,
will mean greater ñnancial strength. A piece of machinery
may ]lave been bought so cheaply that it can be used profitably
for purposes other than those envisaged in the regrouping
plan. If so, ir may entail further purchases of complementary
capital equipment. In any case, what happens in period ts
is not the mere result of what happened in tb nor the result of
what happened in tl plus the decísions made at its end. It
will be the combined result of events during ti, plan revisions
at its end, and the succe_ with which these dechiom met before
t_ even began.
We now have to take account of some of the reperc-_#om
our process will have. The existence of ma_mum pñces
means of course that at them new capital goods will be brought
into our capital combination& and ff minirrtum prices ate set
by scrap values, some of our old capital goods wíll be turned
into scrap rather than change hands. But there will now also
be goods kept in physical existence, though not in productive
use, in the hope of Wwher pñces in the fumre, justas equilibñum pñce does not preclude the existence of umold goo&
that would be offered at higher prices. While the 'strategy of
expecting the w_3_st'requires a 'floor' price, thi_ need not be
the scrap price.
When looking at the new combinañom we shall &m fmd
among them some new capital goods the sale of which is not
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the result of past failure, but the result of the fact that pñces
ofsimilar
existing
goodshave reachedtheuppcrlimit.Convcrscly
we shallñnd,butnotaspartofourncw combinations,
somc disuscdcquipmcntwhichisnot turncdintoscrapsincc
the owncrs cxpcctitsfuturcvalucto cxcccdprcscntscrap
priccs,
pcrhapsbccauscthcycxpcctscrappriccs
torisc,
pcrhaps
bccauscthcycan foresce
more favourablc
conditions
forfuturc
use. Thisisthe'idlc
capacity'
which inthe1930'sgavcrise
tosomuch misundcrstanding
and theimportanccofwhichfor
dynamic thcoryhasnow bccn discovcrcd
by Mrs.Robinson7
and othcrs.Ir isusuallyrcgardcdas the rcsult
of 'lackof
cffcctivc
dcmand'. But th_qis only halfan cxplanation.
What wc nccd toknow isnotmcrclywhy capital
isnotuscd
intheway irwas planncdtobc uscd,butwhy no altcrnativc
use has bccn found forit.
Lookingatthemattcrin theway wc havcdonc alsoopcns
upa ncw vistaon the problcmof the 'inccnfivc
to invcst'.
Ncw capital
goodsarcbcinguscdincombinaon withcxisting
oncs. Thisform of complcmcntarity
mcans thatthe lowcr
the pricc of existing capital goods the grcatcr the profitability
of the ncw goods. In the theory of investment currcnfly in
fashion, to be sure, complemcntarity is ncvcr mcntioncd.
Economists, making an economic virtue of accounting ncccssity, llave uncritically taken over the accounting convention
which treatsallcapital as homogeneaus.
In therealworld,howcver,entreprcncurs
have tocombine
building_plant,equipmcnt,etc.,
and thesucccss
oftheproduction plato embodying these combinatiom determines how
long they will be maintained.
This whole set of problems
mustremainconcealcd
froma theorywhichtrcats
all'capital
as
homogencous. Investmcntthcnbccomcsmexclya qucstion
ofchangingtheabsolutc
quantityofthiqhomogencouscapital
stock.Its__IOos/6on
docsnot intcrcst
theeconomi_twhose
theory of investment is bound to be somewhat fragmentary.
Yet it is surely p!ain that, justas the profitability of all
capital goo& in a combinafion depends/nter a//a on the wagea
of the co-operant labour, so the tate of profit on each capital
good dependa on the cost at which complementary capital
gooés can be secured. The 'marginaletticiency ofinvestmenf,
vJoanRobimea:T/mR_ qf/mma a_ 0t/ar_u_s, 1952,apecíallypp.77-80.
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i.e. the expected profitability of new capital goods, depends
inter alia on the prices at which existing capital goods can be
obtained in the market. The lower the latter the higher the
former.
Keynes, to be sure, did not neglect the effect of the prices of
existing capital goods on new investment, but, treating in
characteristic fashion all capital as homogeneous, only saw the
possibility of substitution. So he held that pñces of existing
capital goods below reproduction cost would weaken the
incentive to invest. But in reality capital is asa rule heterogeneous and complementary.
Except in the case, _vhich
Keynes alone considered, where existing and new capital goods
happen to be substitutes, low pñces of the former will have a
favourable effect on the incentive to invest. Neglect of the
heterogeneity of capital thus vitiates the theory ofinvestment. 8
What has thus far been said in this chapter also throws some
light on certain problems in the th_ry of money. This is not
the place to disoass fully the role of money in the Theory of
Assets. We llave already learned something about the fimcfion of the cash reserve in the execution of the production plan;
and more will be said about money as an asset in Chapter VI.
But meanwhile we may consider the relevance of capital
regrouping to the distinction between 'active' and 'idle' money
which is so fundamental to the Keynesian theory of money.
Where firms llave to draw on their cash reserves or borrow
from outside sources in order to finance regrouping, it might
seem at a first glance that 'idle' money is brought into circulation and 'activatvd'.
Now, in so lar as new capital goods
are bought or old equípment sold for scrap, this is m. Such
money is now 'active'. But in so far as such money is spent
on existing capital goods in financing the capital Ion ar__ng
from the reshuflie, such money ís, in the Keynesian terminology,
'idle': its expenditure creates neither output nor employment,
it merely facilitates the exchange of existing amets. Such
money is therefore in every respect ak;n to money in the finane.In orderthata comp_lem_taryinve_nentdmuld be prefimble,its cest
mmt be les thantheineremein thevalueof the oidplantdue to the_mpie.
mem___xy
invemnent,thatis,len thanthe valueof themode_o____
_ emended
/flautminm thevalueof theold plant. Thm, the reme thislattervalue_nlu,
_e m_e likelyir is that comtdemeata_invemnentwillpay' (T¢_dPalande_.
_'n theCm_pt, andMzthe¿,ofthe"_
S__'-- __

!
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cial círculation. But if we foUow Keynesian terminology, the
demand for idle money is govemed by Liquidity Preferencc.
In our case, however, to say this would be absurd. The size
of each firm's 'z', as we saw, depends not on its liquidity
preference but largely on what happem duñng the process of
exchange. We saw that for some firms 'z' might actually be
negative. The root of the trouble is that the Keynesian theory
of liquidity prcference is a typical equilibrium theory with all
its limitatiom, and thus not very useful in cases of disequilibfium. Ir tells us that a situation is conceivable in which
the relative marginal significance of each type of asset held
would be equal. It demomtrates that such a situation would,
given our relative preferences for ,¢ariom assets, be preferable
to any other. But it entirely fails to tell us how such a situation could evcr be reached. For in a dynamic world, while
the exchange of assets that might lead to ah optimum position
is still going on, other changes will supervene which drasUcally
modify the situation.
In our case, for example, aH attempts
to reach ah 'optimum distribution' of assets were defeated by
the unexpected gaita and losses which accompanied the
reshuflting of capital combinatiom, asa result of which some
timas found themselves with less, others with more money than
they had 'preferred'. Any attempt at a reshuflte of assets in
the direction of 'opfimum distribuUon' will set up those very
dynamic processes the results of which_ had the), bcen foreseen, would llave induced the choice of another dístríbution.
We may now bñefly s-mmarize the conclmiom we have
reached in this chapter.
In the fu,st place, unexpected change, that chief vehicle of
aU the more important economic processes, makes frequent
plan revisiom necessa_.
Such plan revisiom involve changes
in existing capital combinatiom, i.e. regrouping decisiom.
Secondly, deciaiom to regroup capital combinatiom, like
other plan revisiom, involve the llaaking of new plato. The
decision to reshufl_e is subject to the same hazards as other
plato: the reshtrfl_e may rail.
Third, mch failure of the regrouping plan will inter a//a
resuh in a _hitt of the money holdings in vañous timas. Hence9
such _
must not be regarded as necessarily reflecting
_hift_ in liqtfufit'/preference'.
Some of these Rhiftsare among
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the undesired consequences of plan revisions, decisions not
made o£ free choice. The view that aH shifts in money holdin__sreflect shifts in liquidity preference presents just another
case where the essential characteristics of a dynamic process
are assumed away by static assumptions. 9 Liquidíty preference is seen to be essentially a static concept, inapplicable to
a dynamic world.
Fina|ly, we have seen that New Investment and Idle Capacity
have also to be interpreted as the incidental results of dynamic
processes. New investment depends pñmarily on the availability of cheap complementary resources of labour and
capital. Their abundance is as óften as not the result of
dynamic processes of the past. Idle capacity is economically
a form of scrap kept in physical existence by optin_tic expectations of future value which mayor may not be fulfilled.
To understand why this capacity is kept in existence we need
to understand, not merely why the original plans failed, but
why no alternative use for it has been found.
AH unexpected change causes capital gains and losses.
These, far more than 'output', 'incomes', or even profits, are
the real motor of a dynamic market economy. They are
mostly the result, of failure of production plans; but often the
result of the failure of regrouping plans to materialize in
accordance with a predetermined pattern.
• F. A. Hayek:Ind/v/dua//sm
andEconom/c
Ord_r,p. 94.

CHAFrER IV

THE MEANING OF CAPITAL STRUCTURE

_i
:

In what followswe shaU be concemed with thequcstion
what is meant by capital _tmaure; in what circumstances it
might cxist or continuo to cxist; what forms ir might takc in
varying circumstanccs; and what effccts its changcs or its
disappearancc would have on the cconomic systcm.
Stntaure impliesfunaion. Even in a building which consisted
of stones completely alike thesc stones would have different
functions.
Those which support the outer walls have a function diffcrcnt from that of thosc which forro floors and ceilings.
In ah important scme cach stone supports all thosc abov¢
it. Physical homogcneity, wc scc, is not incompatible with
functíonal diifcrcncc.
In cvcry plan the instrumcnts and
matcrials uscd aro always 'uscd togethcr' in ordcr to attain
a given end; thcir functional difference determines the structure
of their mode of use.
In the same way, all capital goods derive their economic
significance from their mode of use, of ra.ther, from their actual
and potential modes of use. In this book we have rejected the
conception of capital asa homogeneous aggregate. We rea]ize
that a heterogeneous capital concept compels us to seek the
'common denominato¿ of these heterogeneous resources, the
common criterion of their capital quality, in their 'designed
complementariW' , their mode of use within the framework of
a plan. Each plan is a Iogical structure in which meang and
en& ate co.ordinated by a directing and control!ing mind.
In the functional variety which ii of the very emence of capital
ufil_Tation plaus capital resources exhibit thme amam_ relatiomhips we shall have to study.
AIl capitalgoods ate, directlyor indirectly,imtro menta of
producon.
Not all of them are man-made (e.g. minera]
remur_ ate not) but ídl of them are man-med.
It h indeed
cham_'c
of such 'natural' capital resources that but for
the _
of man-made capital dmigned to be employed

in conjtmetionwith flaem,they would net even be eeonomie
ir
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goods.1 The theory of capital is thus primarily a theory of
the material inst__ments of producfion. _ It must have someth_ingto say about the role of capital goods in production
plans, about the mode of theír combined use. In other words,
productionplans are the primaryobject of the theory of capital
In the flrst place, the theory deals with the way in which
capital goods are used in plans, i.e. with the capital structure
of production plato. In the second place, it also deals with
theconsistcncy
ofsuch planswithin
theeconomic
systcmasa
wholc,
i.c.
withthe¡0/ah
stnwture
ofthecconomy. Sinccwc
arenotinterestcd
incquiñbrium
(i.e.
comistcncy)
analysis
for
itsown mkc,our thcory
mu_qalsobe abletodcalwiththe
more important
cascs
ofinconsistency
of plans,and this means
ofdisintcgrating
structures.
In ChaptcrIIIwe,havehada
glimpsc
oftheconscqucnces,
forcapital
goo& and the.ir
mode
ofuse,ofp!anfaureand planrcvision.
Wc mustnow,on
a widcrplanc,
applythis
typcofanalyfis
totheconscqucnc¢s
ofcapítal
rcgrouping
forthecconomícsystemasa wholc.
Itfollows
fromwhathasjustbcensaidthatwe haw todistingaish
bctwccntwo typcsofcapital
complcmcntarity:
p/_
comí0/anaO__, the complcmcntarity of capital goods within
the framework

of one plan,

and _ra/c0mp_'_,

the

over-al] complementarity of capital goods within the economic
system. The flrst type of complemcntañty is brought about
directlyby entrepreneuñal action. The rnakín_ and revision
of such plans is the typical function of the entrepreneur.
Our second type of complementarity is, ir at all, brought
about i_ire_y by the markct, viz. by the intcrplay of mostly
inconsistent entrcprcncurial plans. In Chaptcr III wc hav¢
dcalt with the first typc of capital complcmentarity. In this
chapter we shall be concemed with the second.
But it would be wrong to think of these two types of comp]ementarity as the on]y possib]e fornmof capital comp]ementarity. The phenomenon of complementañty, of course,
_. C_r]Mm_: _
m 6a-4.

qf _

(tra_. byJato= _

Bert F. It£=ditz), 19,50,p. 156; aad F. A. ttayek: P_

T_m¢r_of _

mi

1941,

Thi, is aot to av/that ama mchas dmrm aad bonds lie eatir_ Ix.'_ad the
a¢oped the flaxaT d caIdUfl. But, s will be _va in Ompt_ VI, th_ _
_v_raat for our purlX_ oaly ia fo far m their owam_
do_ or doa aot,
iafltam_ the forcm Whichdetamiae wh¢_ _n,,,makiag
pow¢r, the pow_

to _

mt m_ __]u_im vaa_ um
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extends as lar as the realm of humau plans and action.
Wherever an action plan involves the use of specialized resources for whatever common purpose, complementari W is
present. Complementarity is, in Professor Mises' terminology,
a _w=eo[o¿_al ca_g_.
Within the narrower sphere of what
is ordinañly regarded as economic action (ca_l_
_'on)
other forros of capital complementarity can and do exist. In
Chapter VI we shall leam that where action has to be taken
in such a way as to safeguard the future control of productive
resources without as yet making detaed plans for the future,
there arises the complementarity of the Investment Portfolio
which refers not to productive resources as such, but to the
titles to their control, not to operating assets but to securities.
Before going on it may be helpful, for the sake of conceptual
darity, to compare and contrast the conccpt of Capital Complementarity, as ir has so far emerged, with the concept of
complementarity currently ín use. According to Professor
Hicks, who formulated thi_ definiUon, 'Y is a subsUtute for X
ifthe marginal rete ofsubstimtion ofY for money is dimini_hed
when X is substituted for money in such a way as to leave the
consumer no better off than before. We must say that Y is
complementary with X if the marginal rete of substitution
of Y for money is increased when X is subsmted for money.'
(Italics in orig/naL)'
For our pmpmes this is nota useful definition. The reason
for this does not, as one might think at first, He in the fact
that the Hicksian defiriifion originated in the sphere of con_unption and was meant to be applied pñmarily to conmmer
good_ where_ we ate here concerned with capital complementarity asa forro of factor complementarity. The real
reamn for the inadequacy of the Hick_an de6nition for our
purpcees lies in the fact that the world of the cons__mer, on
which it is modelled, is conceived asa static world of instantaneom adjustm¢nt, while the type of procem analysis to
which we ate committed compds us to regard adjustment as

emenally _.

The increasein 'the ,-__-a!

tate

ofsubstitufion ofY for money when X is substimted for mon_.ey'
has to be reganted asan _
act of the comum_, quite

inespective of anytt__ he may have thoughtof done of
!
í

sj. B.._

va,, md_

19s9,p. 44.
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planned before. It _, in eff_t, au im_diate pr_ctable
'respome' to the simaUon confronting hito, Nothing is said
about the queson why such a situation should arise, nor
why the consumer should react in the mannor postulated.
No doubt the consumer had made a plan in accordance
with which he acts. How did he make it_ We ate not
told.
The fatal wealmes of all mechanistic theoñes is that they
must let human action appear 'determinate', ir only by man's
own plato, and are thm prevented from understanding the
acts of the mind which constitute these plato. A theory
without plans cannot grasp planned acon.
A definition of
complementarity couched in terms of instantaneous mbsfitution clearly does not fit into a world of intermittendy fixed
capital coetñcients.
Our emphasis on factor complementarity does not imply of
course that factor substitution is _mimportant. When, at discontinuous intervals in the forro of plan revision_substitution
takes place, ir is, as we saw in Chapter III, most important
and o_en has far-reaching consequences. What matters to
us, however, is that once we have introduced the distinction
between p|anned action and plan revision, factors may be
complements in one and substitutes in another situation.
Suppose, for instance, that a store has four delivery varo,
physically completely alike, each of which delivers goods in
one quarter of the town. Ate they complements of substitutes? Evidently, at the moment at which the production
plan is made they ate perfect subsUmtesfor each other. But
once the plan is set in motion they are turned into complemen_
Ir now one of them breaks down, the production plan for the
whole town breal_ down. The fact of the matter is that
'factor complementañty and _bstitution are phenomena
belonging to difl'erentprovinces of the re_lm of action. Complementarity is a pmperty of meam employed to the _
end,
or a group of comi_ent en&. All the meam joinfly e_ployed
for the reme end, or mich en&, are necemañly comp_men_.
In other wor&, factor complementarity requirm a flan within
the _ork
of which each factor has a function. Ir is
therefore only with respect to a given plan that we can meaningfully _
of factor complementafity. Ya_ton ate com..
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plements in so far as they fit into a production plan and
participate in a productive process.
'Substimtion, on the other hand, is a phenomenon of change,
the need for which añscs whenever something has gone wrong
with a prior plan. Factor substitution is a concomitant of
plan revision, a]nd can therefore only take place intermittently
between our "periods".
And substimtibility esscndally indicates the ease with which a factor can be tttrned into an
element of a plan.' 4
We now have to face the central problem of this chapter.
What do we mean by capital s_.¿'ture?
In the social sciences we mean by 'structure' a complex
of relatiomhips sulñciently stable in varying circumstances to
display the firm outline of a clear and distinguishable pattern.
Structural stability of sucia a complcx thus docs not require
complete absence of external change impinging on ir. Ir is
true that the more violent the impact of such change, the less
the pattern is likely to last. Butas the social wor]d is inevitably a world of unexpected change, any concept of stability
applicable to it must refer to iT_a_l co/zer¿_ein the face of
externa] change rather than to absence of the latter. Consistency of the relatiomhips which constitute the complex is
thus of the essence of the matter. In economics, for imtance,
the staticcquilibriumconccpt of nco-classical
econorrñcs
mcans atbottomnothingmore thanthis.Itdocsnotrequire
a 5_t/o_ zoor/d
asitssctting.Ircquiñbriummeans nothing
more thancong_tencyofa complcxofrelationships,
itcan be
extendedto theworldof changeffby 'dynamiccquiñbrium'
we mean corL6_tency
of plato.
In the theoryof capitalwe can thuseasilyspcakof a
strucmreaslongasufilization
planssuccccdand capital
goods
stay where they are. But as soon as plans have to be reviscd
aud factor combinatiom reshuffled, a strucmrc in this seme
no longer exists. We might thm define r.ap/ta/structure negatively in terms of the absence of the regrouping of capital
combinatiom.
A capital structure, we might my, exists as
long m the variom capital goods remain neatly pigeon-holed
in their rmpcctivc capital combinatiom and are being replaced
' L. M. T_.._n_: ___ñy

mi Submimfi_in the Thcov/ _T
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by their replicas as they wear out. In other words, capital
structure might be detined in tenm of the constant compoátion of the capital combinatiom whicli forro the material
backbone of production plato. But this, of course, is ah
essentially static noUon of capital structure. It is not incompatible with economic progress as long as we assume that
progress takes preponderanfly the forro of new investment,
that is to say, as long as we assumc that new capital combinatiom take their place side by side with the existing ones
without disturbing the latter. This, in fact, is how the
Keynesíans, Mr. Harrod and even ProfessorHicks, conceive
of economic pro._ess. It is only when we realize that the
distinctíon between external
capital change in the forroof
investment
(formaUon
ofnewcapital
combinatiom)
and/nterna/
capital
change(regrouping)
isentirely
artilidal
and thatone
cannottakeplacewithouttheother,
thatwe cqme todoubt
the usefulness of this notion of capital structure.
There is, however, another equally important rea_n why
we cannot accept a definition of capital __mcturein temas of
the comtant composiUon of capital combinaom.
Not the
individual capital goo& but the service streams to which they
give rise are the primaryobjec¢ of our defires, and hence the
ultimate determinants of the economic _tem.
Capital goo&
are merely the n0da//_0/ntsof the flows ofinput (of labour and
other capital serv/ces) which they absorb, and of output (of
intermediate of final products) which they emanate. The
same capital good may give rise to service strean_ of very
different kind. The same building may be med as a cotton
mili of a toy factory, the same ship carry a cargo of coal or of
bananas. Now, where a plant is switched over to the production of a different output stream, even althougbthe capital
combínation of which it forrospart need not undergo change, it
will ahnost certainly affect the successof the producUonplato of
those from whom it buys and to whom ir _IIs. If so, the production change mentioned will make neceamrythe reshlrff!ing
of other capital combinatiom. Moreover,ir is unlikely that a

capitalgoodcanbemmedovertoanotherusewithoutaffectiag
its own mode of co_tion
with otherfactors of pnxiucfion.
Hence, there will llave to be regrouping in the firm whi_ starts

the _h_-_eas wellas in thoeewhichate ___ed byit.
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If thi_ is so, what remain_ of our concept of the capital
structure? Of course we can imagine, ii"we caxe to, a completely stationary(as distinct from stat/c) world in which, yeax
in year out, the same service streamsflow hato and out of each
capital combination, and the samc final products ate dufifully
swallowed by comumers. We could then have a capital
structure defmed not merely in terms of the comtant composition of capital combinatiom but also of service strvams.
But what good would it do? The pñce of simplitication is
aridity. Such a concepñon would be quite inapplicable to
a world of processes and ehange.
The resuh of our examination of the notion of capital
structure thus appears to be that in dynamic reality there
can be no such thing. Ir this were really so, it would vntail
grave comequences for the theory of capital and its appYlcation to actual problems. A morph'ologicaltheory of capital
such as ours, couched in temas of the heterogeneousresourc_
we observe in reality, cannot do without a central concept
which reduces chaos to order and indicates the partero of that
order. And what form other than that of structure could
such a coherent pattem llave?
Nor would the consequencesbe less grave ffwe attempted to
apply our theory of capital. For imtance, in Chapter VII
we shall speak of 'intersectional maladjmtments' asa feamre
of industrial fluctuatiom. Without a concept of structure as
the norm from whích all maladjustménts can be regarded as
deviations such a notion evidenfly can make no seme.
Confronted with the dilemma that in the theory of capital
we cannot do without a central concept, but'can find no suela
conc.ept as coukl stand up toun_ted
Cb_ange, it g-eres
that we must go back to fundamentals. A structure is a
complex of relationships which exhibe a coherent pattern.
The relafiomhips exist between _qS_r. Ir is probable that
when these entitiea undergo change, so will the relatíonships
between them: probable but not necessary. We may imagine
the entities changing in such a fashion that the complex of
relationships between them _maim unchanged; as ships in
convoy may keep the same distance wbether they sail in the
North Sea of in the Caribbean, whether they carry a cargo
of iron ore or of wool. In modero economics the notion of
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intertemporalor d.ynamicequilibrium is a good example: 'This
sort of ficddous state of equilibñum which (irrespective of
whether there is any reason to believe that it will actually
come about) can be concdoed
tocomprise any sort of planned
change, is indispensable ir we want to apply the technique of
equilibrium analysis at all to phenomena which ate ex deJ/n/t/o_
absent in a stationary state. Ir is in this sphere alone that we
can usefully discussequilibrium relations extending over time.' s
We llave here 'the case where these plans are fully adjusted
to one another, so that it is possible for aU ofthem to be carried
out became the plato of any one member are based on the
expectaUon of such actiom on the part of the other members
as ate contained in the plato which those others are ma kiug
at the same time. This is clearly the case where people lmow
exactly what is going to happen for the rea.sonthat the same
operatiom have been repeated time after time over a very
long period. But the concept as such can also be applied to
situatiom which are not stationary and where the same correspondence between plans prevails, not because people jmt
continue to do what they llave been doing in the past, but
becauset_3 correctl3
firesee wluu d_nges will occurin the acom
of others.'

e

We shall distinguish between cases of ¢ons£¢_ and /nconsistentcapital change. By structuralmaladjustrnent
we shall mean
incomistent capital change, change which affects the flow
of service strean_ from one capital combination to another,
from production stage to production stage, in such a way as
to ddtect these streams from thdr expected courses, frustrating
the expectatiom of those who he_i made preparatiom to
receive the service strean_ in their particular 'receptacles', i.e.
factor combinatiom, and, when tran_ormed, to relea_ them
Of conJñ.qtentcapital change, on the other hand, we may
speak where 'coincident expectafiom about the quantities and
qualities of goo& which wiil pass from onepermn's p¢mession
into another'swiHin etfect co-ordi__nate
aU the_ diff¢rentplato
into onesingleplan, although this "plan" wíll not cx.Lqin any
one mind. It can only be _'
*
'¥.&'
F.A.

op. dt.,
p.Pare
_

_ CaMa/, 1941, pp. _,8.-,9.
Ilád_ p. 26.
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In reality, of course, such a state of coincident expectatiom
could ___r.ely exist, at least in ah industrial society in which
the division of labour has evolved to any noticeable extent.
But this does not mean that economic forces tending to make
expectations consistent with each other ('stabilizers') do not
exist here. It merely means that such forces do not operate
in a vacuum, that often they meet with obstacles and sometimes with counterforces tending to deflect them from their
courses. Sheer smbbom ignorance and unwillíngness to leam
on the part of some producers or comumers may be such ah
obstade.
But a more frequent forro of obstacle is to be fountí
in institutional prohibiñom of the full use of whatever knowledge is already available, for imtance in certain forros of the
Patent Law.
We may also note that within a given economic system
there may operate at the same time a number of what we
may call 'partially co.ordinating forces' which, while each is
calculated to integrate whatever part of the system is wíthin
its reach, in effect obstruct each other and tend to create
general chaos. Most of the so-called 'market stabilization'
schemes which were so popular in the 1930's, as weU as
attempts to conceal the effects of malinvestment at one stage
of production by means of 'vertical integratíon', are examples
of ir. Another example, perhaps better known and more
widely discusscd, is the destrucfive effect of naUonal 'planning' polides on the world economy. By contrast, whatever
degree of the international division of labour there stíU exists
in the world is the result of competition, the individual pursuit
of unconcerted and therefore inítially by no means necessarily
consistent plans. The complementarity of factors of production employed in primary producing and manufactuñng
countñes and in international tramport is the cumulative
remlt of a continuom succesfion of substimtiom. Thus continuom substimtion _erves to promote universal factor
complementañty.
Our next task is to assess the strength and describe the
mo&ts opo'ad/ of those forces which in a market economy
bring expectatiom into co_cy
with each other, stabili_e
ecommñc relationships, and integrate the econonñc system as
a whole. F¢m:nmet among these forces is _ _
9'_
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In a market economy, as we pointed out in Chapter II,
prices ate not merely exchange raUos between commodities
and services but linkq in a market-wide system of economic
communications. Through price changes lmowledge is transmitted from any comer of any market to the test of the system.
On each market buyers and seUers,by varying their bids and
offers, signal to each other the need for action. Buyers learn
about their opportunities growing or shrinking, sellers receive
notice of the need for adjustment. In this way every economic change has its market-wide repercussions. Suppose that
ah engineering firm fmds a method of substimUng a cheaper
metal for a more expensive one in one of its products. The
lower price of the metal thus far used wiU notify producers
that they must look forother outlets, the higher price of the new
metal asks its producen to increase supply. If the price of
the engineering product is not reduced, high profíts made wiU
tell potenUal competitors where their opportunity lies; ff price
is reduced the public comes to know of its new oppo_m;ty.
S'tmilarly we can trace the effect on complementary factors
and competing products. We may thus conclude that via
lmowledge trammitted through the price system economic
change ten&, in general, to give rise to expectadons comistent
with itself.
But in reality the pñce system is not sacia an ideal system
of economic communications as the pícture just drawn might
suggest. Our apparatus, we must remember, works by
'translating' demand and supply changes into price changes.
Hence, whenever the translation does not take place, for
imtance, hrhere prices are inflexible, our apparatm ceases to
operate. Moreover, as ,,velearnt before, tran_mi._'onis oiten
delayed and sometimes faulty. Where this h known to be
the case the meaning of the messages received will lend itsdf
to different, and perhaps contrastíng, ínterpretations, both as
to content and 6me of despatch. This all the more so where
numerous, perhaps contradíctory, messages follow each other
within a short time over the same 'wire'. In general we may
say that in a market economy repeated _ent
action is
likely to be either the result of price inflexibility or of'functionless' pñce movements. Such movements will be tianctionlem
where, for imtance, there le a long delay in trammiion, and
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in particular where the delay is differentfor ditferent markets
so that at the moment of receipt of the messages ir becomes
impossibl¢ to reconstruct the chronological order in which
the cvents to which they give expression actually occurred.
Where simultaneous changes of data are not reflected by
simultaneous price changcs actíon based on prices wíll be
either premature or delayed,s
Therv can be little doubt that in modero industñal society
tM¢e inflezióili_ is a prominent phenomenon, and that it is
likely to be on the increase. In the economic literature of
the 1930's the phenomenon has often been linked with the
'growth of monopoly'. Ma. Paul Sweezy explained it asa
feature of oligopoly.* But the associafion of rJgid priceswith
monopoly has becn subjected to s¢verecñcism by Professor
Scitovszkylo who showed that, on purely theorecal grounds,
monopolists confronted with shifting inelasc demand curves
would llave no reason to keep the.irpfices stable. Morerecenfly,
Mr. Streetentx has cast doubt on the applicability of the
whole mechanism of equilibrium theory to the problem complex of pñce-output decisiom in a situation in which producers
lmow that their acts will llave ulterior consequenceson those
of others (expectatiom being here, as so often in modern
theory, the villain in the piece), and demand curves no longer
llave a clear meaning.
We beEmvethat these somewhat uñsatisfactory conclusiom
ate the rmult of a failure to grasp the nature of the market
asa vehicle for the trammJ_on of lmowledge, and of the vain
attempt to aaalyse market processesin terms of equilibñum
analysis, that is, to regard every market situation asa 'state
of test' imtead of asa tramitional stage of a continuom
proce_
It seetm to us that we need to look at the whole problem in
its historical setdng. Inflexible pñces characteñze a market
to bejudged
withthehelpc__pplementary
cnten_._.¢thettme
rector
mldtheme
andvariatiom
of _ocks. Cf.above,
_op.oi: .
.. _
_" P.M.Sweeffiy:
'D¢mand
underConditiom
oí Oligopoly,
#_ of P_
_,
Aagtat1989,w. ,568-73.
. ....
__T. _ _atov=_: _Ik,
icesundetMonopoly
_d Competitioa,
_

_" _,

_ z P. _:
_m. _,

Omb_1941.

.

_P_K¢ve Cap_'ty and the Kinked Demand Chwve, Rtd_
VoL XVII/, NO. 2, pp. 103.-14.
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simation in whích the transmi_don of knowledge from buyers
to sellers and vice versa is at least temporañly impeded.
Rigid prices ate 'administered' pñces in a situation in which
the 'administrators' regard the knowledge they can withhold
(from buyers and competors)
as more valuable than the
knowledge they might gain by expeñmentíng
with price
variafions. ',Fear of spoiling the market' is essentially fear of
what consumers and compefitors will do in the future with the
knowledge deñved from pñce change now.
Historically speaking, the most impo_a_nt cause of pñce
rigidity has been the decline of the wholesale merchant.ll
Here was a broker whose interest was prímarily in maximizi_
turnover, and who could therefore be relied upon to offer
manufacturers and charge retailers such prices as would enable
him to accomplísh this aiaL Here was ah ideal vehide for
the transmission of knowledge, since, unlike the consumer who
spends Iris income on a large variety of goods and services
and cannot aiford to acquire expert information on each, it
paid the wholesale merchant (in fact it was a condition of Iris
economic survival) to acquire the latest information about
alternative sources of supply and their respective qualities,
and to make use of ir. Here, in short, was a 'middleman'
whose economic function was not so much to 'distribute goods'
as to collect and impart information and to tix such pñces as
woald maximize bis turnover. And such prices evidently
had to be flexible!
Thís is not the place to discuss the reasom for the decline
of the wholesale merchant. We are not writing economic
history, but merely endeavour to use historical facts to illustrate a theoretical argument.
One reason for bis decline is
clearly the standardization
of many products of modern
industry. Those economists who are in the habit of denouncing product differentiation as one of the 'wastes ofcompetition'
and who extol standardization as the hallmark of effidency,
will welcome the decline of the wholesale merchant. They tell
us that 'distribution costs too much'. But their argument
__The argument which foLlowJ in the text dram heavy upon ee_da ídem
set forth byR. G. Hawttey: T/w _
_
pp. 19--_ gnd M-4S, and

N. Kaldor: 'The gconomic_.-ff_ec¢
of Advertij__,_

of ___. _

XVIII, No. l, pp. 16-18. Neitherofthm¢twoauthoamugb¢h¢id:_:mmtble
for what we my in the text.

Vol.
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appears to dcpend on the curious asmmption that progress
has come to ah end, that all possible methods of production
and their relative meñts are already lmown today to everybody concemed, and that no further knowledge is to be gained
by product differentiation, experiment, and market observation. In other words, these economists are reaUy assuming
that we are living in a statíonary state! Others will doubt
whether in a world of unexpected change the gain_ from
standardization will in all cases outweigh the social loss
caused by the disappearance of ah economic agent capable of,
and interested in, testing the market at frequent intervals.
There ate 'economies' which cost too much.
We saw in Chapter II that even where an pñces are flexible
ah price movements are not equally signiticant in spreading
lmowledge, and that there are always some price movements
which are functionless. In order to cope with this problem
we introduced in Chapter II, fonowing Dr. Lange, the concept
of the PracUcal Range which we divided into ah inner and ah
outer range. We found that this concept can be used in
such a way as to permit us to draw a distinction between pdce
phenomena which ate consistent with the exísting structure
of expectatiom, fall 'within the ranges', and thus cause no
disappointment, and, on the other hand, phenomena inconsistent with the existing structure of expectations, which faU
'outaide the ranges' a revision of which they necessitate. :s
Fnn,:tionl¢m príce movements ate filas those which, confined
tO within
thc inncr raxlg_,
can c_tst no doubt and thus throw
no light on the feasibility of plans. Hence they convey no
new information.
It is only when prices cross the limits of
the ranges that the 'alarm bell rings'. Then at least those
plana in which the respective pñce estimates played ah important part will require revision.
In Chapter II we confined our _
of the intemction
of pi'iCe ehan_,e and expectatiom to a single market. We

dmll now extendit to price rélatiomhipsbetweena numberof
marketL

All enuepreneuñal action, viz: the makingand revisionof
is governed
pricea aad com.

by expected pmfits. Profits depend on
Where all relevant com and prices ri_e
t*See above,1__;.
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par/pasa_ (as in the classieal theory of ínflation) profitability
remaim unaffected. It_ for instante, all costa and pñces
relevant to a given plan cross the upper limits of _nner and
outer ranges at the same moment, the.ireffeets neutrali_e each
other. Where all the alarm beUs ring at the same moment,
those telling of gain as well as those telling of loss, no plan
revision would be ealled for.
But in reality thi_ is of eourse not likely to happen. Prices
and eosts are not equally flexible, where flexible do not move
at equal rates, and even ff they did, theír outer and inner
ranges would prove to be of unequal magnitude. We therefore find that for instante in ah inflaUon aU bells will not ring
at the same time, and the fictifious intervals thus convey misleading information: the plato will look more succ.esffulthan
they actually are. Expamion programmes prompted by
fictitious profits will be started which would not have been
started ii"the inevitable subsequent rise in _
had been for_seem Thus there is Malinvestment, the waste of capital
resourcesin plato prompted by misleading information.
For some enterpríses, to be sure, the profits may be 'real'
enough. For imtance, a young and hea.Aly indebted industry
may be able to pay offpart ofits debt ont of_ch paper prurito.
But the 'knowledge' thus spread is none the lem fictiUousand
action based on it must lead to f_ure. Others wiU react to
these events by investing capital in the industry which later on
wiUbe lost. This is one, though probably the most important,
case of incomistent capital change. The effect of such m;_
guided investment on incomes and employment wiU be disctmed in detail in Ompter VIL There we shall see that at
least one ldnd of industrial fluctuation has its chief carne in
incomistent capital change due to partial faure of the price
We llave seen that the integrafing forces of the price

tendingto bringexpectatiomand t_e phm ba_ on them
into COn___ncy

with each other,

do not operate

nnimpeded.

There ate counterforc_ among which t_e Inflexibility, the
force of eeonomic inertia, is perhape the moet notable. But
even where _ force is eventually overcome, it will not be

overcomeeverywhere
at the _me _
T'tmeintervJ
añae whichby roblas aomeof the pr_ mem_ of thetr
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oñginal meaning create problems of their own. Behind them
all there lurks ultimately the problem ofinterpretation.
For in
our communications system there does not exista clear and
definite code which would permit us to fiud the 'facmal
content' of the messages. Some of them are meaningless,
others are not. And each message, as we saw, makes sense
only withín a given frame of reference, a framework of plato
largely governed by the structure of expectations.
It is only when held against what they were expected to be,
that the 'facts ofa situation' begin to tell a story. In the whole
field of human action, and therefore also in the sciences studying it, observation without interpretation is futile. AH interpretation requires a pre-existent structure of thought to serve
asa frame of reference.
It would be wrong to think that a market economy, when
faced with the problems just outlined, could_ or in the ordinary
course of events would, find no an_ver to them. History
shows that whenever left sufficiently free from political intexference to evolve its respomes to such challenges, the market
economy has 'grown' the imfitutions necemary to deal with
them. In particular, ir has evolved imtimtiom to protect
the integrating forces of the price system from the disintegrafi_g forces jmt describe& Among these imtimtiom
fortoard marl_ and the Stock Exd__ge call for our particular
attention.
In saying that the market economy, for speed of adjustment
and, in general, operational etñciency, depends on the príce
rymíem asa network of communications, we llave thus lar
msumed that the content of the messages transmitted refers to
events that have actually 'happened', i.e. to events of the
pa_. But th|_ need not be So. It is precisely the economic
function of forward markets to spread knowledge not about
what is or has been, Imt about what people think will be.
In this way, while the future will always remain uncert_a_n_
it
is p¢mible fox the individual to acquire knowledge about other
people's expe_tiom
and to adjttst bis own ac_rdingly,
expree_
lds own views about future prices by lmy;n_ or

&rward, dnm addingbis own mite to the formation of mari_

ot_ _

opim'on as expremed in forward pñces.

for_mi _

In

tmd to bringe__l_tiom into
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con__tency with each other. _4 They are on the side of
the stabilizers.
In reality forward trading is usually linfited to a small
number of commodities, and cven trading in these is as a rule
con6ned to a fcw futurc dates (three months, six months,
twelve months ahead). The Stock Exchange, on the other
hand, offers an imtance of trading in 'continuous futures'. If
I huy a share I buy not merely this year's dividend and next
year's dividend but, in pñndple, an infinite and connuous
series of dividends, a 'yidd stream'. In buying it I thus
express explidfly a sedes of expectaUons about dividends, and
implicitly an expectation about the future yield from other
assets I might have bought instead. To the extent to which
my action has an effect on the price of the share, and tmless
of course this effect is offset by somebody eIse's __le at the
former pñce, the series of my expectations becÓmes manifest
in the price change. Every purchase or sale which modifies
a price conveys to the market know]edge about somebody's
expectaons.
If the directors of a company announce a bold
expansion programme, the effect of their announcement on
the price of their shares tells them whether or not the market
agrees with their expectations: Ii"price fali_ ir means that the
market takes a less optimistic view of the company's p_
and such a pfice fall will convey a warnin_ signal to the
directors that they must walk warily.
The Stock Exchange is a market in 'continuous futures'. Ir
has therefore alwaysbeen regarded by economists as the central
market of the economic system and a moet valuable economic
barometer, a market, that is, which in its relaÚve víduation
of the vañous yield streams reflects, in a suitably 'objectified'
forro, the articulate expectatiom of all those who wish to
express them. AH this may mund rather platitudinous and

might hardly be worthmentioningwereir not for thefact that
ir diffen from the K_
theory of the Stock Exchange
which is now so much en _¿_.
In order to defend our own view it ís therefore necema-,3,to
enter upon a cñtical discumion of th6 Keynmian view of the

economic funcon
/s__.L

of the Stock Exchange. _

view is

I'Fteh:F_
135-40, ud J. K. Emtlmm:
Ramom__, ad C4ei_,
1950,p_ 1e2-4.
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summed up in the famoussentence, 'When the capital deve_opment ofa country bccomcsa by-product
oftheacvitics ofa
casino, the job is likcly to bc ill-donc.'_s How did Kcyncs
arriv¢
atthisconclusion?
The marginal
ciñcicncy
ofcapital
isoncofthemainpillars
of
theKcyncsian
cdificc.
Itisdcfmcdintcrmsofprospcctive
yicldand supplypñcc ofcapital
asscts.
The lattcr,
wc arc
cxplicitly
told,
is'notthemarkctpricc
atwhichah assct
of
thetypcinqucstion
canacmally
bepurchascd
inthemarkct',
_6
butthecostofa ncwlyproduccd
assct.
StockExchangepñcesof'existing
asscts'
thussecta
tobe
cxcludcd
fromthescopcofthedcfinition.
Latcron,howcvcr,
•,vearctoldthat'ahighquotation
forcxisngcquicsinwlv_s
(ouritalics)
an incrcasc
inthemarginal
eflicicncy
ofthecorrcsponding
typcofcapital'.
I* Whcthcrornotthisconflicts
withthecarlicr
dcfmition
dcpcndson our intcrprctaon
of
theword 'involvcs'.
Thiscouldprobably
be intcrprctcd
to
mean no more than'hasan influcncc
on',thevchiclc
ofthis
influencc
havingtobe soughtin'prospccve
yield'.
_s
Butthispointofconsistcncy
inthedcfinition
ofinvcstmcnt
is pexhaps of minor significancc. Far more important is
Kcyncs' attimdc to thc fundamcntal qucstion: Is the Stock
Exchangc a suitablc instmmcnt for bñnging long-tcrm
cxpcctations into consistcncy; is it capablc of giving risc to a,
sociaUy 'objcctiñcd', mar_t opiráontO guide invcstmcnt dedo
sions? Hcre Kcyncs' answcr is a clear and unqualiñed 'No'.
'For most of thesc persom are, in fact, largely conccmed, not
with making superior long-term forecastsof the probable yield
of ah investment ovcr its wholc life, but with foreseeingchanges
in the convcntional basis ofvaluation a short me ahead of the
general public. 'x0 This is 'an inevitable result of ah investmcnt markct organized along the lines describcd. Forit is not
scmiblc to pay 25 for ah invcstmcnt of which you believc the
,si. _ g¢y_: _d
l*ibid_p. 135.

_

__ap__í__, p.)59....
.
_ Ibia.,p. l_l, n.).

--.

ta Mm. Robim¢m savsthat'Keyn¢s crea_ coafusion
c,y camng ommary

"_ mm",_ d__b_t_p__ of_ o_th._
Su_k_

manactofinv¢stm¢nt
_(T/_R_of/_6wst,
p.7,n.l).Wcooubtwncmcr

•
"
"
__r¢onf__oacaah¢mm/n_LBy_ngthcwo._
._capital'

in the pamap

a n___ p. 154.
lP

'corres

. _yndinf
_.t_

quoted above Keynes appears to nave ctrawn me relevanz
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prospective yield to jus_fy a value of 30, ii"you also believe
that the market will value it at 20 three months hence.'s0
It is readíly seen that the defect criticized by Keynes is not
a defect of investment markets as such, but a defect of investment marketswíthout a provisionfor forwardtrading. Where
forward trading exists, a person ho]ding the views described
could express bis short-term view by se]ling "theinvestment at
any price above 20 for three months ahead, while expressing
Iris long-term view by buying it, say, 18 months forward at a
pñce below 30. If everybody did it arbitrage would do the
test by bringing the forward pñces for vañom future dates into
lino with each other. Pñce expectations involve intertemporal pñce relations, and intertemporal price relafiom cannot
be made explicit, hence cannot be adequately expressed,
without an intertemporal market. AU we can conclude from
Keynes' argument is not that the Stock Exchange cannot make
yield expectations comistent, but that without for_ard trading
ir cannot do so.
But this is not all. Keynes not merely failed to realize the
real nature of the specitic problem he was facing, viz. intertemporal pfice inconsistency expressing itself in divergent
expectations. He was probably unaware of the importance,
perhaps even of the existence, of the c!_ss of problems of which
this is one: problems of the trammi_on of knowledge. There
is ver/little evidence that he grasped thf economic function
of the market as ah imtimtíon through which people exchange
knowledge with each other. The Keynesian world is a world
in which there ate two distinct dasses of actors: the sidlled
investor, 'who, unperturbed by the prevailing pastime, continues to purchase investments on the best genuine long-term
expectations he can fram¢',u and, on the other hand, the
ignorant 'game-player'. It does not seem to have occurred
to Keynes that either of these two may leam from the other,
and that, in particular, company directorsand even the managers ofinvestment uxtstsmay be the wiserfor learning from the
market what it think_ about their actiom. In this Keynesian
world the managers and directors already lmow al/about the
future and llave little to gain from devoting their attention to
ta .M.
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the mis¿ra plebs of the market. In fact, Keynes strongly fccls
that they should not! This pscudo-Platonic view of the world
of high finance forms, we feel, ah essenáal part of what
Schumpeter called the 'Keynesian vision'. This view ignores
progress through exchange of knowledge because the ones
know already aH there is to be known whilst the others never
learn an_hing.
The view stands in alear and irreconcilable
contrast to the view of the tole of lmowledge in society we have
consistently endeavoured to set forth in this booL The reader
will not be surprised to leam that our conclusiom on the subject
of the Stock F.artmnge ate equally irreconcilable with those
of Keynes.
We hold thatthe StockExchange by facilitaUng
the exchangcofknowlcdgetcndstomake theexpcctatiom
oflargc
numbcrs ofpcoplcconsistcnt
withcach othcr,atIcastmore
con_.qtcnt
than thcywould havc bccn othcrwisc;
and that
throughthecontinual
rcvaluation
ofyicldstrcamsitpromotcs
c0n_tozt
cap/ta/dumge
and thcrcforc
cconomicprogrcss.TRis,
ofcoursc,
isnot tosaythattheStockExchangcmakcsinconsistcntcapitalchangc impossíblc:
mcrcly,that company
dircctors
who ignorvthesignals
of themarkctdo so atthcir
pcril,
and thatin thelongruna markctcconomy subsñtutcs
cntrcpreneurs
who can rcadthe sigasof thetimcsforthose
who cannot.

CHAFI'ERV
CAPITAL STRUCTURE
AND ECONOMIC
PROGRESS
In Chapter III we saw how entrepreneursforro and dissolve
capital combinatiom in response to the varying necds of
_anging simations, and how these capital combinatiom,
embodíed in plans, have to be regarded at each moment as the
'atoms' of the capital structure. In Chapter IV we endeavoured to show how the forces inherent in a market
economy tend to operate towards consistent capital change
anda coherent pattern of service streams flowing into and out
of capital combinations; and that in this sense we may say that
a cap/tal anwture, though it could hardly ever exist for any
length of time, is always in the process of being formed, a
process continually interrupted by unexpected change. In
this chapter we shall be chiefly concerned with the changes
whích the capital structure undergoes as capital is accumulated or, as we might say, with the specific forms the capital
structure assumes in aja 'expanding economy'.
In Chapter III we thus saw how the ultimate constiments
are determined, in Chapter IV how these constituents tend
to forma system. In the present chapter we shall smdy the
properties of this system under conditiom of 'unifoí,m' change.
We shall, however, llave to change our method of attack.
Thus far we have built up our argument, by and large, by
the analysis and interpretation of certai__n
well-known facts of
bminess life, paying scant attention to what economic theories
llave to say about them; taking our justitication for such
disregard from the fact that theorists have, on the whole, had
little to say about the matters in whích we ate interested, and
that what little they have to say is, like Keynes' theory of
speculation, as often as not misleading rather than to the point.
In other words, itis of the nature _ our approach that we
are looking at capital as the entrepreneur does, who has to
build up capital com_n_atiom from a divendty of material
rcsourccs. So we bad littlc to lcarn from cconomim who
72
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adopt the point of vicw of the accountant, private or social,
to whom the common denominator of the capital account is the
heart of the matter, and most economists have at least implidfly adoptcd the accountant'spoint ofview. Butwe shannow
have to deal with one of the exceptions. In studying changes
in the capital structure we cannot ignore previous discussions.
We shall in this chapter be mainly concemed with a question
to which the inmitive genius of Boehm-Bawerk gave ah
answer of a kind, ah amwer, to be sure,we cannot fully accept
and which, moreover, is marred by ah excessive degree of
simplíficaUon, yet ah amwer we cannot afford to disregard.
We ask what typical changes the capital structure undergoes as capital is accumulated. Boehm-Bawerk'sanswer was,
briefly, that the 'period of production' increases and causes an
increasein output per man-hour. Wc calmot accept this
answer as it stands, but we belicvc it possiblc to re-intcrpret
it in such a way as to make it exempt from most of the more
damaging attacks it has suffered in recent years. Our procedure in this chapter will therefore take the form of a reinterpretation of Boehm-Bawerk's thesis about the higher
productivity of 'Roundabout Production'.
There is a certain inconsistency in Boehm-Bawerk's theory
which is rdevant to our purpose in this chaptcr, and to which
wc must turn first. On the one hand, no other economist saw
more clearly than he the essential heterogendty of all capital.
He speaks of capital as a 'mass of intermediate products' ora
'complex of products destined for further production'. On
the other hand, his theory is essenUallyan attempt to reducethis
'complex' to a common denominator and to measure aH
changes in it in the single dimension of time. It seems to us
that the root of bis failure lies in this incomistency. Starting
from a view of the capital problem which is fundamentally
sound, he failed when he tried to introduce the incongruous
element of single-dimemion measurement into a theory conceived in temas of hcterogeneous products.
In ro-interpreting Boehm-Bawerk it wiU be our ta.& to
aeparate what is rdevant to our purpose frommuch that is not.
For Boehm-Bawerk of course the 'higher producvity of
roundabout pmduction' was impo_a_nt merely as the 'third
ground' for the exph__tion of the existence of the rate of
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interest. As ",vepointed out in ChapterI, we ate not interested
in interest as such. Why a (positive) rate of interest exists,
is a question which does not concern us directly in our quest
for the forces which shape, the capital structure. But indirectly it does concern us.
After all, men ínvest capital in order to ha'ce an income.
They reshufliecapital goods in orderto obtain a higher income
than they otherwise would. All capital change is governed
by the magnimde of the income thus obtained--and this
income is interest!
It is impossible to $trip an argument ofirrelevandes without
considering what they are, or at leas_ might be, relevant to.
Our contenon in what follows will be that Boehm-Bawerk's
'third ground' is ah important element of the theory of economic progress which somehow, by mistake, its author put into
the wrong pigeonhole and inserted into bis theo_y of interest.
The nature of thi_ mistake will llave to be elucidated. And
the first step in this elucidaaon will have to consist in showing
that the rate of interest can be 'explained' without the help
of bis 'third ground'. To thi_ task we now ]lave to turn,
and in doing so we must for a little while digress from our
main path. No originality is claimed for what we shall llave
to say in this digression. In showing that a positive late of
interest would exist even in a _mfionary economy we __mply
foHow the implications of the argnment so lucidly set forth
by Professor Lindahl.t We shall then attempt to show that
the validity of the argument is not impaired by recent 'monetary' doctrines of the interest rate as long as the difference
between eq.ílibñum
conditiom and the eq,ilibra_ng mechanism is firmly kept in mind.
Of late a controversy has raged in the field of the theory of
interest on whether the rate of interest is a 'real' ora 'purely
monetary' phenomenon. The former may be called the
'traditional' view of the matter, wh;le the latter, though by
no means enfirely new, derives most of its present-day irapetm from Keynes. We shan see that once we disnguish
dearly betwcen equiñbrium and di__lUifibrium conditiom,
and take the trouble to d,_,e the cironmtanca in which
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intertemporal equilibrium is at all conceivable, the substance
of the controversy vaníshes,s
The tate of interest is the overall tate of exchange of present
for future goods. Ir is thus an intertemporal exchange rate.
There will be as many intertemporal exchange rates as there
are future datés at which goods will become available) just
as there ate as many international exchange rates as there ate
cotmtries participating in international trade. Justas these
'foreign exchange rates' reqtre a 'foreign exchange market'
to become explidt and to reach ah equilibrium level, so intertemporal exchange retes must be setfled in ah into_poral
mark4t. To understand the phenomenon at all ,,ve must
assume forward markets for fin, copper, houses, etc., in which
the 'own-rates' of interest ate ñxed for three months, six
months, a year, etc.
It is readily seen that these 'own-rates' will tend to become
equal if we allow for differences in the cost of carrying stocks.
Arbitrage will bring this about. Let us first assume a barter
economy with forward markets for each commodity and no
eost of carrying stock. If a present house sells for 100 tons
of'spot' copper, and a house available ayear hence for 100 tons
of twelve months' forward copper, and the 'own-rate' for both
copper and houses is 10 per cent, then the house avaílable
ayear hence must sell for 90 tons of 'spot' copper. If the
price were either more or less than 90 tons, i.e. ii"the own-rate
for hous_ were either higher or lower'than that for copper,
'switchin_ would take place. The good wíth the lower owno
tate would be sold, and its spot price would fall until the
own-rates become equal. It is in our understanding this
over-all tate ofexchange of present for future goods, as ir would
establísh itself in a barter economy, with ah intertemporal
market for most goods, which Wicksell had in mind when he
spoke of 'the natural ratcofíntercst'.
Let us now drop our two assumptions. If we allow for
differcnccs
inthecostofcarrying
stocks
we shaUllave
differcnt
'grom' own-rate_ but the equilibrium relationship between
t The readerwill not M to no_ that in the text we make ah attem.ptto
recondle what we my M the 'neo.Wick_llian' theory of in.ter_, w_m .me

Lrgumem
ramxer l?in Keyn_'_S__o^.P..r_m_.
era/ír_ry on'The_
_'.___ ¢,ma___v',t__'_-a4.
:_r_.L_ _a
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own-rates remains; the own-rates net of car:y/ngcost must stitl
tend towards equality. The case is exactly parallel to the
over-all equilibrium in the forward exchange market whích
subsists despite differencesin interest rates in different financial
centres which will make the 'swap' rates vary, but do not
affect the net raté of profit.
Nor does the introduction of money with ah intertemporal
market to determine the money rate of interest affect our
argument. The money tate of interest will llave to adjmt
itself to the over-aU commodity rate ofintertemporal exchange.
Ir, to start with, it is lower than the commodity rate (the
familiar case of inflaáon) there wiU be a general 'switching'
from money to goods, a 'tiight from money' resulting in higber
spot pñces of goods in terms of present money and lower
pfices of future goods in terms of future money, until the
commodity rate h_s fallen and the money rate, owing to the
depletion of idle money stocks due to the 'fligh_' from it, has
risen. Viceversafor the case in which the money rate exceeds
the commodity rate: falling spot prices, rising forward prices,
and ah accumulating stock of 'idle' money would bring about
the equality of the rates. The money rate no more 'rulea
the roost' than any other rate of intertemporal exchange.
Mr. Sraffa in 1932 was, to our lmowledge, the first to point
out that in this whole field the crucial distinction is between
eqnilibrium and disequilíbrium, and not between a barter
economy anda money economy,s He developed the notion
of own-rates, without actuaUy coining the word, in ah appropriate setting of forward markets, though unform_natelyhe
considered the.se in isolation aad tht_ failed to realize how,
in a system of intertemporal markets, the market forces tend
to re-establish equilibrium once ít _has been disturbed. He
c.ame to interpret Wicksell's 'natural tate' as an average of
'actual' own-rates as they would exish side by side, in a barrer
s 'Dr. Hayek on Mon_ and Capital', F,¢¢maa/c
.Totm_/, March 1932, p. 49.
'Ir money did not exist and loam weremade in te:ms of all sm-Wof eommoditie_
there w.o_l, be a ángle rate which _
the coaaiitiom _ equiliháum, but
there might be at any _t
ii many "natural" nuca of/nt¢rest as there me
oH_-_uxtiti_ though th_ would ñor be "equilihríum"ratea. The "arhitra_"
act/on of the banks ia by no meama neceiary c¿adit/o_ for the;diverg¢nce.'
"
Evideatly Mr. Sra/_ failed to Jee how la a bert¢r ecomam/_

_ "_ wouldteadto bñ_ tbe variom'mmm,l"ra_ imooo_omit_,_hw
teadinstoward,emd_hi_ the '¢qail/_um':me.
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economy, _ and notas the result of the operation of market
forces. He thus substituted a statistical device for ah analysis
of market relaUomhips.
In Keynes' system, by contrast, ah over-all commodity rate
does exht: the marginal etñciency of capital. It is a peculiar
feamre of Iris teaching that when the marginal etñciency of
capital exceeds the money rate of interest, equality is brought
about by the market through investment, while when ir falls
short of ir, difinvestment is the only equilibraUng force. This
of course is due to bis peculiar assumptíom, first, that present
prices, kept ñgid by rigid wage-rates, cannot fall suiñcienfly
to make investment profitable in the face of a high money
rate, and, secondly, that accumulating money stocks have no
effect on forward commodity prices.
When we abandon these restrictive assllmptiom we realize
that there is a number of ways in which intertemporal market
forc_ tend to bring the commodity rates and the money
rate to equalíty; that investment is not the only modus operand/
of these forc_ which would operate even in a staonary
economy, i.e. one without investment; and that therefore the
view of the rate of interest as ah over-all intertemporal rate of
exchange is not really affected by the Keynesian argument.
It remaim a curious fact, however, that Keynes, by making
the distinction between the marginíd efficiency of capital and
the rate of interest the comer-stone of Iris system, actually
re-enthroned that distinction between money and commodity
rates for the irrelevance of which Wicksell and Professor
Hayek had been so severely crificized by Mr. Sraffa, bis
acknowledged intellectual mentor in this matter.
There iR one question which remaim to be asked and
amwered ID' a theory of interest. Can the late of interest
become negafive? Experience suggests that ir cannot. A
theory of interest should be able to provide plausible general
reasom to account for the fact that we only observe positive
values of the phenomen¢m.
We know already why the money ra,te of interest cannot
become negative while commo_vt rates remain positive: there
would be a general 'switchin_' from money to goo&, from
loam to fltaxea. Very líttle money would be lent while the
•/bid., p. 51.
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demand for loam would become _mmen._. Who would not
become an entrepreneur if Iris creditors were ready to pay him
for ir? The resulting excess demaud for money loans would
mon bring back the rate of interest into the positive range.
So far we llave merely demomtrated that the money rate
cannot, for any significant peñod, differ from the over-all
commodity rate, but we have not shown that the latter cannot
turn negative. Yet ir is readily seen that ir carmot. The ultimate reason for th;s lies in the simple fact that stocks of goods
can be carried forward in time, but not backwards. If
present prices of future goods are higher than those of present
goods, ir is possible to convert the latter into the former unleu
the good is perishable or the cost of storing excessive; while
future goods cannot be converted into present goods unless
there ate ample stocks not otherwise needed which their
holders are ready to reduce for a consideraUon. ,And as there
are always a number of goods for which the cost of storage
would be small, money being one of them, a negative rate
of interest would be eliminated by a high demand for present
goods which are easy to store and a large supply of easily
storable future goods, at least as long as the stocks carried

are coveredby forwardsales.
We now have to retum to our chief task in this chapter, the
re-examination of Boehm-Bawerk's third ground.
We llave

just leen that the phenomenonof the tate of inter_ can be
adequately accounted for without it; that a positfve rate of
interest would exist even under stationary condifiom which
do not, of course, preclude the intertemporal trans£er of goo&
any more than they preclude the inter-local transfer of goo&,
but only preclude unexpect_ change, and that means change
in knowledge. Boe._hm.-Bawerk'sthird ground is thm not a
necessary condition of the existence of interest. But what is
i_ true role? In _Dfes_ior Y.ind_.hl's words,
'Although the
third ground te therefore nota ne_
condifion for the
_ri,tence of a rate of interest on capital, ít is actually of the
mmt decisive impo_an¢e for the concrete level of the interest
tate, asa determining factor on the dem_d side." How doro
it have this effe¢t?
,/2adahl, ep. ett_p. 291.
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First of all, we must try to see Boehm-Bawerk'sthesis in íts
propcr sctting. Like Adam Smith's I)ivision of Labour to
which, as we shall see prescntly, ir is closely related, the
principle of roundabout production is, correctly interpreted,
a theorem about economic progress. Now, the fu11significance of a theorem in any science can only be shown under
'ar_dal'
conditions requiring a higher or lower level of
abstraction. These make up 'the world' in which the theorem
would be trae.
It so happens that the world ofBoehm-Bawerk, as the world
of Adam Smith, differs from the conccptual systems familiar
to economjsts of the mid-twentieth century: it is neíther a
stationa_ nora fully dynamic world. In a stationary world
of course there _ be no capital investment; while of the disconccrfingly
dynamicworkiofourdaily
cxpcrícncc
technical
progress
isah outs_aading
fcaturc.
As Bochm-BawcrkoRcn
pointcd
out,roundaboutncss
isnotaforro
oftcchnícal
progrcss.
T_h-icalprogrcss
requircs
ncw forros
ofknowlcdgc
sprcading
throughthecconomic
systcmwhilcBochm-Bawcrk
assumcs
a
givcnknowlcdgc
cqually
sharcd
by all.The worldofBochmBawcrkis,thcn,a peculiar
worldofrcstrictcd
progrcss,
of
pmgn_ in onlyonc dircction:
thatofcapital
accumulation
the restdts
of which ate predictable. In this respect it is
quite similar to the recent models of Messrs.Harrod and Hicks
who have adopted Cassel's notion of the 'uniformly progressive
economy' without unexpected change and have saved thcir
models from the effects of the more disconcerting featurm
of progresa by the simple assumpfion of a 'steady tate of
progreu'.
For Adam Smith the division of labour was the most important
sourcc
ofprogrcss.
The sameprindplc
canbeapplicd
to capital As capital accumulatesthere t_kesplace a 'division
of capital', a specialization of individual capital items, which
enables us to resis¢ the law ofdimini_hing
returns.
As capital
becomes more plentiful its accumulation does not take the forro
of multiplication of existing items, but that of a change in the
composition of capital combinatiom. Some items will not
be increased at all while entirely new ones will appear on the
stage. (At _
point the reader is invited to ask himself
whether _
remlt could ever lave been reached had we
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.treated capital as homogeneous; and to judge the fruitfulness
of our method by ]lis answer.)
The capital structure wiU thus change since the capital
coefñcients change, almost certainly towards a higher degree
of comp/ex_, i.e. more types of capital items will now be
included in the combinatious. The new items, which either
dial not exist or were not used before, wl mostly be of an
indivísible character. Gomplem__ri_ plus di_id¿_ili_ ate the
essence of the matter. It wi11not pay to install ah indivisible
capital good unless there are enough complementary capital
goods to justify it_ Until the quantity of goods in tr_-sit
has reached a certaih size it does not pay to buiki a railway.
A poor society therefore often uses costlier (at the margin)
meaus of transport than a wealthy one. The accumulation of capital does not merely provide us with the meam
to build power statious, ir also provides us with enough factoñes to make them pay and enough coal to máke them work.
Economic progress thm requires a continuously changing
composition of the social capital. The new indívisibilities
account for the íncrea_ing returm.
We must note that the introduction of new indivisible resources, feasible only when the volume of complementary
capital reaches a certain size, will as a rule aho entaii a chance
in the composition of this complementary capital, with the
resuit that some of these capital goods wl ]lave to be shiiled
to other uses whUe others, which cannot be shifted, may lose
their capital character ahogether. Thus the accumulation of
capital always destroys some capital, a fun_tal
fact
which economiRtstoo oi_en ]lave either ignored or mi_nterpreted. Such misinterpretationmually takes the form of confinin_ attention to the effects of_capital accumu]ation on
income from some capital, and is one of the more _ni_ter
rémlts of the homogeneity assumpon.
In the light of our argument it ii quite wrong to say, for
iustance, that continuous investment wiU iower the marginal
eíñciency of capital. What coatinuom investment will do is
to destroy the capital character of reme remurca for which
the new capital is a mbstitute, whi_ increadl_ the incomes
from labour and capital remurces comptememary to it. In

condionsofc__i_ cha_ the'ma.-gtnal
_
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not Professor Lemer's 'marginal efficiency
is thus seen to be a meaningle_s
noon
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of investimplying,

contrary to common observation, that the earning capadty
of a]l capital resourceswill be affected in the same way.e For
similar reasons it is unlikely that 'capital saving' invenons
will save much capital, unless the latter happens to be unmually non-specilic.
hall thi.qhas now to be related to Boehm-Bawerkand bis
third ground.
As Boehm-Bawerk

pointed

out again

and

again,

his thesis

about the higher productivity of roundabout processesis ah
empirical gene_l;_ation; it is not derived from the axioms of
economic actiom The same applies to our thesis about the
typical changes of the capital structure as capital accumulates.
Theñ_ is no a pr/or/reason to expect that a sutficient number
of exploitable indivisibilies will always present itself, but the
history of industñal countries
over the last 200 years goes to
show that they usually do. We contend that the drcumstances
in which Boehm-Bawerk's generalizaUon holds arc in general
identical with those in which ours holds.
In bis replíes to critics, notably in bis famous Exkurse,
Boehm-Bawerk rdterated that, in the first place, he did not
hold that all lcngthcning of producfion processes would cause
higher productivity, but only that those 'wisely chosen' would,
and that histoñcal expeñence had convinced hito that 'by
and large' ('ira grossen und ganzen'), as he put ít in the fust
ecfifion of lf_ Posili_ Ti_oryof Capital,or 'asa rule' ('in aUer
Regel'), as he says in later editions, the lengthening of productivo procemeswould llave this result 'with the practical effect
th_t he who wishes and is able to lengthen bis productive
procesms need never be at a Ioss as to how to improve them'2
Boehm-Bawerk alto made it alear that bis thesis did not mean
e _s
dynamic

fact lma obviom implicatiom
for the distribution of incomes..
In a
w_--kl ir la not pomi'ble to say that the ac_,_um.ulatmn of capital

carne the 'abate of capital' to fall relativelyto the shares of otaer tacto_, ea
pt,odtmtiml,
lem notio_

In such circunmanc_
the 'ahare of capital' aho becon_, a meant_, o
What teally ..ha.t.t_t__m
ia that reme capital owners lme .mc.m_e wnue

othengata. In a '_'
Imt, li_ the _/s

economy
thefearethmalwaysCala_

_ a hotel, thvy ate never forlong _

rar mare pmai.ive and iaducta_
emcdvel

*g, tan¿ 4thed.,_ & Our_

..umaepeol_e.,in

t_n aaythiag w_._tareecoaomau
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that capital could not be increased in any other way than by
'lengthening', but only that, where thi_ is possible, we would
soon encounter diminishing returns, s
Boehm-Bawerk's thesis thus clearly applies to those cases in
which ir is possible to invest capital, yet to escape diminishing
returns. Which are those cases? Where existing capital la
merely duplicated ('widened'), operated by a given labour
force, diminishing returns will soon appear.
Whexe new
capital resources, but of the type employed before, ame being
subsfituted for existing labour ('deepened'), we may have to
wait a little longer for diminishing returns to make the.ir
appearance, depending on the elasticity of substituon,
but
appear they wiU in the end. The only way in which we can
hope to resist the pressure ofdiminishing returns is by changing
the composition of capital and enlisting an indivisi]3ility Xvhich,
with fewer complementary capital resources, could not llave
been used. 'Higher roundabout productivity' therefore has
to be interpreted in terms ofthis case. The only circumstances
which permit it ate those ciro_mstances which permita higher
degree of division of capital.
The strong resemblance of our argument to Boehm-Bawerk's
can be shown in another way. In Chapter V of Book II of
the Posit_ Tt_ory, Boehm-Bawerk introduces the concept of
'stages of maturity' and shows that capital growth will take
the form of an increase in the number of these stages. The
ñcher a society the smaUer will be the pmportion of capital
resources used in the 'later stages of production', _the stages
nearest to the consumption end, and v/_ ___a. Taere can be
little doubt that the introduction of these stages, illustrated
by the 'concentric rings', constitutes a crucial step in BoehmBawerk's arg-,ment. We shall attempt to show that these
stages fmd a ready place in our argument.
In an industrial society raw matexials llave to pass a number
of processing stages before the'/ reach the comumer.
The
accumulation of capital wi]l partly show itself in ah increase
in this raw material flow, but partly take the form of ah
increase in the numberof proe_
_
To the extent to
which the latter is the case, a higher degree of the
of capital, as it accoml_..nies the aco_mulation of capital, wm
' See thedimmshmwith Tmmig,&nlmr:/,pp. ISL
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thus be reflected in ah increasing specialization of the processing funcUon, in 'vertical disintegration' of the capital structute.S. _o As we see it, these stages are essentially layers of
specializexi capital equipment through which the 'original
factors', i.e. raw materials, gradually filter on their joumey to
the comuming end. Progress through capital accumulation
therefore means, flrsfly, an incroase in the number of processing
stages and, secondly, a-change in the composition of the raw
material flow as well as of the capital combinatiom at each
stage, reflecfing specialization as new stages ate being added
to the existing structure.
There are, however, two important diFcrences bctwccn
Boehm-Bawcrk's conception of economic progress and ours.
In the first place, for hito all capital is circulating capital,
while for us the layers of specialized capital cquipment and
the.ir mode of change ate the essence of the matter. H.is main
attention was directed to the flow of goods, the 'original
factors' assmning a succession of economic funcfiom as they
change their physical shape on their journey towards the
consumer, while we are more interested in the number and
character of the stages than in the flow that passes them.
Hence, cñc_qm of the whole conception of 'original factors',
as advanced by Professor Knight, does not affect our thesis
as it does Bodun-Bawerk's.
By substituting 'raw materials'
for 'o"nginalfactors' we may hope to escape Professor Knight's
strictures.
Secondly, and much more important, Boehm-Bawerk, in
trying to find a measure for iris flow ofgoods, found the measure
in time. His "stagcs of mamfity' arc mcasured by years of
distance from the comumpfion end of the process. In thiR
way he was led to neglect other important changes which
accompany the aconnulation of capital, and exposed himsclf
to the familiar cñticisms.
We, on the other hand, having
•_
Q¢cou_, may take place witln the samefacto/,,. The reyter
not fa to noce tlmtwe ate usingthewordherein a semediflerenttrotomar
¢mployedin _
_ economic
o_-_,ation. All that.matte_,to._ i,
tl_ the ilow _¢ materialsmccessively_
into contactw_. _ ,mv_n_
-latl.thereal wofld,tobesur_weoftenfiudvertical . _
.....
stagesof
Asa rule_ il dthera manifestatioa
ofoligopoZy
m.ottec__mc_,_
_ of both. _ th_ lie _
the i__¿-_k of Bodun-Ba_ s
m_d _ _
m_t¢m_l¢r themI__
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thus lar contñved
mentioning
time,

to tell the story of roundaboutness
without
must now beware of identifying the whole

process with the mere mulplication of processing stages, since
we have shown that the capital composition of the intermediate
stages changes with each increase in their number. It is only
ii"we make very restñctive assumptious that capital change
can be regarded as a function of time.
It seems to us that Boehm-Bawerk, in rnak;ng time the
measure of capital, was led to confuse a process with the
dimemion in which, in v_y spedal drcumstances,it may take
place. Time by itself is not productive, nor is human action
necessarily more productive because it takes longer. BoehmBawerk was fond of the examples of the growing trces and the
ageing wine, but then there are many examples of goods
(fruit, flowers) which are spoiled by the lapse qf time, a fact
he always readily recognized. Yet the third ground is not
merely ah iUegitimate generalization of a segment of expeñence
too narrow to warrant induction. We llave seen that the
essence of the phenomenon rests in the increasing number of
specitic processing stages which raw materials, Boehm-Bawerk's
'oñginal factors', llave to pass on their way to the consumer.
We may imagine these materials spending a certain time at
each stage, absorbing the services of the fixed equipment
there. Now, ii'the period spent at each stage _ given, then
ah increase in the number of stages would indced mean aja
increase in the length of the whole journey. It is only on this
assumption that the whole process can be measured in time.
If the periods of sojourn at each stage vary as new stages are
added, the procem asa whole can no Ionger be measur_ in
time. Time is the dimemion of proce___'ngonly as Iong asa
defmite, invari_'_nt,time peñod can be allotted to each proceming stage. As we saw, the capital combínatiom at each
stage are bound to vary with the addition of new
Hence, the periods of sojoum at each stage canaot remaia
unchanged as new stages are being added, quite apart from
the changing compoátion of the raw material flow.
We conclude that the accumulatibn of capital renders
poaible a higher degree of the dividon of capital; that capital
___iMization asa tu_letakes the forro of an increaah_ number
ofp_
_g_ aad a ch__,_ in the _
oí"tl_
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raw material flow as well as of the capital combinations at
each stage; that the changing pattern of this composion
permits the use of new indivisible resources; that these indíví_sibiñtiesaccount for increasing returns to capital; and that
these increasing returm to the use of capital ate, in essence,
the 'higher producvity of roundabout methods of production'.
These re_ts suggest another, less optimistic, conclusion. If
the economic system, as it progresses, evolves asa ever more
com#ex pattem of capital complementarity, it is bound to
become more vulnerable as it becomes more productive. A
household with six servants each of whom is a spedalint and
norte of whom can be substituted for another, is more exposed
to individual whims and the vagaries of sickness than one
that depends on two or more 'general maids'. Thus ah
'expanding economy' is likely to encounter problems ofincreasing complexity, quite undreamt ofin the Harrodian philosophy.
For progress to be 'stable' the outputs of the various capital
goods would have to be increased in pmportion to the changing
complementarity pattern, ah unlikely feat even in a wellco-ordinated maxket economy. What this meaus for the trade
cycle we shall see in Chapter VIL Meanwhile the reader
may take note that disproportionalities and the resuláng
ma!adjustment of the capital structure may gíve ñse to serious
problema in economic progress.

CHAPTERVI
CAPITAL
STRUCTURE
AND ASSET STRUCTURE
At ah early stage ofour enquiry we saw that treating capital
resources as heterogeneous raises a problem of order; that
where the number of relaÜonshipsbetween the heterogeneous
elements is large and their nature intñcate, such order takes
the form of a strucmre; and that in the world of planned
human action such structural order ultimately rests on the
complementañty of the means employed in a given arca of
action for distinct ends. We llave found two forrosof capital
complementarity economically significant: the_complementarity of the production plan as the direct result of entrepreneurial plannirlg, and the complementarity of the structure
of the economic system asa whole, based on the division of
labouf and capital, as the indirect result of the play of the
market forces. We now llave to ask whether other forms of
capital complementañty _
and, ff so, ate economically
signilicant.
Thus lar, in studying capital complementarity, we llave
confined our attention mainly to capital goods in the séme of
the insmm_en_ and materials of physical prodctio¢.
But in
Ompter IV we llave already learnt that the importance of
capital goods lies not in their physical qualities but in the
service stre_ms to which they give ñse. At the end of that
chapter we carne to _ee in the Stock Exchange, which is a
market not for physical capital goods but for tífles to them,
ah instrument for promoting comistent capital dmnge.
We now have to take a further step in this direction. We
have to ask whether capital complementarity existe outside the
sphere of physical capital goods, and, ii"so, how such forros of
capital complementarity are related to those with which we ate
already familiar, h there, for imtanze, emnomicafiy _,nificant complementarity in a well-selected in_t
portfolio? If m, by what pr:mciples is this complementañty
govemed? h there such a thing as ah a_ _
of whi_
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the forms of capital strucmre we have thus far smdied are
perhaps only particular instances?
In whatever field of action we find human conduct following
a recognizable and intelligible order, we shall of course expect
to find structural relatiomhips. Without them there could
be no thcorctical
socialscicnccs.Mcn's buyingand sclling
of assctscvidcntly
followssuch an ordcr. The markctsfor
asscts
do notoffcr
a picturc
ofchaos,thcyarcgovcrncdby the
familiar
lawsofthemarkct. Wc thcrcforc
nccdnotdoubtthat
ah asr_t
stru¢ture
docscxist.How itisrclatcd
tothcstmcturc
of physicalcapitalhitherto
smdicd isthemain queson to
which thischaptcrisdcvotcd.
Withinthegcncralcontcxtoftheassctstructurc
therolcof
moncy calls
forspccial
attcntion.Itwillbe rcmcmbcrcdthat
inChaptcrIII we foundthat,
whñe thcrccanbe no production
planwithoutit,wc must not trcatmoncy asonc ofourfixcd
coetñcients of production. Vañafiom in the cash balance ate
our primary criterion of success or failure of the plan. In a
world suiñdcntlydynamic to pcrmitof uncxpcctcdchan__ge
thcrcmust be at Icastonc vañablcto rcgistcr
failurc
and
succcL But thisfactstill
docsnotanswcrthequcstion
what
precisely is the difference between money and other capital
gooda
Moreover, we now llave to go farthcr and ask what
is the relaon_hip between money and other assets.
Money is ah amet, but itis nota capital good like other
elements of a producon plan. That it is not, becomes clear
as soon as we ask ourselves why and _dhen ir is required for
carrying out a production project. A cash balance is necessary to buy labour, and current services of capital goods not
physica_ controlled by the planners (water, electric power)
during the plan peñod. 1 But i/_ as we have to, we regard
_cm
is of course that in a free society only the servic_ of labour can be hired
w_me m r_
capital
we usually
have a _
ofhiring
services
of I_

the..
mtm_ eith_
outright
Grembod/ed
intit_tocontrol.
Theehief
jmti.ficat_m."
f_"a theoryof capitalc/"the typehere prmented
lira/n thefact that
m ._ Imy_ m_i_
ofmpi_ mour_ themhe certam
e¢onom_
Im_____.
_u_ capi_S__ redIo.._Ia aw_ld inwhichaU_taT_ raour_
_'_
f_ imtm:e _mtail¢d
cm the rete, but wherethdr ro.rices
_
be fr¢_ lfir¢d,th_e __dd beno mo_ s:op¢forsud_a theory_ _
tim'¢is tod_ f_ a theo_ Qtlabour. ProbIe_m
of capitalu_ amtm*__l_au_ wouidct com.__mint_ to ¢ffii_,Imtotfcrlittle__¢ fota theory_
t_ m'_ roquim$fiffia u__t _m_my.
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these services themselves as 'factor services', i.e. as clements
of the plan, we cannot at the samc time treat the money
that pays for them as a capital good: we should be guilty
of double counting.
Money is largely, so to speak, a capital
good 'by proxy'. Ir symbolizes, at the initiation of the plan,
those current services ,,ve sha]l need later on but which, owing
to their 'current' character, we cannot store until we need
them. We store the money instead.
The relationship between money and other assets has been
a prominent feature of recent attempts to generalize the
theory of money, and to expand ir into a general theory of
assets. I Economists who were trying to find a criteñon of
order for the classification of asset holdings of different
composition, devised the notion of a 'liquidity scale' with
money as the most liquid asset at one end and completely
unsaleable assets at the other.
AII such endeavours,
however, ate marred from the outset by the_ dilemma of
having to define 'liquidity' either in terms of money, thus
ending up in tautology, of as merely a special case of
general commodity preference. In the latter case money is
made to lose its specific 'ímet' character and function, i.e. to
keep the firm out of the bankruptcy court, and is virtu-

a11yreduced to the ra-k of ordinary goo&. 8uch ate the
pleasures of generalization for those who do not stop to
reilect upon the intrimic diff¢rences of the objects of their
manipulatiom.
There is a ver,/good reason why we should contmue to distinguish between money and other assets on the one hand, and
consumer goods and services on the other: In the case of the
latter our system of preferences is the ultimate datum behind
which we cznnot go, while in the case of assets relaÜve preferences are the eap_
Why gramophone recor& with
the mmic of Irving Berlin find a readier sale than those with

the mmic of Schoenbergis a questíonabout which the econor.tn has nothingto say, lmt why in ah __on
people come
to prefer the mcet illiquid amets to money is a question he

can hardAy,h;,k. 'A=et prefenm_' is not ah ulmate deter-
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minant in the sensc in which a taste for tobacco is. Wc havc
to ask why at certain times ccrtain peoplc prcfer one kind of
asset to another. It follows that a theory of assets cannot
be framed on the static model of the General Theory of
Consumption. The composition of asset holdings and its
eh auges make sense only as a response to change, cxpcctcd and
unexpected.
By the same token the distribution of money holdings cannot
adequately be cxplaincd by 'liquidity prcfcrence'. Monetary
change, as we saw in Chaptcr III, is somctimes the concomitant, and sometimos the ulterior conscquence of other asset
changes, unexpected and, as often as not, undesircd. An
explanation of such changes as 'cxchange govcrncd by prcfcrence' entirely misses the point. Nota thcory of asscts based
on immutable (at least ID'endogenous forccs) prcfcrcncc, but a
Thcory of Business Finance bascd on our knowledgc of entrepreneurial action in response to changc, expected and unexpected, is what we need. To set out at lcast the clcments of
such a thcory, couchcd in terms of plan and proccss, is the main
task of this chapter.
We shall start by classifying assets. Since, however, our
purpose ís praxeological, not merely taxonomic, sincc our
interest is in assets qua instruments of action and the structural
rehUonships between them as channels for the transmissíon
of lmowledge, our mode of classification ís governed by the
relevance of our dasses to planning and acUon.
In the fLrStplace we distinguish between o/Jeratingassets and
se_ur/_, i.e. between physical capital goods and money complementary to them on the one hand, and the titles which
embody the control of production as well as define the redpients of payments, on the other han& At each moment,
superficially, the complementañty
pattern of the former is
governed by the exigencies of"production p|anning, the structure of the latter by the 'asset preference' of the holders of
titles. But in the same way as the technical exigencies of
production planning reflect past experience and its interpretation in the form of expecmom
presently held, and ate continuoudy changing as the latter are ust_ and present becomes
pa_ amet _ces
change and holdings are reshutHed as
expeñence and new lmowledge direc_ To understand how
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the two spheres of action interact is to understand how a
market economy works.
Among the operating assets we have next to distinguish
betweenfrrst-li_
assets,
se¢ond.line
assets,
and reserve
assets.
By
first-line
assets
we mean thosecapital
goods (machines,
conveyor belts,lif_)whose services
providethe input of the
productionplanñght from thestart.Second-line
assets
are
thoseoperatingametswhich,likespareparts,or money for
wage payment_ are planned to be put into operation at a
definite point of time during the plan period. They will
either be required physically or, as in the case of money, are
capital assets only 'by proxy' and will later on be replaced by
'real services' of labour or other capital goods whose services
will be hired. Reserve assets are those, like the cash reserve
or reserve stocks, of which it is hoped that ii"all goes well they
will not have to be thrown in at all. Reserve assets ase
therefore
held againqt unforeseen contingencies, théy ate not
meant to be brought into operation at a definite time. They
are operating assets to which, in contrast to the others, no
definite peñod of operation has been assigned in the plan.
As we said above (p. 42), reserve assets are supflementar3,
not comp/onoaar3 to the first- and second-line assets. Whether
they ever will become complementary to them depends on
chance.
In ah uncertain world the nnivenal need for reserve assets
sera a limit to the fixity of the coetñcients of production.
We
are now able to understand why unexpected changes in the
magnimde of the reserve amets provide a criterion for succem
or failure of the plan: Success meam that the reserves did not
llave to be thrown in, extreme failure meam the complete
exhamtion of the reserves.

Ii"the plan turroout to be succem_ it may be pouible in
the next period to absorb some of the reserve assets in ah
expamion of the original plan without increaaing the ñsk.
While a fall in reserve assets without ah increme in other
amets meam that reserves thrown in have to replace caaualties,

and ca-,u_t serve to exploit mcce_
Next we llave to clamify securiám.

Fin" our purpose we

need So no fur_er than drawins the general _on
b¢tween

dd_t_/a

_

the rJgfit to ao m
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terms of currency units, and equitiesembodying the ñght to
participate in control and in residual income. We shall see
that the vafious modes the relatiomhip between debt and
equity may assume, the 'high' or 'low gear' of the company's
capital, or, as we shall call ir, its controlstm'ture, is of considerable impo_ance in determining the response tO succe$s and
failure.
We are here dealing with a phenomenon which has been
much affected by recent histoñcal changes the impact of
which is not always well understood. In the old family tima
ownership and control were in the same hands, while un]ímited liability confined the possibility of incurring debt to
narrow proportiom by maldng it very risky to both creditor
and debtor. But it is wrong to think that in the modero
company the link 1Jetweenequity ownership and control is
entirely broken. The relatiomhip, no longer one of identity,
has merely been modified. Those who speak of complete
'separation of ownership and control' forget the impact of
failure and crisis. They evidenfly th;nk of conditiom in
which all plato succeed and expamion is easily financed by
'ploughing back' profits. But this need not be so. In a world
of unexpected change a long and unbroken record of success
is likely to be rare, and for our purposes the smdy of such
cases is not likely to be very profitable. A theory of capital
relationships based on the assumption of invariable success of
plato is apt to lead to wrong conclusiom when applied to a
world of unexpected change.
Ir would seembthen, that there ate three kinds of structure:
The P/ah Struaare based on technical complementario/, the
UontrolS_'ture based on high or low gear of the company's
capital, and the Portfolio S_
based on people's asset
preference. These three structures are not independent of
each other. Whether a given production plan with íts
ac.axmtremcntof p]ant, equipmenh raw materials, etc., is at
all feasible dependa /ntsr a//a on whether people are wiUing
to take up the _ecurities necessary to finance it, and this in
its mm will depend on whether debentures, preference shax_
or common stock ate offered to them, and in what pro¡mrtion_

Nor, as we pdmed out aheady,can 'assetprefeten_'be
tegardeda8 beiag independentof expectatiomregara;-_
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managerial competence and conduct in making and carrying
out plato. In this, too, ir is very different from comumers'
preference, since a cigarette smokerin bis choice is confined to
what is available in the shops with no need to ponder the
managerial efficiency of the makers of the vañous brands.
The scene is now set for our study of the dynamic relationships between the vañous classes of assets and the structures
they forro. We shall study the forces which 'integrate' our
three stmctures into an over-all asset stn_oe, i.e. the forces
bringing the decisions which shape them into consistency with
each other. This they do, and can only do, by transmit_ng
knowledge. Ir is of some importance that the actions they
prompt will either take the forro of money payments, orat
least foreshadow or create the conditiom for mch payments.
Thus a new enterprise is started by somebody putting up
money. At firstall operatingassets are money assets. Gradually, as the plan comes into operation, most of the money is
exchanged for capital goods and 'real services' which become
input, and so the plan structure begim to take shape. Conversely, when the enterpriseís fiquidated, all first- and secondline assets ate tumed into money which is then dLq2ibutedto
the holders of secuñties in the order of their claims. Between
these two points of time we llave to disting__ish;fi_rstof aU,
between what happem in conditions of expected succe_
'mccen according to plan', and in condiom of unexpected
change.
As long as success is achieved 'according to plan' the swucrural relaUonshipsremain undismrbed. Reserve amétsneither
increase nor decrease, operating cash ba!ances and smcks are
being replenished out ofgrou revenue. A steady yield stream
in the form of money payments flows from cash balances to
the holders of securities who, getting what they expected to
get, will probably see little reamn for changing the compmifion

oftheir_rffoli_ Thepicture
isthatofrmonaryconditiom
witha 'steadyincomestre_m'
flowingyearai_ year,giving
no incentive to anybody to modify his conduct.
If succem is unexpect_y great problems begin to
The sur#us prolits ('surplm', of course,Jn the seme of: unez-

pected)havetobewisnedtosomebody.Theymaybemed
for higher dividen& of be 'plouglmi baek' or m-ce m pay
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off debts,s In the first case they will, in addition to giving
higher incomes, entall capital gains to shareholders,and hencv
change the total value as well as the composifion of their
portfolios. In the second case they wiU induce and make
possible a new plan structure. In the third case they will
modífy the control structure. The decision will be made by
the equity holders, but it is a well-known fact that the managers
areas a rule able to influence their decision by withholding
knowledge from them, by 'hiding' part of the surplus profits,
in order to keep them under their own supervision.4
We now come to the case of failure. Temporary failure
need mean nothing worse than a temporary drain on the
reserves. If there were ample reserves to start with, a reduction of cash reserves may suftice to enable the firm to weather
the storra. But where the money cushion is inadequate, or
the failure severe, other steps will have to be taken. The
balance of operating assets may be upset. It may become
impossible to replace such assets as they wear out. Sooner of
later the need fora reshuffle of operating assets will present
itself. Such a reshuflte will almost certainly involve a need for
more money, partly because, as we saw in Chapter III, the
proceeds from the sale of old capital goods may not cover the
cost of the new, and partly because the cash balance has to
be replenished. Thus both expansion following on success as
well as recomtruction following failure cause the 'demand for
money' to increase. But the condious in which it is demanded, and the terms on which it is supplied, wiU díffer in
both _.
A sucr.essfulenterprise will not ordinañly experience great ditñculty in finding new money capital for expansion,
s A dqwe W ri_ does not attach to # given investmentproje_,as __,.,,but
always depen_ on the control m___e.
There ate many proje_., wmcn a
young and heavily indebted firm would not_
to m.u._ but wl_
_ YL_
fn'm with low debt and ample reserv_

fact lies tu important o____
least in the short ron.
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though the new capital may a]ter the control sixucture. With
a recordofsucccss
behindthem themanagersof succcssful
compan_es asa rule are not easily discouraged by fear of
losing control. In a successful company, moreover, this
danger can in any case usuaUy be averted by ah issue of'righm'
to existing shareholders at par or above, but below the market
priceofthesharcs.
Butfinancial
rcconstruction
ofan unsuccessful
entcrprisc
isa
diffcrcnt
mattcr,
asthemcrefactofthenccdforirtrammits
knowlcdgcaboutthepastpcfforraancc
ofthemanagcment_
Hencesuchreconstruction
isusuaUypostponcd
aslong as is
possiblc.5 A changc in the control structurc is now indicatcd.
Whcthcr of not thc cxisting common stock is actually 'writtcn
down', its valuc wiU havc dcclincd, not as a result of any
decline in 'asset prcfcrcnce', but as the rcsuh of cvcnts outside
the control of the assct holdcrs. It may be that dcbentum
holdcrs and othcr crcditors havc to take ovcr tbe'cntcrprisc
and to appoint a ncw managcmcnt. Or, ul6matcly, thcy
may evcn havc to liquidate ir.
Capital gains and losscsaccompany the succcss and failurcof
production plans. Thcy arc of grcat importancc in a markct
cconomy, though modcrn cconomics with its emphasis on
output and incomcs has for too long tcndcd to ignore thcm.
Yct ir is obvious that consumption will be strongly stimulated
by capital gains and discouraged by Iosses. Moreover, as we
just saw, capital losses may give rise to a demand for capital
to fmance reconm'uction.
For our purpose in this chapter capital gaita and lómes ate
of importance mainly in that they reflect wi_in the portfolio
structure the success or failure of production plato, and thus
record withín one sphere the events that have taken place, or
are about to take place, within another #phere. Their intograting quañty is inherent in this function. Capital gahm and
lomes modifythe porffolio structure by affectJ'nKthe relative
values of the components of investment portfolios. It'we wish
to my that this stmcmre is determined by relative preferente
for different clas_ of aaets, we mmt neverthelem remember
aheady tlmtthe.situationis _
but pr¢f¢nmcesharehoidersand credimw
do ..not.
The directom
therefore
atelae¢amltoo@¢rtmm toth¢mthattlm

¢remtom
donotImowemaghm reli_

i
i
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that such preferences are not gíven to us as a 'damm', but
merel¥ rcflect other economic proccsses and thdr interpretation by asset ho]ders.
Capital gaíns and losses ate not the direct result of money
flows, though, as in the case ofhigher dividen&, they may be an
indirect result. Essentially they reflect in one sphcre events,
or the expectation of events, the occurrence of which in
another sphere is indicated, and knowledge of which is trans.
mítted, by changes in money flows.
Whether or not such capital gains and losses ate accompaníed by changes in the financial circulaUon is for us
irrelevant. Whether of not a price change in a market is
accompanied by much or little trading depends on the diffusion
of _tations,
on whether the whole market interprets ah
event in the same way, or whether there ate marked differences
of ínterpretation.
From this rather fragmentary survey of interrelationships
in the capital sphere we conclude:
Firstly, that changes in the size of reserveassets, and parficularly of the cash reserve,serve _s primarycriteria ofmccess
and failure. Money flows, on the other hand, by regulating
the size of cash balances, integrate the over-aUasset structure
and make for consistent capital change. As long as money
flows regularly from cash balances to rifle holders in mcha
way as to leave cash balances undepleted, it indicates planned
mccess. Where the flow increases, it draim off excess cash
and recor& unplanned mccess. When the flow ceases altogether, it records failure. When it is acmally reversed,when
money flows from rifle holders into cash balances, it corrects
the áze of the latter by replenishing them.
Secondly, processes involving transmission of lmowledge
bring the variom co_timents of the asset structure into conaístency with each other, modifying the control structure and
the compmifion of portfolim. In these processesrevaluation
of securitiea by the market plays a vital part. Capital gaita
and toses ate changes in asset values reflecting changes in
other elements of the asset structure. It is therefore,thirdly,
imlxmible to treat the dem_nd for securities as though it were
a demand for conmmption goo&. In the theory of con.,.
aanpfion we aw_me that all the comumer has to do ii to
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bring a number of 'urges', externa] data to him as to us, into
a logical and coherent order. This is a problem in the Pure
Logic of Choice. But the asset holder has to interpret and app_
the facts he learns about in the light of bis knowledge. This
is nota matter of pure logic.
Fourth, failure means loss of assets and the need to create
new auets, short of complete liquidation of the enterpñse.
The creation of new assets means new investment opportunities. Even where the new auets are money assets this is so,
for the money needed for cash balances to sustain production
processes is 'money for use', not 'idle money'. Its accumulation is merely the first step in a process "ofpurchasing services.
And to the extent to which failure has led to a loss of assets
other than monetary, for instance, by under-maintenance of
fixed capital of non-replacement of stocks, the investment
opportunity opened up by the need for replacement is obvious.
But if failure is not simply to be repeated, and ex'cept in the
special case where failure is merely due to bad timing, replenishment of cash has to be accompanied by a reshuflte of other
capital goods. This fact, as we shall see in Chapter VII, has
some important consequences for 'cheap money' and similax
policies, in a depression, to be sure, 'cheap money' has its
part to play, but in conjunction with other forros of bu_inem
reconstruction, not asa substimte for them_
We have so lar assumed a simple type of asset structure in
which all secuñties directly 'represent' operating assets. This
of course need not be so. There are securities 'repr_ntin_
other securities which on their part 'represent' furthersecurifies.
Nor need these securiUes aU belong to the same type: The
equity of one company may cc_-_i_ of a loan to another, whe
the debentures issued by a tbi_ company may serve the
purpose of fmancing the equity of a fourth. Such 'securities
pyramids' may appear in vañous forms and serve variom ends.
Investment tru_ ate usually formed for the diversifi_tion of
ñsk, while holding companies as often as not serve the purpo_
of centra]ization of control. What is of interest to us ii that
where control over a number of subsidiaries is _
in a
holding company, the case is exactly pamllel to that of entrepreneurial control over the operating amets in the '.nit firm': In
both _
the unity of control engenden a unity of plan, so
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that we have here a case of plan complementarity.
It foUows
that in the same way as plan revision will often lead to a regrouping of operating assets in the simple case we considered
in Chapter III, in the more complex tases the reshuflte ofassets
will take the form of a reshuflle of subsidiary companies
forming part of the 'General Plan' control over which is
vested in the holding company. In fact, in the modern world
of large-scale enterprise the typical objects of reshuffling are
as ofien as not whole subsidiary companies. The type of
analysis presented in Chapter III is fully applicab]e to such
cases.

This fact, as we shall see in the next chapter, is of some
significance in business fluctuatiom.
The regrouping of assets
made necessary by a 'crisis', i.e. plan fallure in large sectors
of the economy, cannot asa rule be confined to reshu_ing
of first-line assets and replenishing cash balances. Whole concerro and, perhaps, industries may have to be regrouped and
reorganized.
The challenge of widespread failure to true
entrepreneurship can rarely be met by making minor
adjustments.
AH thi_ has some beañng on the question of the locafion
of entrepreneurial control in modern joint-stock enterprise.
We hcar it oRen said that in the modero industrial world the
managers who make decisions about investment, production,
and sales ate 'the entrepreneurs', while capital owners have
been reduced to a merely passive role. The 'separation of
ownership and control' is the phrase used to describe this state
of affairs. In fact the shareholder is already widely regarded
asa mete rentier, dependent for Iris living on the exertiom of
the alleg¢dly more active members of the enterprise,and
unable to influence events. The calm and unruflted atmosphere in which mmt company meetings take place is offered
as evidente for thi, thesis. If it were true it would of course
obviate our concept of the control structure. If equity
ownership has nothing to do with control and the making of
decidom, the whole structural scheme we llave presented would
fall to the ground.
But the argument appears to be based on a fundamental
praxeological _pfion.
No doubt, he who decides on
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action is 'active'; but so is he who creates the conditions in
which the decisíon-maker acts. We llave endcavoured to
expiain that the asset structure of the enterprise is a compiex
network of rclationships, transmitting knowledge and the
incentive to actio_ from one group to another. The nofion
of the capital owner asa merely passive recipient of residual
income is clearly incompatible with that view.
In point of fact the manager and the capital owner are each
active in bis own distinct sphere, but their spheres of action
are interrelated by virtue of mumíd orientation. For either
the other's action is a datum of bis own action. The manager's
plato concem opemting asscts. He opemtcs and regroups
them as bis plans succeed or fail. The availabity of new
capital for expa__on in case of success of reconstruction in
case of fai]ure is for him a datum_ The capital owner's plato
concem securities. He has to regroup them in the same way
as the manager regroups his operating assets, and fnanagerial
decisions determine the scope of bis opemtions as bis decisiom
determine that of the manager. It is true that the modern
shareholder rarely takes the trouble of opposing managerial
decisions with which he happem to disagree at the company
meeting. But this is so because he has a more effective way
of voting against these dccisiom: He sells.
Our main argument in thi,q chapter has been based on a
simple division of assets into opemting assets and securities.
But we saw in the case of the holdins company controUing a
number of subsidiañes that ir is sometimes impossible,to draw
such a clear dividin_ line. In such cases ir often becomes
ímpouible to say when, for imtance, a certain sale or purchase
of securities involves a 'managerial decision' and when it does
not. In the same way it becomes hnpossible to disentangle
profits and capital gaita. If by entrepreneudal decisiom we
mean dechions involving the making and revising of plato,
there is no difference between changing a production plan
and changing the compoeition of ah investment portfolio.

They ate both ___
_ctly the same type of action.
For the salte of terminological

clarity it is desirable to call

ah 'entrepreneur'anybodywhola con¢eraedwith the mana8ement of assets.' At the end of Chapter I we pointed out
, See F. A. Hayek:/_f_,/mnU mar_
19_, _ 119-20.
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that, as regards capital, the function of the entrepreneur
consists in specifyíng and modifying the concrete form of the
capital resources committed to Iris care.
We might then distinguish between the capitalist-entreprcneur and the manager-entrepreneur. The only signiñcant
differcnce betwcen the two ]ies in that the specifying and
modifying decisions of the manager presuppose and are conscquent upon the decisions of the capitalist. Ir we like, we may
say that the latter's decisions are of a 'higher order'.
Thus a capitalist makcs a ftrstspecifyingdecision by deciding
to invest a certain amount of capital, whích probably, though
not necessarily, exists in the money form, in Company A
rather than in Company B, or rather than to lend it to the
governmcnt. The managcrs of Company A then make a
second spe_g
dccision by deciding to use the capital so
xz_.eivedin bttding or extending a department store in onc
suburb rather than another suburb, or another city. The
ma_nagerof this local depari_ent store makcs further specifying decisiom, and so on, untñ the capital has bcen convertcd
into concrctc asscts.
All these decisions arc specifying decisions. In principle,
thcre is no difference between them, and there secms little
point in drawing dividing lines between those who make them.
It is only when we realizc what the heterogeneity of capital
meam that we come to understand what ah entrepreneur is
and docs.

CHAFITA_ VII
CAPITAL

IN

THE

TRADE

CYCLE

In what follows we shall make use of our newly acquired
knowledge of structural relationships between assets in general,
and capital goods in particu|ar, in order to elucidate some
problems of the Trade Cycle. By 'Trade Cycle' we shall
mean nothing more precise than the periodic ups and dowm of
output, incomes, and employment to which modero industñal
economies seem to be prone. We do not assume a high degree
of uniformity between successive flucmaUons, but just enough
dmilañty to realce comparison possible. As Pmfessor Hicks
has said, 'We ought not to expect that actual cycles will
repeat each other at aU dosely. Certainly the cydes of
reafity do not repeat each other; they have, at the moet, a
family likeness. '1
The task of trade cycle theory is therefore not confin¿d, as
it has been m often in the past, to explaining the _mi]ar_Üe$
of _ccessive fluctuatiom.
The dhsimiladties also have to be
accotmted for. It is certa/__nlyour task to indicate cauu_ for
downmrn and upturn, and to analyse the cumulative p_
of expandon and contracfion. But on the evidence we have
no right to believe that these cau_ wilI always be the same,
nor to doubt that their rehtive force will vary from case to
case. Similar causes will of course produce similar results.
The _tes
we olnerve llave then to be explained by the
hrge number of potential causes not aU of which become
actual in each instance. The m'mílañties ate too many for
the group of potable causes to be very large, but the _lari'ties are mo many for it to be very _nalL
The Trade Cycle cannot be appropriately _'bed
by
meam of one theoretical modeL We need a number of
modeh each dlowing what happem when c__'___-_potential
causes become operative. The ma-y models that have been
_mtructed by economi_ in the past ate therefv_ not nece_
sarily incompatible with each other. Overinvestment and
Ij. R. tli_: A _J,_
T/mr__f t_ rm# ¢_df, lgf_0,p. lee.
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underconsumpfion theories, for instance, are not mutually
exclusive. None of them of course is the true theory of the
Trade Cycle; each is probably an unduly broad generalization
of certain historical facts. Once we admit the dissimilarity
of different histoñcal fluctuations we can no longer look for ah
identical explanation.
In dealing with industrial and fmancial
fluctuations eclecticism is the proper attitude to take. There
is little reason to believe that the causes of the crisis of 1929
were the same as those of the crisis of 1873.
Of late this has come to be more widely recognized. Professor I-Iicks, for instance, distinguishes between 'weak booms'
which 'die by working themselves out' and wlñch lend themselves to ah undercomumptionist explanaon,
and 'strong
booms' which end b_r'hitting the ceiling' and in the exphnadon of which scarcity of productive services must play a part.
Anda feeling of the immeme complexity oftrade cycle problems
is fairly noticeable in many quarters.
There can of course be no question of our traversing the
whole immense field m this chapter, nor even of our reviewing
the literature of the past twenty years. Our airo is to elucidate
some trade cycle problems, ir is not to set forth a new trade
cycle theory. The day of 'comprehensive'
trade cycles
theoñes is long past. For our part, our interest in the matter
is largely, though not exclusively, confmed to the exploration
of the part played by structura/ ma/adjustnwnt. We see no
reamn to believe that its influence is ubiquitous, but even less
to doubt that in many cases it is pmnounced.
In this connection the 'strong boom' is of particular interest to us.
Where the capital resources available for investment prove to
be inadequate, their composition cannot be a matter of indifference. We llave here evidently ah instance of incogristent
The Hicksian theory of the trade cycle is a theory of the
strong boom. We shall therefore in this chapter start with a
critical examination of certain of its features. In doing so we
encounter ce_ain ditñculties which arise from the
assumption, ímplícit in most of Professor Hicks' theory, that
afi capital is homogeneom.
We shaU then ñnd that some of
the_ difliculties can be met by introduc'mg assumptions about
the capital m'u_
and íts distortion in a strong boom which
H
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appear to follow from the main argument of thL_book. Finally
we shall survey the situation on the morrow of the downturn
and study the mea.m_ necessary for readjustment, in particular the forms of capital regrouping which, ii"undertaken
in time, would prevent a further deteñoration of the situaon.

I
In the Hicksian model investmem plays the most prominent
part in generatin_ the o/de.
Investment means the creation
of new capital _
Yet Professor Hicks, while he has
much to say about investment, has little to say about capital.
A theory of investment without a theory of capital, however,
is very much like Hamlet without the Pñnce. Now, Professor
Hicks regards the cyclical wosmtudes he describes as a concomitant of an 'expanding economy'.
Ir might be held
that in dealing with economic expansion we are only interested
in rates of expamion, and not in the expanding magnitudes
themselves. In fact, the whole purpose of Professor I-Iicks'
model is to show how unequa! rates of expan_on engender
cyclical fluctuatiom.
But ir the cause of the unequal rates of
expamion lies in the expanding magnitudes themselves, the
latter cannot simply be ignored.
Where these magnitudes
change their composition in the process, a theoretical model
which neglects sucia chance must be regardcd as inadequate.
Ultimately, _
comequence of the heterogeneity of resources
must produce 'structural stress' and thm cause the rate of
capital expamion to slow down. The neglect of this fact in
the Hicksian model leads to certain difliculties. Of these we
shan give three examples.
Fkst, Professor Hiclm, followin__gMr. Haxrod, malcrs much
of the 'background of cconomic expa-tion' agaimt which bis
model is set; but about the forces engendering thk expamion
remaxkably little is tmid. Several times_ we are told that
expanion may be due either to growth of population or 'dm
to many of the vañom carnes which c_n be grouped together

as_

productivity'.'_

ofcoum my _=ply mean
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technical progress. But what about the division oflabour and
capital as forccs of progrcss, and their implications?
We saw in Chapter V that the division of capital entails a
change in the composifion of capital in the direction of more
complex complementarity, and that such changc usually takes
the form of incrcasing prevalcncc of fixcd capital. How is
thi_ fact accounted for in the Hicksian mod_l? It would
appear to be covered by the 'long-range' investmcnt (p. 59)
much of which (but how much?) is included in the notion of
autonomous ínvestment. Many critics of Profcssor I-Iicks' work
have pointed out what a vague and unsatisfactory notion
Autonomous Investment is, and that instead of bcing formally
defmed its meaning is mcrely illustratcd by means of enumeradon of a few examples. Be that as ir may, for our purposes
the disfinction between Autonomous and Induced Investment
proves particularly unfortunatc in that it separates conceptually what economically is inseparable because complementary. Economic progress, where it is not due to changcs in
technical knowledge, is largely the result of a changing combination of ah increasing number of specific capital resources,
some of them indívisible.
Ir some of these are the product
of autonomous, some of induced investment, as all working
capital evídenfly is, we can gain no clear and comprehensive
picture of their m0dus ¢ooperandi.
This is of course due to the fact that Professor Hicks' interest
b cont_ned to the relatiorLshipbetween changes in output and
quantitafive change in (some) capital. Professor Hicks does
not di_us the effect of capital change on output, or rather,
the latter effect b partly s_sumed in the general results of
autonomom inves_ment, and partly in the magnimde of the
Accelerator. The changes in the compofition of G without
which Y cannot grow ale disregarded, and this makes a correct und_ding
of the vicissitudes which befall the economic
l_¡stem at the '_
all but impossible. We shall later on
return to the subject of autonomous and induced investment.
Meanwhile we shall note that the source of the trouble evidently
lies in the implicit assumption that all capital is homogeneous.
Secondly, in the Hicksian modd the acceleration coetñdent
'_' plays a vital part. It b am_med to remain constant
throaghoat the _
of the o/de, as wdl as betw_n cyd¢a.
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Critics líke Professor Lundberg _ have pointed out that thiq is a
highly unrea!istic assumption
to makc.
In shipping 'v' must

C
be highcr than in the grocery

trade.

As _ varies in diffcrent

de
industri¢s_

so does _.

dif_culty is due
homogeneous.
Hicks has forced
¢ourse, even ir
capital to outt)ut

It is rcadily

sccn

that,

again,

the

to the implied assumption
that all capital is
In fact, ir might almost be said that Profcssor
the 'constant v' hypothesis upon himself.
Of
all capital were homogeneous,
the ratio of
might stiU be different in diffcrent industri¢s_

and the cause of such variatiom would stíll llave to be explained. But there can be little doubt that in reality qualitative heterogeneity of capital is the most frequent r.ame of
quantitative variatiom in the Accelerator, for instance the
different raUo offixed to working capital in different industries.
As long as we remain oblivious of this fact we cannot account
for these variations and shaU tend to disregard them; hence
the assumption of a constant accelerator.
Third, when Professor Hicks comes to grapple with the
problem of the 'ceiling' he has to drop the homogeneity asmmpfion. It is easy to see why: Were he to follow Keynes in
assuming complete homogeneity of aU resources, there would
be no ceiling at all. There would only be a point of full
employment, and beyond it the realm of inflation. Mulfiplier
and accelerator being what they are, there is no more reason
why our economic system, once set in motion, _ould stop at
this particular point rather than at any other. Evidently the
reason for the existence of the cdling has to be sought in
unequal expamibility in differeat sectors whích cannot be
overcome by intersectional tr_n__erofresources. But Professor
Hicks employs only two 'sectional ceilings', and hence only one
heterogeneity. 'Let us therefore mppme (as ís realisfic) that
different sorts of remurces ate _
to the production
of inves_ent goods and comumption goods res-l__tively;and
comider what happem ii"the production of invemnent goo_
reaches its _
at a time when the.production of comumption goo& is still capable of further expamion.'S
' E. Lundberg: 'Oro _
Sepmnber 1950.

_

Stabflitet',_ímm_
•_
lz 128.

T'_
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It is true that later on he admits, 'We could easíly have made
a further advance by splitting up these ceilings, and allowing a
sectional ceiling for every product..,
but I do not thínk
that it would make much difference to the argument.'6 In
some ways, however, ir can be shown that it would makc a
di_erertcc.

The rcality of the ceiling has been doubted by one of Pro=
fessor Hicks' cricsY It is perhaps not surprising that a
generation brought up on ah inteUectual diet of Keynesianism
and memories of 1929 should no longer be able to grasp the
meaning of a strong boom. There can be little doubt that in
history strong booms have 'bit the ceiling', í.e. been checked
by a scarcity of resources. But whcre are we to look for the
manifestations ofscarcity? We suggest that, historicaUyspeaking, they are primarily to be found in the sphere of industrial
raw materials, that in the past the r_.v materialceilinghas been
the sectional ceiling of cruda1 importanc_.
In his interesting study of World Production,P_es and Tra_,
187#--19608 Professor W. A. Lewis has computed 'terms of
trade' for industrial raw materials (primar,/ products other
than food), viz. the ratio of their prices to those of manufactured goods. His statistics show that between 1870 and 1913
all the years in which the index (1913---100) reaches or
passcs the 100 mark werc 'boom top years'.
1872

1873

1900

1907 )

1-00-79

101"7

101"1

100'6

These, then, were years in whích industrial raw materials
bccamerelatively scarce.
The argument gains further support from the cyclical
record of the divergente of the index number of the quantity
of international trade in pñmary products, CT, from that of
the world production of manufactures (exchding the U.S.A.
and the U.S.S.R.), Ma. ProfcssorLewis finds that over the
peñod 1881 to 1929 'a 1 per cent increase in world manu=
facturing is associated with ah 0.87 per ccnt increasc in world

trade in pñmary products' (p. ]lS).
• Ibid., 1_ 132.
,
. ..
.
*J. S. DueEaberry: 'I_cks on the Trade Cycle, _wter/v _o__a/oj _._a_ar,,,

aT/a)_

,,.'h'a)d
_ _

I T'_b_ I_ ooL 11, p. 1/7.

aad8¢í/_,gad/#,Ma),1952.
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The annual divergencies from th;_ ratio bear ah obvious
rdation to the trade cycle.
'PERCENTAGEDIVERGENCE BETWEEN ACWUALAND
CALCULA'rED Cr
1882 --3.9
1890 --2.1
1900 --5-4
1907 -- 14)
83 -- 3.1
91
0-7
01
04)
08 -- 1.6
84 -- 0-6
92
1-6
02 -- 0.2
09
3.6
85 -- 14)
93
04)
03
2.6
10 -- 0.8
86
4-4
94
1.9
04
1.7
11
1.3
87
0.7
95
44)
05
2"5
12
4.2
88 -- 2-8
96
0-7
06
2.6
13
1-4
89 --2.6
97
2.6
07 -- 14)
1890 -- 2.1
98
2.7
99 -- 0-9
1900 -- 5.4
The minuses, it will be seen, appear at the top and bottom
of cada column, the boom years, while the pluses are in the
middle' (p. 114).
Professor Lewis' intcrpretation of these figures is: 'Stocks
of primary products ate accumulated by importing countñes
during the slump, and are uscd up duñng the boom.' But
thjs interpretaÚon is both, factually and analytically, open to
doubt. By no stretda of the imagination can years like 1895,
1905, and 1912, all years of strong positive deviation, be
called slump years. In these years world production of manufactures (excluding Russia) increascd by 9-8, 10.6, and 8.7 per
cent respectively while their secular trend tate of annual
increase was 3-6 per cent (p. 126). In these yeaíz, then, the
expansion of raw material production not merely kept in
step with, but actually exceeded the rate of industrial expansion. There was no raw material ceilin_ and general expamion
continued lmhampered.
Moreover, Professor Lewis' interpretafion is pre-Hicksian,
ignores the cd']ing, and is based on underconsumpUonist
premises. The true explanation appears to be that in 1872-3,
1890, 1900 and 1907 manufactu6ng industries ran into a raw
material _iling.
We conclude that the raw material ceiling
has often been of fairly decha've importance, ze
_*What _ ad h, the text _
_ induar_ r_, mteñah oe_/. Food
produ¢on;*adifferentmatter. The te¢nmoft¢adefc¢fooddonotappear
to foUowa ¢ycli¢aipatte_
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Professor Hicks speaks of ah investment goods ceiling. Investment goods may be broadly, though not inadequately,
divided into industrial raw mateñals and iixed capital goods.
Can we treat the two together in the way Professor Hicks
does? Can we assume that the two sub-ceilings are bit at
the same point of time? We may doubt it, since ff ir were so,
why do the intersectional terms of trade fluctuate so much?
If the two sub-ce'dings are not bit at the same time, but the
raw mateñal ceiling reached first, there wiU be fixed capital
goods which cannot come into fuU operation, at least not in
the way such operaÚon was planned ex ante, owing to lack of
their working capital complements. They wiU provide a
peculiar kind of unplanned 'excess capacity' and comtitute
a phcnomcnon which appears to be of crucial importance.
Unless the vaxious 'investmcnt goods sub-ccilings' are all cncountcred at the samc momcnt (and why should thcy?) the
emcrgcnce of tht_ 'dynaruic excess capacity' is almost incvitable.
It might be said that raw mateñal pñces bcing more flexible
than fixcd capital goods prices, rclavc pñce figures teU us
littlc about relativo scarcity. Ir is truc that a fixed capital
goods ceJling will manifest itsclf, at Icast at first, in dclayed
dclivery rather tharl in higher pñces, so that absencc of highcr
prices does not nccessarily mean absence of excess dcmand.
But the dclay in dclivcry can only postponc, and not prevcnt_
the cmcrgence of excess capacity, unless of course the raw
material shortage is mcrely temporary, not a '¢eiling' buta
'bottlencck'. The mere fact that aí_cr both sub-ceilings llave
been reached the output of both, raw materials and fixcd
capital goods, wiU slow down, is irrelcvant. It is relativo
scarcity of complcmcntary factors which hcre causes excess
capacity and upsets plato. For no factor can be used in
isolation, complcmcntarity is of the essence of aU plans, and
withdrawal oía factor, or its failure to turn up at the appointcd
time, will ecluaUy cndangcr the success of the production plans.
We llave just deah with a phcnomcnon which occurs bef0re
the new capital combinatiom can be takcn into use. Wc must
now ask what happem afcerwards.
The effect of capital investment on output rai._sesa number
of quesfiom, not merely of 'effective demand', of comumpon
keeping in stcp with output. It'wc were dealing with a weak
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boom, these would be the most relevant questions to ask. But
the effect of investment on output also depends, and certainly
in a strong boom, on the degree of complementarity of the
differcnt capital resources employed, in other words on the
degree of consistency of such capital change. This raises a
number of questions which, to our knowledge, have rarely,
ii"ever, been asked, at least in the field of trade cycle theory.
We said above that the distinction between aumnomous and
induced investment is, for our purposes, unfortunate since it
tends to separate conceptually what economically is inseparable
because complementary.
But at the same time its critícal
examination will afford us a welcome opportunity fora study
of forros of consistent and inconsistent capital change accompanying industrial fluctuations. By elucidating the namre of
those economic forces which make the various forrm of caphal
change inseparable we may hope to learn a good deal about
the dircct and indircct effccts of invcstment on output.
The rehtionship between autonomous and induced investment may be viewed from three diffcrent angles.
First, the two in general ate complementary as they jointly
determine total incomes and employment.
This is the aspect
in which Professor Hicks is chícfly interested.
Secondly, at or near the ceiling they begin to compete for
resources. In fact, here a 'dip' in autonomous investment at
the right moment would give induced investment a 'breathing
space' before the ceiling is hit. This is implicit in the whole
argument.
Third, there is the much larger isme which concerm us here:
the complementarity of the products of the two types of investment, the actual capital resources, after they have taken shape.
Professor Hicks does not deal wíth this question; ff it has any
place in bis model it is subeumed in the slope of the ce/!ing.
If any strucmral complementañty exists between the capital
resources in an economic system__thia dearly is ah important
problem. Variatiomin the rete of the two types ofinvestment
must have some effect on the productivity of the capital
resources produce& Some of the_ variatiom at least must
fallinto theelauofineon_i_entcapiialdmngeL
Thisisdearly
in the case of indueed invemnent which depende on the
tate of increme of Watlmh henee is not independent of the
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Structural
complcmcntarity
ofcourscdocsnot mean fixcd
coefticients of producfion.
We saw above (p. 42) that in an
uncertain world the need for reserves sets a limit to the fixity of
the cocfficicnts of production within the framcwork of a plan.
What is true for the complcmentarity of the production plan
is equally truc for structural complementarity, only that the
place of the reserve asscts is hcrc ta&en by various forros of
'cxcess capacity'. Thcrc must be some flexibility in the overaU capital structure. Tramport and power rcsourccs, for
instance, must be suc_ as to pcrmit some growth and regrouping of secondary industrics, and the same applies to aU
raw material production. Ir w_mld be wrong to think that
consistent capital change in the growth of autonomous and
induced capital requircs a one-to-one, or any other fixed
rclationship. On the contrary, a certain exccss capado/, for
instancc in transport and powcr producfion, is ncccssary if a
position is to be avoidcd in which any inca'casein capital in onc
industry requires a corrcsponding decline in another. It is
just such excess capacity that makes a large number of capital
changes in secondary industñcs consistcnt with each other.
But aU thi_ means is that there is, in an industrial cconomy,
al a rule a fairly wide range over which variations in the
different rates of investment would be con__ent changes. It
does not mean that incomistcnt change cannot exist.
There certainly can be too muc]i autonomous investment
relatively to induced, so that we have too much autonomous
capital and too little induced. Or it may be the other way
round: induced investment pushin_ agaimt the ceiling which
ii the result of too iittle autonomous investment in the past,
for imtance a raw material capadty ceiling as indicatcd by
Profe_r Lewis' tables. Ndther of course could happen in a
Keynesian world, a world without c_ilin_ and scarce resources,
or at least there it would mean at worst a temporary hitch,
a 'bottleneck', until 'the other' kind of investment has caught
up. But in an economy moving near the c_'lin_ scaz_
reso_
once committed, may not find complements, however
Iong we may wait. Exce_ve railway comtruction may not
merely be a wmte of present rewurces, ir may aleo llave the
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effect of depriving the railways of future traflic by depñving
railway customers of capital
There can be little doubt, for imtance, that the industñal
development of 8witzerland between 1850 and 1900 was
gravely hampered by excessive railway building owing to the
fact that the oligopolistic nature of the railway market made
it necessary to stake clai_ by building lines long ahead of any
possibility of their profitable use. The resulting capital
shortage fora time provided a señous obstacle to the growth
of Swissindustrics.
__
In a strongboom invcstmcntplan_arcstartcd
forwhich
adcquatcrcsourccs
do note.xist
and which must thcrcforc
faiL
What isworsc,cvcn the availablc
rcsouv.cs
ate wastcdby
bcinggivcna forrawhich foritseffcctivc
usewould dcpcnd
upon thesupportofothcrrcsourccs
which arcnotavailable.
Not onlyarcthcretoofcwrcsourccs,
butthefcw arc'scattcred'
ovcrtoowidc a ficld;
theylackthesupportofothcrrcsourccs
which would havc rcndcrcdthcm more productivc
in the.ir
prcscntusesthantheyarcnow.
Wc doubtwhcthcrthedistinction
bctwccnautonomousand
induced investment can easily be made in practice; in many
cascsitwould be most diflicult
to make it. We uscd this
Hicksianpairof conccptsmcrcly to show thatcven irthe
distinction could be made conceptually as regards the form of
investment_ ir cannot meaningfully be made as regards the
resultant capital types. The resultant capital resources will
have to be complcmentary, and ii"the two capital changes ate
incomistent with each other there will be trouble, viz. intermption of the continuous investment process, even _ the
rcsourcc nccds of the two typcs of invcstment-did not clash
at the cciñng. Ncithcr autonomous nor induccd invcstmcnt
is in fact indcpcndent of forccs which, in thcir tum, depcnd
on the degree of mutual consistcncy of the two typcs of
investment.
F._xcepfionmay be taken to the view here set forth on the
ground that we have faed to dL_ingu_ between 'economic
growth' and 'cy¢fical fluctuaom',
aud co_
phenomena
110f coumcw_ do notm_m to _
thatin tl_ _
ofW_.cra Eump¢theSwéemnwa_ providedah _
a til_

the link wm I_g¢r

thnn

ir IIA_¢dhgv¢ be¢la.

oftlm
si._.
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of the 'long run' with those of the 'short run'. z_ But in the
light of what we have just said such an exception cannot be
sustained.
The distinction between the long and the short run referred
originally to the change in resources which occurs in the
former, but not in the latter, where such change means purely
quantitative change. The distinction between 'given resources'
and 'resources adapted to demand' is unambiguous only where
the adaptation me_nq addition of subtraction. Where regrouping exists as aja alternative mode of change the matter
is no longer quite so símple. The whole notion is clearly
linked to a purely quantitative conception of capital.
For Keynes of course the trade cycle means essentially
fluctuations in the degree of ufilization of existing resources.
The short peñod is to hito the period during which capital
under construction emanates the multiplier effect, the long
period that in which the new capital begins to produce output.
In the Hick_ian theory the juxtaposition of autonomous and
induced investment amounts to an admission that ii"we have
to explain why there is a ceíling and a bottom we cannot
ignore 'long run' factors.
To us the whole division is artificial and unacceptable.
Once wc realize that industrial flucmañons are not merely a
matter of utilizing existing resources in the short run, or
increasing and po_bly decreasing them in the long run, but
also of regrouping them as weH as increasing or decreasing
them in certain directions, the whole __m
_
falb
to the ground.
The po_'bility of multiple use of existing resources in suc,cessive periods blurs the simple line of distinction. This of
course does not mean that time does not enter into the problcms
of capital
Time is germane to them, but not merely as the
dimension in which the 'quantity of Capital' changes, but also
as the dimemion in which capital resources are turned from
one mode of use to another. It was just for this purpose that
in Chapter III we found it necessary to apply a form of period
anaFysis to capital problems.
Moreover, economic progress in the long run also depends
za Ser.,forimtance,N. Kaldor:'TheReh_onofEconomic
GrowthandCyclical
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on the productivity of the new capital which, in its tum, depends on the concrete forroof the new resources. This forrois
determined by investmentdecisiom made 'in the shortrtm',and
progresscan be hampered by intersectional maladjustment.
In Chapter I (p. 10) .,ve explained that investment opportunities really mean 'gaps' in the existingcapital pattem.
With respect to progresstherefore we may say that the direction
of progress depends on where these gaps are, thus using two
concepts which would be meaningless in a world of homogeneous capital.
Once the homogeneity hypothesis has been abandoned the
distinction between growth and flucmatiom loses its meaning.
This distinction finds a place in a theory which confines itsdf
to asking whether and to what extent existing resources are
being used, whether, and perhaps at what speed, mch resources
can be augmented, and what are the circumstances in which
such augmentaon is likely to take place. Once we llave
learnt to ask how, and in what order, existing resources are
being used, and what ate the implicatiom ofsuch mulUple use,
once we llave begun to understand the importance of the
concrete forro of resourcesin limiting the scope of multiple use,
we can easily dispense with the aU too simple distínction
between economic growth and cyclical fluctuatiom.
II
Thus far our approach to trade cyde problems has been
mainly critical, In examining the Hicksian model ,,ve£ound
certain weaknesses. A critical analysis of these provided us
with an opportunity to set forth certain ideas which might
help us to overcome tbem. We now llave to turn to a more
comtructive task. The ideas mentioned have to be subjected
to a test of coherence by welding them into a model, orat
least as much of a modelas is necessary to see whether and
how they fit together.
The Hicksian theort is a theory of the strong boom. The
only other model of the strong boom which has been worked
out with any degree of precision is the body of ideas set out
oñginally by Gassel and Spiethoff,_s and later developed by
u Of. 'lhainemGycks',_
Eam_ Pqkn, VoL_ pp.7.%171.
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Mises_4and Hayek, _5which has come to be known as the
Austrian Theory of Industrial Flucmations.ls Let us see
whether with its help we can further develop and apply tO the
trade cycle the main ideas set forth in this book.
In expounding the Austrian theory there is no need to start
de nov0. It is a body of ideas which has gradually evolved
over the last fifty years. But it is necessaryfirst to make some
preliminary remarks about its nature, and thus to obviate
ce_ain misunderstandingswhich, experience teaches us, stand
in the way of its correct understanding.
In the first place, we do not maintain that the Austrian
theory could explain every and any industrial fluctuation that
has ever occurred. Such a view of course would be incompatible with our plea for eclecticism. The Austrian theory is a
theory of the strong boom, it deals with its causes and comequences. Undoubtedly, weak booms which ended when consumption failed to keep in step with production have occurred
in history; America from 1929 to 1932 seems a prominent
example. To account for them a different kind of model ís
required. Al1 we contend here is that an tmdercomumption
theory, which might account for the end of a weak boom, is
not exacfly a suitable imtrument for analysing strong booms.
And there is now good historical evidence to show that strong
booms were a more or less regular feature of the expanding world economy in its 'normal' conditiom from 1870 to
1914.
Secondly, the Amtrian theory does not, as is &ten suggested,
auume 'Full Employment'. It assumes that in general, at
any moment, some factors ate scarce, some abundant. It
also a_wnes that, for cermin reamm connected with the production and planned use of capital goods, some of these scarcitíes become more pronounced during the upswing. Thme
who criticize the theory on the grotmd mentioned merely display their inability to grasp the significance of a fundamental
fact in the world in which we are living: the heterogeneity of
all resources. Unemployment of some factors is not merely
compatible with the Austrian theory; unemployment of those
u_
_
1949,Clmpm.
11pt_ts,/mnst
ad/_stma¢,
1939.
t, 8eealtoL. M.Iarkmann:A
Remndderaonof theAum'ianThemyof
Flmmim" _
May_940.
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factors whose complements cannot
come forward in the
conditions planned is ah essential feature of it.
The Austrian theory does not rest upon a stationary modeL
Saving and investment playa prominent part in ir, while of
course in a stationary society there can be no such thing. I t
is also set against the background of economic expan_on.
Like Mr. Harrod and Professor I-Iicks it views industrial
fluctuations essentially as deviations from the dynamic equilibrium path of pmgrea_. The condifion of thi_ dynamic
equilibrium path is that planned savings equal planned investment. But the nature of the economic forces which in dynamic
equilibrium, i.e. when all p|an_ ate consistent with each other,
keep the economic system on ah even keel by preventing
p|anned
investment from either exceeding of falling short of
planned saving, and of those counter-forces which in certain
circumstances prevent the first set of forces from operating,
certainly requires further examination.
Finally, the Austñan theory not merely views industrial
fluctuations as the result of maladjustment between planned
savings and planned investment, but aL_ as the result of
s_mctural maladjustment caused by the first type of __!adjustment. In this way ir is linked to a dynamic theory of
capital of the kind outlined in Chapter V. In economic
progress the degree of specialization of resources, in other
words the scope there is for multiple use, is linked to the rate
of accumulation of capital
Where the latter is mi_judged,
sooner or later the former will mm out to have been rni_
calculated.
We said that the conditiom of stability in expamion, _vhich
keep planned investment within the boun¢h, and up to the
extent, of planned savings, de_rve further smdy. Mrs.
Robimon has outlin_ a model in which these condifiom hold
and serve to keep the Wr,em on ah even keel.
When ah economy _ expanding at the tate appropriate to
the given condifiom, all prices ate equal to long-period average
costa (including in cost, profit on capital at the given tate) and all
capital equipment is working at the designed capacity. In each
lector conditiom of _-g _hort-period supply price obtain, m
that any increím in output relatively to cipacity would be
accompanied by a r_e in prke above long-_
average
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The capita!ists expect the rate ofprofit to continue in the future
to rule at the present leve1.
Now, ffwe postulate that the capitalists' expectations of future
protits have great inertia and do not react to passing events,
the system can be regarded as being in equilibrium from the
short-period point of view. A chance increase in comumption
would cause the output of comumption goods to rise above
designed capacity, prices to rise above normal costs and so
profits to rise above their long-run leveL But since this state
of affairs is not expected to last, investment is not stepped up,
and no 'acceleration' occurs. Similarly, a chance increase in
investment does not raise expected future receipts (in spite of a
ríse at the moment, due to the operation of the short-run mttltiplier). But the prives of capital goods have risen above the
normal long-run level, the rate of proflt to be expected on funds
invested at these prices is less than the accustomed tate, and
so, we may suppose, investment is checked. If investment
chanced to fall, the price of capital goods would rail, the tate
of profit to be expected on funds invested 'at those pñces would
ríse, and investment would pick up again. Thus, the postulate
that expectations do not vary with current events may be
comidered to endow the system with short-period stability, and
_combined with faith in future profitability of capital) to provide
a presumption that the tate ofinvestment tends to be maintained
at a level which continuously corresponds to the gradually
growíng capacity of the inve__aent-good industries.'Ir
Mrs. Robimon says that she obtaíned thig model by grafng
Marshall's analysis on to the Harrodian model. But the
reader will not fa to notice how easily the Austri_n conception
of dynamic eqnilibrium fits into this mould. To be sure,
Mrs. Robimon never mentions savings; to her, as to any
Keynesian, mvings ate of course a mete residual magnímde.
But it is obvious that a _chance increa._ in comumption'
meama fall in planned mvings relatively to planned investment; otherwhe why should prices rise? And a 'chance in.
crease in investment' which leads to a rise in the prices of
capital goods must mean a rise in planned investment relatively
to planned saving. The essence of the matter is not merely
that 'expectatiom do not vary wíth current events', but that
prices moving away from their normal and expected level
l*Joan Robimon:WheModeldan ExpandingEconomy',F.am_ 3ban_
March1952,plx 47-8 (by _
of the RoyalEconomicSociety).
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provide entrepreneurs with a storm signal; they indicate ex _n_
disequilibriurabetween savings and investment and teU investors
when, and when not, to make new investment decisions. We
may add that among these prices and costs rates of interest
must playa significant part.
The economic system outlined in this model is kept on ah
even keel because every deviation from the equilibñum path
will, when in ah upward dírection, release forces which via a
rise in costs check investment, and when in a downward direction, stimulate it ,cia a faU in costa. Thus, ii"the conditiom of
the model existed in reality, there would be no trade cycle.
But at the same time the study of the model has proved worth
our while; we now understand better what happens when its
condions are not fidfilled.
Where prices, wages, and rates of interest are inflexible,
investment decisiom to a large extent llave to be made in the
dark. Where interest rates are kept constant, no h_nt of ex
ante disequifibrium between savings and ínvestment can
transpire. Where raw material prices are 'controlled' and no
rising wages give a hint of approaching labour shortage, we
need not be surprised ir we bit the ceiling with full forre. The
semitive mechanism which emits the storm signals has been
switched off; the deviation of actual prices from their normal
and expected level can no longer serve asa measure of disequilibñum anda signpost for action. AU this follows simply
from what we said in Chapter IV about the tole of flexible
pñces in the semive network of communicatíons on which a
market economy so largely depends. In such a situation
entrepreneurs cannot correctly assess the relative availabñity
and scarcity of the factors to be employed in their invesmnent
plato; the impenetrable smoke-screen of a decepUve 'price
stability' shrouds them all equally. These plato of course
cannot be carried out and disaster is the natural result.
Dynamic equilibñum requires con_stency of p!an_ which, in
its turn, depends on a flexible price system. Inconsistency of
plans is ah inevitable feature of a world in which prices
(induding forward prices and share pric¢s) no longer tell an
intelligible story.
Bre now llave arñved at a decisive point of our argument.
W¢ have seen that in a strong boom entreprcneun_ deludcd
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by factor costa which are not equilibñum costa and therefore
can say nothing about available supply, embark on investment
projecta the resources for which do not exist and ca nnot be
created by a transfer of resources from consumption.
Thus
far we llave not gone beyond what Cassel and Spiethoff said
fifty years ago and most economista knew by, say, 1913. At
best we llave merely explicated the implicatiom of their thesis.
The specifically 'Austrian' element, the link with the theory of
capital, has now to be brought into our picture. If aU capital
were homogeneous we should have litfle more to say about the
trade cycle. Asit is, the link with the main thesis of this
book has now to be forged.
AII entrepreneuHal decisions are specifying decisions. Investment decisions determine not merely, as Keynes would
llave it, the 'rate of investment', but also determine the concrete character of each new capital g.ood, whether building,
plant, machine, etc. Each new capital good forms part of a
whole and has to fit into a capital combination.
We pointed
out in Chapter III (pp. 49-50) that new investment depends on
nothing so much as on the avaiIability of cheap complementary
resources of labour and capital.
The complementarity of old
and new capital goods shows itaelf within the ñrm and its production plan, but justas much in the structural overall complementarity of capital resources in the economy. Decisiom
on the comtruction of new capital thus involve all these
complementarities.
The entrepreneur in mak;ng Iris decisíon
will be guided by hB expectatiom about what complementary
capital resources will be created during Iris investment period,
and what other already existing resources will then be available
in a complementary capacity, in just the same way as he will
be guided by expectatiom about the future supply of labour.
A railway is built in the expectation that the economic development of the arca served by it will produce enough demand
for its services. Engineeri_g industries expand in the expectation that the industñes who are their customers will expand
ata certain rate. This fact is ofsome significance for the trade
cycle in general and the strong boom in particular.
In Chapter V we learnt that economic progress involves the
divi_n of capital along with the division oflabour.
The more
highly developed the economy, the more intñcate the degree of
I
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complementarity.
Thus anything which gives a wrong picture of resources available for investment, and of the speed
at which the economy as a whole can expand, will le.ad
to wrong decisions about the degree of specialization of the
new capital. That the economy 'hits the ceiling' may mean
that a new railway line cannot be completed, or cannot be
completed within the time planned, or at the cost planned.
But it may also mean that even ii"it is completed as planned,
it will lack complementary factors in the rest of the economy.
Such lack of complementary factors may well express itself
in a lack of demand for its servíces, for imtance where these
factors would occupy 'the later stages of production'. To the
untrained observer it is therefore often indistingn_able
from
'lack of effective demand'.
Rates of interest which are too low, .i.e. fail to establi.qh ex
ante equilibrium between savings and investment, are apt to
convey such a misleading picture and thus to lead to wrong
spedfying decisions. In the Keynesian world in which idle resources of all kinds axe abundant, and are to be had at qonstant
cost in terms of 'wage nnits', all this does not matter. Here
resources can be treated with impunity as though they were
homogeneous, simply because in any case there ¿re always
more than enough of them of whatever category. But in a
world in which anything is scarce, and in which construction
costs rise with investment demand in a strong boom, aU thi_
can hardly be ignored.
The essence of the matter is that investment decisions ate
not merely irreversible in time, so that excessive investment in
period 1 as a rule cannot be offset by disinvestment in period 2,
but that they are also irrevocable in kind. Even ir, at aqater
point during the boom, interest rates start to rise, the memage
comes too late for those who have made the.ir irrevocable
decision before. If all capital were homogeneous there would
be no sub-ceilings and the advance would not be halted until
all resources had become equally scarce--Keynea' point of
full employment and "full utiliTation. As it is, capital is
heterogeneous, and the first sub-ceiling reached wiU necessitate
not merely the revision of plato for the construction of new
capit_a_l_but also the revision of ph-s for the me of existing

capital.
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III
We now turn to our last task in this chapter: to survey the
problems which emerge on the morrow of the crisis, and to
study ways and means by which they might be solved. The
reader, we trust, wiU not expect to be told of ah 'adjustment
mechanism'; in the realm of human action there is no such
thing. A market economy, to be sure, has great resilience and
can adapt itsdf to many needs, suddcn as well as long foreseen.
But this is not because of any automatic mechanism 'buih-in'
but because it serves in general to put the ñght man on the
right spot. Successful adjustmcnt to new conditions no leas
than whatever 'stable progress' there might exist, depend ultimately on the entrepreneurial qualities of mind and will which
manifest themselves in respome to challenge.
Situations like
those we shall study provide a crucial test of entrepreneurial
ability.
We may remind the reader that we are primarily dealing
with the situation which arises when a strong boom has collapsed as a resuh of the encounter with a ceiling, or at least
a sutficiently tough congeries of sub-ceilings. This does not
mean, however, that the situation which foUows the end of a
weak boom is none of our concern. It is of interest to us to
the extent to which ir gives rise to the need for capital regrouping; thi_ need it shares with the aftermath of a strong
boom. But thig is not to say that capital regrouping by itself
will mflice to overcome the situation following the end of a
weak boom. Asa rule it will not, and there may be much
__ope for the Keynesian nostrums. No doubt such an undercomumption crisis, due to a flagging 'effective de_and', can
be at least miUgated by incre___ing thig demand, though it
must remain a matter for ded_on in each case whether its
invemnent or its comumption component nee& to be strengthened. The need for capital regrouping _
from the peculiar
e.haracteñsfica of these circumstance_
Another point calls for notice: Any sudden and unexpected
change in the 'real situafion' will probably affect the demand
for and the velodty ofcirculation ofmoney.
In the case under
dimmion widespread disappointment wíth the resulta of the
past, the need for plan revision, the general lou of conlidence,
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wiIl almost certainly have this effect. In a monetary system
based on bank deposits, i.e. debts, in which the mete maintenance of any given quantíty of money requires continuous
agreement between creditors and debtors, the quantity of
money can hardly remain unaffected. In particular, where
the bank_ are involved in some of the investment schemes
which have gone astray, the danger of secondm3 deJlation is
ídways present. When that happens the 'recession' which
succeeded the strong boom will turn into a 'depres_on', a
cumulative process óf income contraction, as has often happened in the past. Of course ir need not happen. But to
avert the danger must always be the prim_aryairo of monetary
policy in a recession. The reader is asked always to bear this
in mind in the discussion which fonows.
We now turn to the mairl issue. The situation which the
economy faces on the morrow of the collapse of a strong boom
clearly calls for capital regrouping on a large scale. On this
score the reader who has followed the main line of thought
of this book will have no doubt. The questions which aríse
are rather, what forro the regrouping shall take and what are
the circumstances favourable or detrimental to it. Plans have
gone astray, hopes have been disappointed; capital combinations have to be dimolved and reshuflied. But what is the
principle governing these changes?
Some planned combinations cannot come into operafion
because of lack of complementary factors; these factors have
to be created now. But in general the tate of expansion of the
whole economy will have to slow down. Yet the situation we
confront is not, like that of a wax or post-wax economy, one of
universal shortage. The scaráfies ale relative only. Something might be done by shifng resources to where they are
most needed. The critical sectors ate those sub-ceilin_s which
lie in the path ofexpamion.
Here more investment is required
in order to 'lift the ceilin_'. To th_ end not merely must
investment in other sectors be curtailed; additional factors able
to help in litng the ceiling must be recruited from wherever
they happen to be, and this meam m a rule that they mmt be
withdrawn from thoee combinatiom of which they form part.
Mobfle resomces from everywhere, even from the comumption
goods industrie_ will have to be drawn to the critical tectors.
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AII thig plays no part in the Hicksian theory. For Professor
Hicks the slope of the ceiling in general, and the configuration
of crical sub-ccilings in particular, ate the long-run product
of autonomous investmcnt, somcthing that lies entircly beyond
the grasp of short-run acon.
It is true of course that tbis
configuration ofsub-ccilings is, at each momcnt, the cumulativo
result of forces that havc operatcd in the past, but ir does not
follow that thcrefore nothing can be done about ir in the
short run. To us it is impossiblc, for the rcasons mcnoned,
to separatc the forces of progress from those of the cycle. To
us the configuration of particular sub-ceilings is something
that can be re_moulded by changing its composition, though
it might be unwise to expect early results to transform the
_fimation entirely.
In general the chief remedy for recession lies in increased
investment in the critical sectors, even where such investment
does not yield early results, and in the concomitant withdrawal of mobile resources from existing combinations. These
mobile resources llave to be detached from the specific and
non-mobile resources with which so far they ]lave co-operated,
and thi_ wil] ]ead to dissolufion and resh-fflirtg of existing
combinatiom.
Suda action creates a number of pracfical problems. The
owners of the mobile resources of course act under the stimulus
of the high eamíngs obtainable at their place of destination,
but the owners ofthe specific resources to which unl yesterday
the mobile resources were complements, may have good
reamn to moum their departure. Even where these mobile
resources ate not irreplaceable the earnings of speciíic factors
are cermin to be reduce&
The owners of a factory are unlikely to close ít and let their
plant lie idle merely because their liquid capital could earn a
highcr rate of interest ehewhere. But here the control struc,ture is ofsome importance. In certain cases the creditors may
compel their reluctant debtors to part with their mobile assets.
In general we may say that where the division between the
firm's own capital and its debts corresponds most closely to
that between its first-line, and its second-line and reserve
amets, i.e. its fixed and mobile resources, the chances of
successfid withdrawal of the mobile resources are highest_
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precisely because all the gain will accrue to the creditors and
all the Ioss to the debtors. While, where the creditors own
aho part of the fixed first-line assets, they may be reluctant
to incur the capital loas here involved. But in any case there
will be enough resistance to aU attempts to mobiliTe resources
and disintegrate existing combinations to make the withdrawal
of mobile factors a slow and precañous business.
This creates a problem for monetary policy. In all probability mobile resources cannot be withdrawn and capital
combinations will not be reshuffied without pressure being
brought to bear on owners and managers of specific resources.
In some cases it may not be possible at al] without actual
bankruptcy. To thig end a 'severe' credit policy ís required.
But a credit policy sufficiently severe to 'crack open' the
tougher kind of nnguccessful capital combinations may discourage investment in the critical sectors of the economy.
Clearly this is a problem of policy which does not admit
of a general answer. In such a simaÜon there is much to be
said for a 'selective' credit policy which need not be arbitrary
ii"it merely reflects the degree of imperfection of th_ capital
market which is the natural product of the past record of
success and failure of individual firms,xs
The problem of surmounting intersectional maladjustment
must not, however, be viewed exclusively as failing within the
narrow context of the firm and its internal complementarities.
We saw in Chapter IV that the same capital may give rise to
service streams of very different _nds.
Ah industrial economy
has oRen a high degree offlexibity which may operate without
much visible di_ntegration ofcombinatiom.
ORen the change
is brought about by n_ing the same plant to produce different
products. Suppose our critical sub-cei!ing is in mineral mining. It is surely unn_
to depñve exLqing coal reines of
their minin_ equipment. Our purpose of moving mobile
resources to the crical alea may be as wen served by the
heavy engineerin_ industries switching their plante from proa Whe this is hardlytheplace to dácumthe imperf_eu of the capital
mrket in gener_ irmustbeclear,fromwhatwmmd in the previmm
dmpter
about U_e int_h;p
between plan _xtctm_
and portf-o]io itrucbJre, that
me wfl/_a_,
of t/ac capital market to lend to, of acquire shares in, individual

.eatergS_, ván to mme emm depeaden O_eirlmt rmad. The degreeel
u__emcu_ _ tl_ _
m_l_ is chusisrSdy_ a d_W _ s rm£__r¿_
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ducing equipment for coal-using industñes to producíng
mining (or 'mineral-economizing') maclíinery. In thís way
existing combinations may be moved body to 'another stage
of production' with0ut the painful need for disintegration.
In such cases internal complementarity is preserved at the
expense ofstrucmral complementarity.
The complementarity
relationship which hitherto ]inked the engineering industries
to their customers in the consumer goods trades, the complementarity between successive stages of production, will now
be broken; ir is impossible to have change and to maintain all
existing reLationships of complementarity.
Those changes
which are necessary to rectify the inconsistent capital changes
of the boom must not be expected to leave incomes and asset
values intact, xt
It follows that any policy designed merely to restore the
status qa0 in terms of 'macro-economic' aggregate magnitudes,
such as incomes and employment, ís bound to rail. The state
prior to the downturn was based on plans which llave failed;
hence a policy calculated to discourage entrepreneurs from
revising their plans, but to make them 'go ahead' with the same
capital combín_aÜons as before, cannot succeed. Even ii"
business men listen to such coumel they would simply repeat
their former expeñence.
What is needed is a policy which
promotes the necessary readjustments. No doubt, ii'the actual
break-up of existing combinatíons with its consequences for
control structure and portfolio structure can be avoided, readjusaent
will be much easier, but it is clearly impossible to
maintaín all those asset values which were based on inconsistent
plato.
What happens during a strong boom is that resources
are being given a concrete form which, but for the mi_oxtided
expectatiom of the boom, would not llave been chosen. Somebody has to take the comequences.
We saw that even where the breaking-up of exisfing firma
can be avoided, there will nevertheless llave to be a break in
J_a,ucm.,_ complementarity. It follows that a policy endeavouring merely to 'mam tain effective demand' by stimulatLng
_' "Onemmt vrovidethecapitalgoodslackingin thosebrancheswhichwere
tmdulyneglectedintheboom. Wageratesmustdrop;p_..plemmt.r__
¢mlaumption
temporañ_untilthecapitalwastedby malinvestment
ts...res_or_.
Thosewho_
thesehardshípaof the readjustment
penoam.t__ammmm
time fromcrotRexpamio_t:L,ron Mím: HamanAt_qo_,
pp. :)/_41).
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consumption will simply defeat the very purpose of readjustment by making ir profitable for those who should deflect the
flow of their services elsewhere, to let them flow where they
did before.
Thus far in this chapter we have been concerned with the
strong boom. The strong boom is the result of plans involving
incomistent capital change, and this incomistency is the result
of the fact that where prices are inflexible they convey mi_
leading information about available resources. As it is clearly
impossible to have completely flexible pñces in reality, or even
ah equal degree of flexibility throughout the economic system,
investment decisions based on erroneous assumpUons about
the future availability of resources cannot easily be avoided.
Even ii"aH prices were completely flexible and semitive to
all present changes in demand and supply they would, in
the absence of a fairly comprehensive systemof forward markets
which would make aH relevant expectations consistent with
each other, not necessarily reflect future scarcity of resources.
Those who have to make investment plans might sUllbe misled
about the i3atureavaHability of the resources the_ need if
they relied exclusively on these present pñces. The strong
boom is thus ah almost inevitable concomitant of ah expanding
industrial economy, and the system-wide regrouping of capital
is its necessary consequence and corrective.
This does not mean that nothing can be done to mitigate it.
There is one pñce in particular which, owing to its strategic
importance, we should attempt to make as flexible as possible:
the tate of interest, the general tate of exchange between
present and future goods. When present goods ate withdrawn
from immediate use and turned into sources of future output,
i.e. in the later stages of a strong boom, the rate of interest
should rise. Any attempt to prevent it from fisLngmeam to
spread misleading informafion about present and ímpending
scarcities and future abundance. This "isclearly aeen on the
Stock Exchange which discounts future yield streams on the
basis of the present rate of interest. A sensitive and wellinformed market witnessing the spectade of a strong boom
will of course in any case sooner or later llave its misgivings
about future yields and the cost of present projects. But we
need not doubt that where this is not so, a rising tate ofinterest
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would strongly rcinforce the discountingfactor and thus damp
exccssive optimisim.
Capital regrouping is thus the necessary corrective for the
maladjustment engendered by a strong boom, but its scope is
not confined to this kind of maladjustment.
Where a weak
boom has 'petered out' before 'hitting the ceiling' capital
regrouping ls just as necessary. That this is not at once
obvíous is due to the unfortunate habit of viewing all these
problems in 'macro-economic' temas. If we come to believe
that the only reason why expansion sufren a check is the
combination of a weak accelerator with a feeble muláplier,
we shall of course conclude that the only proper remedy is an
increase in effecve demand, and that ir does not really matter
how thi.q is accomplished.
Even in a weak boom, however, some industñes expand
more than others, new products come into the market, consumen change their preferences, and in general, with or without full employment, some factors ate scarcer than others.
The new capital combinations will change the capital structure
and the new products modify the market structure. Here
again price inflexibility will fora time tend to hide the facts
from the entrepreneurs, but the inconsisteneies will show
themselves in the end. This situation is best viewed in temas
of Schumpeter's model in which the 'innovatíng' new timas
expand into 'new economic space' but also restrict the range
of action of the older timas. Asa result the latter have to
adjust themselves to the new conditions, and this entails
capital regrouping.
At the end of a weak boom the new capital resources begin
to pour out output. Here there is no difficulty in obtaining
and keeping together the complementar/factor
combinations
sinee the ceiling has not been hít. But some firms may find
it diiñcult to dh-laose of the new output. Pdces will tend to
fall, employment may decline and umold stocks accumulate.
Excess capacity (of the 'real kind'!) ma), make its appearaace.
The noáon that in such a case we could simply restore the
statas quo by 'maintaining incomes' is, however, here justas
futileas in the caseof the rcccssion
followingthe strong
boom. Iristrucofcourscthatthcrcisa dangerthatsuchah
underconsumptioncrisis
may dcgcncrateintoa cumulafive
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depression.
If so, a budget deficit may help. But such a
policy would llave to be supplemented by strong pressure for
the necessary capital regrouping to take place. Attempts,
wkich are very likely in such situaUom, to 'stabilize' pdces wiU,
by reducing consumers' real incomes, simply make adjustment
more ditñcult.
The best remedy for the excess capacity mentioned is to make ir tmproñtable for the owners of such resources
to maintain them. Except in the case where there is excess
capacity everywhere, the case in the contemplation of which
the Keynesiam specialize, existing capital combinatiom must
be broken up and their fragments removed to wherever tbey
are stl usefuL As in the case of the aítermath of the strong
boom, a selective credit policy which reflects the degree of
imperfection of the capital market, appears to be called for.
The _gnificance of capital regrouping thm tramcends the
phenomena of the strong boom. But it also transcends the
Austrian Theory of Industrial Fluctuatiom and its lo#cal
basis, the theory of capital we expotmded in Chapter V. The
Austrian theory, ím most other modela except Schumpeter's,
igraore$ the effects of innovation and technical progresa. It
views economic progresa primañly aa taking place along the
lines of ever greater division of labour ímd specialization of
capital equipment, of ever higher degrees of complexity of
factor combinadom.
But technical progrtm may cancel
some of these effects by making some spedalized _killi and
other specific characteñstics redundant.
'Technological Unemployment' of highly skilled craftsmen is of course a weUknown manifestation of thi_ tendency.
Technical pr0gre_
however, while making some capital eqm'pment redundant,
raises the demand for other types and their complementa.
All thi.q Rimply meana that in a world in wkich the forces of
progresa ate manifold there ate more, and not fewer, forces
abroad which make the regrouping of capital an ineluctable
msk.
Teclmical progrem means unexpected cha-ge.
It is by no
meam the only forro of unexpected change which entails
modificatiom of the capital structure. In reality the capital
structure is ever changing. Every day the network of plato
ia toro, every day it la mended anew. Plato have to be revised,
new capital combinatiom ate formed, and old combinatiom
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disintegrate. Without the oi_cn painful pressure of the forces
of change there would be no progress in the economy; without
the steady action of the entrepreneurs in specifyíng the uses of
capital and modifying such decisiom, as the forces of change
unfold, a dvilized economy could not survive at all.
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